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Calloway Student Is Winner Of Scholarship
A Calloway County High School
senior is among about 1,500 winners of
college-sponsored four-year
Merit
Scholarships that have been announced
by the National Merit Scholarship
Corporation.
Kevin A. Bowen, Route Two, a
Calloway High senior, has received a
four-year scholarship to attend RoseHulman Institute of Techtogy.
Bowen's major field of study is
physics and mathematics. He is the
1977 graduating class valedictorian,
and has been presented National
Forensic League degrees of merit,
honor,excellence, and distinction.
Bowen is the president of the Beta
Club, newspaper editor, a member of
the varsity debate team, Future
Business Leaders of America, business
math team, regional debate champion,
chess club champion, and received the
Most Outstanding Student award in
Spanish.,

College-sponsored merit scholarships
are offered with the stipulation that
they must be used at the sponsoring
institutions. The scholarships are
renewable for up to four years of undergraduate study, but are not transferrable to another college or
university.
The winners were selected by officials of the sponsoring college who
also computed the students' financial
need -and determined the individual
annual stipends.
The dollar amounts, which can range
from $250 to $1,500-per year, are not
made public. The average annual

Musical Programs
To Be Presented
By Local Schools

The annual musical productions
featuring all the students of Grades One
through Four at Robertson and Carter
Elementary Schools will be presented
on Monday and Tuesday, May 2 and 3,
at 7:00 at the Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University.
will
77
No.
Troop
Boy
Scout
Murray
Joan Bowker, director of choral
hold its old Newspaper Drive on
music for the Murray Elementary
Saturday, April 30. This is both a fund
of the two
raising and a conservation activity for Schools, said all students
included in the
the troop, said Senior Patrol Leader schools will be
programs with Robertson program on
Claude Johnson.
Monday, May 2, and the Carter
. Persons having newspapers to be
on Tuesday, May 3.
program
give.,
and
753-3824
picked up should call
"School Days" will-be the theme of
their name, address,and the location of
will be fi/ty
papers. Johnson said only newspapers the programs. Admission
cents
twenty-five
and
adults
for
cents
will be taken, not old magazines,
for children.
booklets, etc.

Scout Troop 77 To
Hold Drive Here

_

Alleged Stolen Van Is
Recovered In Henry Co.
The Henry County Sheriff's Department has recovered what is reportedto
be a van that was stolen last night in
Calloway County.
Henry County Sheriff's Deputy Larry
Clayton said today that he was on patrol
last--night when he notieect a wrecker
pulling a van that was similar to the one
that had been reported stolen in
Calloway County.
Calloway County Deputy David
Salentine said this morning that the
van was owned by Carl Morris, of
Calloway County, who reported that it
was stolen at about 3:15 a.m. today.
Salentine said Morris reported that
the van had been seen as it was towed

away by a wrecker, with another
automobile following. .
Four persons, all of Paris, were jailed
on charges of unlawful taking, a Class
D felony in Tennessee. The four, according to the Henry County Sheriff's
Department, included Billy Ray Smith
43, Lee Roy Campbell, 18, Thomas W.
Campbell,50, and Ronald C. Reeves,31.
Henry County officials said the two
Campbells( men were driving the
wrecker, and the other two were in an
automobile.
Salentine was scheduled to appear at
a hearing today in Paris, at which bail
will be set and possible extradition
•
begun to Calloway County.

ins
DISTIN6UISHED SERVICE — Mrs. Leslie Chapman, outgoing secretary at the
Murray Chamber of Commerce office, was presented a certificate of
recognition Tuesday by Chamber President Leonard Vaughn. The certificate is
for distinguished service to the Chamber. The new secretary at the office is
Deborah Haley.
Staff Photo by David HiN
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new column debuts today
A new weekly feature of The Murray Ledger & Times, •
"Cooking Corner," is making its debut today. The column,
wtitten by Ann Uddberg, will highlight interesting, accomplished cooks in Murray and the surrounding area.
For the first installment of this new column, turn to page
17.

clear and warmer
Clear and warmer tonight.
Partly cloudy and warm on
Thursday with a chance of rain.
Lows tonight in the mid 50s.
Highs Thursday in the 70s to low
80s. Wands southwesterly to 10
miles an hour tonight. Rain
chances 30 per cent on Thursday.
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stipend for a college-sponsored Merit
scholarship is currently about $725, or
$2,900 for the four years.
The 1977 merit scholarship competition began in October, 1975, when
over 1 million high-school juniors from
more than 17,000 secondary schools
took preliminary tests.
The highest scorers in each state
as
publicly
announced
were
semifinalists in September, 1976. The
together
semifinalists
15,000
represented less than one-half of one
per cent of the seniors in the United
States, and the number of semifinalists
in each state was proportional to the
state's percentage of the national total. There were about 3,800 of those who
were awarded scholarships in the form
of corporate-sponsored four-yeatmerft
scholarships, nonrenewable national
merit $1,000 scholarships, or collegesponsored four-year grants, such as the
one Bowen received.

School Board
To Meet Thursday
The Murray Board of Education will
meet -in' regular session Thursday at
seven p. m.at the board office.
Included on the agenda will be the
recognition of Willie Jackson to discuss
attendance, dropouts, and. transportation; the recommendation of a
teaching salary schedule for next year;
a recommendation froth the administrative team concerning administrative calendar and vacation
policy; a resolution of respect to Dennis
Taylor submitted by the staffs of Carter
and Ftobertsoti Schools;.consideration
of a change in meeting time from 7:00
p. m. to 7:30 p. m.; and the superintendent's report on the progress of the
Middle School renovation.

Law Seminar To
Be Held At MSU
Two justices of the Kentucky
Supreme- Court and two judges of the
Kentucky Court of Appeals will be on
the program .for a law seminar on
appelate court practices 'to be held on
the Murray State University campus
April 29-30.
The seminar will be held at the
special education building, at the
corner of 16th and Hamilton Streets.
In addition to the seminar itself, to be
offered on Friday afternoon and
Saturday morning, Murray State is
sponsoring a lawyer's banquet Friday
evening. The speaker for this banquet
will be Joseph Leary of Frankfort.
The $25 registration fee for the
seminar will cover the banquet.
Banquet tickets only are $3 each. Also.
the Calloway County Bar Association is
sponsoring an open house at the
Holiday Inn between the seminar and
the banquet Friday afternoon.
Speakers Friday will be the
Honorable Samuel S. Steinfeld, Marvin
J. Sternberg, Jeff A. Woods, and John
S. Palmore. Saturday's speakers will
include William M. Gant, and J.
William Howerton.
Persons who would like to attend the
seminar should contact Philip F.
Deaver, at the center for continuing
education, at Murray State University.

enter are
CHARITY BALL — The children and teachers of the Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care(
June 4 at
on
held
be
to
Ball,
Charity
annual
the
from
Proceeds
center.
proud of the new bus bought recently for the
Lets, contact
_ the iturray-Calloway Country Club, will allow the center to obtain other needed equipment. For tic
•••' Mar) Taylor at 753-8489 or lane Hopson at 753-9350. Cash donations may be mailed to Mrs. Howard TiLsworth
Photo b, %Nilson Wootlev
1316 Olivo, Murray, Kentucky.

Charity Horse Show To Get
Underway Here Friday, May 20
amateur -three-gaited horse, amateur
governor the facility was constructed.
They'll be mounting up Friday, May
roadster pony to bike.' equitation
More than 150 entries competed in the
20, for the first of tw.? nights of class
in
$3,300
riders 13 and -under slow racking
more
than
(
and
year
last
show
annual
the-"second
competitions • as
horse, junior five-gaited horse,
prizes were awarded in one whirlwind
Kentucky State Charity Horse Show
amateur harness pony, equitation
evening of competition.
gets under way in the Welt_ Kentucky
( riders 14 through 17 years of age),
By expanding the show to two nights
Livestock Show and Exposition Center
junior three-gaited horse, open fox trot
this year, the sponsoring Rotary Club.
on the Murray State University
the
of
horse ancihmateur five-gaited horse.
Department
Sigma
the
and
mile
one
agricultural laboratory farm,
Friday. May 21: American sadMurray Woman's Club hope to generate
west of the campus.
-gaited horse, - open
to
• three
and
event
in
dlebred
the
interest
still
greater
include"
will
which
shOW,'
This year's
roadster pony, Knierican .saddlebred regulate the pace of the competitions
showings in 22 classes from the open
five-gaited pleasure' horse, style
more effectively.
pleasure pony to the open five-gaited
racking horse, open fine harness pony,
Patron tickets, priced at $10 each.
horse, will run for two rgts with
1 P tL,, Chalieriger. Cup ogiiitutkirsL. have beep on sale *nee the first weetio,
April and cover both.. nights", per- , Class.Chapter tfor riders 17,years of
at 7:30 p.m. in-the indoor, 2,-600-seat
formances. General admission tickets
age arid under). .open three-gaited
arena.
week
first
the
each
$3
at
horse, fine harness horse, open racking
sale
on
go
will
be
will
show
year's
this
of
A highlight
of May. They are good for only one . horse,irtad horse to bike and open fivespecial ceremonies Saturday evening
gaited horse.
performance.
during which the $2.6 million facility,
For additional information regarding
Judging this year's show will be
the only indoor horse show arena in
the show, inquiries should be addressed
Donna Moore of Versailles, Ky. The
Kentucky west of Louisville, will be
to Kentucky State Charity Horse Show,
classes will be presented in the
dedicated officially. Expected to
P.O. Box 67, Murray,4..42071,or call
following order on the evenings inparticipate in the ceremonies is U.S.
dicated:
Mrs. Fred W. Wells at 1502) 753-4845 or
whose
during
H.
Senator Wendell Ford,.
Friday. May 20: Open pleasure pony,
(502)435-4181.
- administration as Kentucky's '49th

DECA Members Leave Today From
Louisville For National Conference
Members of DECA from the Murray
Area Vocational Center left today from
Louisville, at Standiford Field for
Anaheim, California to attend the 31st
- Career.
Annual National DECA :
Development Conference of the
Distributive Education Clubs of
America.
These DECA members are among 120
from Kentucky selected to participate
in the Conference, which is designed to
help develop future leaders for
marketing .and distribution. It will be
held at various hotelpin Anaheim,'April
27 through May 3. and is expected to
have over 6,000 DECA Members, state
advisors, and local adylsors in attendance representing all 50 states plus
the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
the Virgin Islands, and Guam.
DECA is the only national student
organization operating through the
nation's schools to attract young people
to careers in marketing, merchandising, and management, Its
purposes are to develop a respect for
education which will contribute to
occupational competence, and to

promote understanding and appreciation for the responsibilities of
citizenship in our free, competitive
enterprise system.
The purpose of the National DECA
Career Development Conference is to
provide worthwhile activities to assist
students in career development as they
prepare to be marketing and
distribution leaders of tomorrow. There
are almost 200 activities throughout the
conference, all planned and designed
for this development. Many of these
sessions are prepared and conducted
for this . development. Many of these
sessions are prepared and conducted-by
the National Officers of the DECA, who
are assisted by other .student leaders
from DECA's State Association.
Following is a listing of events and
members as they will be participating
in national competition which these
members will represent Kentucky:
Janet Smith. daughter of Mr. and
WS. Thomas Smith, studies in
marketing-specialty store manual and
co-chairperson of the chapter of the
year event; Diana Sliger, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Hulon Sliger. voting
delegate and representative of the
Murray Vocational Center; Tim
Hutson, son of Mr. and Mrs. William
and
delegate
voting
Hutson,
representative of the Murray
Vocational Center; Jennie Burkeen,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Hugh
Burkeen, studies in marketing-variety
- store manual:'Diane -Choate, daiightter
of Mrs. Dora Maye Choate, chairperson
for chapter of the year event; and
Bobbie Smith. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Smith, public speaking. Also
attending will be the DE Advisor,
Beverly McKinley.
A special feature of the conference
will be the presentation of scholarships
to a number of outstanding Distributive
Education students for advanced study.
in marketing, management, or
Distributive Education,
Nationally known leaders from the
fields of marketing, education, and
government iiII speak at the conference, serve as competitive event
judges and consultants, and will take
part in workshop session.

Registration For
Kindergarten Set
At Board Office
Dr. Jack Rose, Superintendent of
Calloway County Schools, has announced that registration for the first
Calloway County Public School Kindergacten will be held May 2 and 3 from
a. m.to 2 p. th. at the Calloway County
Board of Education office, located at
2110 College Farm Rd., next door to
Calloway County High School.
Parents are requested to bring the
child's health records with them to the
registration.
The kindergarten, which will be
located in the Early Childhood
Education Center (former University
School) on the Murray State campus.
will be composed of a morning and
afternoon session. Children may attend
either the morning or afternoon session
for the entire year. The kindergarten
will follow the same calendar as the
other schools in the county system.
Dr. *Rose emphasized that. priority
will be given to children who live in the
Calloway County school district and
those whose parents are employed by
the Calloway Cowity school system. If
space is not available for all who would
like to attend, determination will be
based on those whose registrations are
received earliest (first-come, first
served I.

National Mt A Career
NATIONAL CONFERENCE — Students from the Murray Vocational School attending the
Jennie Burkeen. Diane
Smith,
lane(
Smith,
Bobbie
Sliger
left,
Diana
from
include,
alifornta
(
in
Conference
Development
Chote, Beverly McKinley, advisor, and Tim Hutson.
Staff Photo hv Davti Hill
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' Friday, April 29
- Lesson on learning to build
simple bird houses and
feeders from inexpensive
materials will be held at
Plant-sale will be held from
Empire Farm, Land Between
Audubon Wildlife Society 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. at the Senior the Lakes, from one to four
film, The Bahamas-Top to Citizens greenhouse on p.m.
Bottom," Aarried by *Harry Broach Street just off Main
Pederson, will be shown at Street at the Episcopal
Western Kentucky Horseven p.m, in the Student Church.
semanIs Association hold its
Center Auditorium, MSU. No
kick-off supper at the National
Ellis Center will be open Guard
charge and public is invited.
Armory building.
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Paducah, at 7:30 p.m.
activities
the
by
Senior
Joint senior recital by Toni
Dort, Freeport, III., and David Citizens with sack lunch at
Exhibits' by James Ray
Powell, percussion, Symsonia, noon and tablegames at one Humphries, Hopkinsville,
p.m.
will be at 8:15 p.m. in the
Vickie L. Masden, Louisville,
Farrell Recital Hall of the
and
Rachel Maupin, CampMaster
Masons
and their
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
bellsville, will open at the
will
wives
at
meet
Seas
Seven
N1SU.
Restaurant at 6:30 p.m. Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
Guests of Murray Lodge No. Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
•will•spealc4..7
4313
Joe
1-6-r-Vic:Thor. will be the and continue through May 11.
at the Maranatha
p.m
widows -of Master Masons lit
Center.
Christian
this area.
Saturday, April 30
Humane Society will have a
Thursday, April 28
Night Bridge of the bake sale and lemonade sale
-Gamma Gamma Chapter of Welcome Wagon Newcomers
at the Dixieland Shopping
scheduled
Beta Sigma Phi is
Club will meet at the home of Center.
to meet. SU- rah
-2218
itirriElt,
- Gatesborough Circle, at 7:30 -"Spring on Parade" brunch
Military'Ballwill be held by p.m.
and style show will be held by
Murray State ROTC for cadets
the Murray State Women's
and their guests .from 7:30 to
Murray High School PTA Society at the Murray
11:30 p.m. in the Beshear
will have a potluck supper and Woman's Club House at 9:30
Gymnasium, Student Center
installation of officers at 6:30
Auditorium, MSU.
p.m. at the high school
cafeteria.
Boy Scout Troop 77 will have
Musicale by member of Phi
an old newspaper drive and
Mu Alpha Sinfonia, MSU, will
Zeta Department of Murray persons may call 753-3824 for
be held at 8:15 p.m. in the Old
Woman's "Club will meet at their newspapers only to be
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
7:30 p.m. at the Bank of picked up.
Fine Arts Center, MSU. Public
Murray University Branch.
is invited and .there is no
Nature games will beheld
charge.
for ages' six to twelve at
Thursday, April 28
Health Awareness Day will Center Station, Land Between
Drama, "Stop the World,
,Want To Get Off," will be be held at the open area south the Lakes from two to three
pi•egerited by the Department of the Student Center, North p,rn..
of Speech and 'theatre at eight 16th Street, from tin a.m. to
Murray State University
p.m. in the University Theatre three p.m. The program will
Invitational
of Fine Arts Center, MSU. be coordinated by the Per- High School
F.priehroent CenteL.and Track Meet will be an all-day
Tickets will
event at Siewart gtadium.
MSU Health Services.
mission by season ticket.
Thursday, April 28

a

Work day will
held at the
Hardin Senior Citizens Center.

Friday, April 29
Work day will be from 9:30
a.m. to "three p.m. and fun
night at six p.m. by the Hardin
Senior Citizens.

The film, "The New Chuck
Colson" will be shown at the
University Student Center
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.,
sponsored by Maranatha
Christian Center.

Special Alumni Weekend
events will be held throughout
the day at Murray State
University.

HOSPITAL NEWS

I

Second night of "Stop the
World I Want To Get Off" will
Spring play, "Take Your
be at eight p.m. in the MSU 4-20-77
Medicine," will be presented
University Theatre of the Fine Adults 138 ,
at Calloway County High
Nursery 7
Center.
School at eight p.m. Ad- Arts
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
mission is $1.00 adults, and 50
Baby Boy Sego (mother
MSU Faculty Piano Trio
cents; children.
composed of David Nelson, Hannah), Rt. 8, Benton, Baby
Community Theatre public violin, Neale Mason,cello, arid Boy Vaughn (mother Wanda),
performances
will 'be Thomas Baker, piano, will 1604 Dodson, Murray.
DISMISSALS
presented at the Calloway begin at 8:15 p.m. at the Clara
Miss Stacey Y. Sutton, Rt. 1,
County Public Library at ten M. Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle
a.m.., one p.m. and 3:30 p.m. Fine.A.rts.Center, MSU. Public Hardin, Mrs. Janet C. Darnall
and Baby Boy,.Rt. 4, Benton,
is invited.
4,Mrs. Robbie A. Key and Baby
Annual banquet of the
West Kentucky FkA Field Boy, 1617 Kirkwood Dr.,
Murray Chapter of the
-Kational Secretaries Day will start at 8:30 a.m. at Murray, Mrs. Carole C.
A:ssociation (International) the Murray State University Berryman and Baby Girl, Rt.
1, Cottage Grove, Tn., Jameg
will be held at the Murray Farm.
H. Grogan, 4381 Water Oak,
Woman's Club House at 6:30
Murray State, Southeast Jacksonville, Fla., Mrs. Mary
p.m. with Benton Attorney
Richard H. Lewis as speaker. Missouri, and University of W. Roseman, Rt. 1, FarTennessee at Martin will mington, Mrs. Cathy H.
Wranglers Riding Club will begin a three-team tennis Abernathy, Rt. 2, Big Sandy,
meet at seven p.m. at the club meet at the University Courts Tn., Mrs. Katie Gooch, 107 E.
Percy, Indianola, Miss., Mrs.
at one p.m.
grounds.
Lucy J. Hollowell, Rt. 2,
Calvert City, Mrs. Donna K.
Thurmond, Hale's Tr. Ct.,
Murray, Mrs. Mary B. Jones,
Ends Thursday
7:30
Rt. 1, Murray, Augustus W.
"The Family Plot"(PG)
Only
Russell, P. 0. Box 349,
Murray.

C *VI

-STARTS FRIDAY

Biggest.
geontiest.
action-filled
pirate movie
ever!

4-19-77
NURSERY ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Turner (Mother
Judy), Rt. 2, Murray, Baby
Girl Litchfield (Mother
Shelby), Rt. 3, Murray.

Ends Tonight!
"Car Wash"(PG)

7:30
Only_

STARTS TOMORROW

the

sen me'
A UNIVERSAL Pi•

••

Ends Tonne!

Cess6

"Wizards"(PG)

7:30
Only

STARTS TOMORROW
1 hi,.

H.

litoserowasospiet,

To Marry In July

COM MUNITY
CAIAE NDAR
Wednesday, April 27
Murray State and Southern
Minols University women will
meet at tliree p.m. in a tennis
meet at the University Courts.

--

•, •,••••••1.0.•tit F., futur..

THE GRADUATE
ANNE BANCROFT
DUSTIN HOFFMI
Ends Tonito!
"Small Change"(PG)
STARTS TOMORROW
.06 •
A TRACI(
,sa.ILLI ••••••
LOVE STORY
MAW Om •sun•

7:30
Only

THE STORY OF

ADELE H.
r.
inURRAY
F

r_rd- i

Tonite! Open - 7:30
N c
7tealte
Start -8:00
Lim.=
"MONKEY HUSTLE"(PG)&
"SHADOWS IN AN EMPTY ROOM"
DRIVE
I

Each Feature Show* Once Moly

•
Exte Hill Surprised With
Visit Front The GQ/cernor
Erie Hill received a special of 1967 and has been in that is a member of the Murray'
surprise on Wednesday same position since that time. Country Club and the First
evening, April 30, when
Mrs. Hill said she has en- United Methodist Church. She
Kentucky Governor Julian M. joyed the association with the has one son, William T. Hill,
Carroll paid a visit to her many girls at the dormitory an engineer at Baton Rouge,
apartment at Hester Hall, and will miss the contacts with La., and one daughter,
Murray State University.
them each day. Gov. and Mrs. Beverly Hill 'Craig, voice
The occasion was to present Carroll's daughter, Patrice, is major, who resides in
Mrs. Hill with a commission a resident of the Hester Hall Lakeland, N.J., where her
as a Kentucky Colonel of the dormitory.
husband is a pilot for Pan
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
The retiring house director American Airlines.
Gov. Carroll presented the
commission to Mrs. Hill in
person for her work as a house
director for 270 girls at Hester
Hall and also for her past
serVces. She will be retiring
at t& end of the present school
Reuben Rowland and his and Amanda Lee,'Harry
term, but will still be residing
ML' -Lestve Cara thigness
in Murray.
son-in-law,
Richard Rowland, Mrs. Luvean
Schroader,
were
honored
Mrs.
with Maupin, Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Hill
came to Murray in
arid fumes fr'illiiirii .11arrin. Jr.
1964 to work one month as a a joint birthday dinner on Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Announcement has been made by Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. house
director for a person Sunday, April 24, at the home Rowland, Mr. and Mrs.
Magness, 404 Reed Street, Mayfield, of the engagement and
who was ill and has been here of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Tommie Schroeder, Mr. and
approaching marriage of their eldest daughter, Leslye Carol, every since.
Mrs. Dickie Schroeder, Mr.
Her husband, Rowland.
to James William Marvin, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. James William H.
In addition to the honored and Mrs. Larry Woodall,
Hill of Fulton, had
William Marvin,113 Campbell Court, Mayfield.
died previously to her coming persons and their wives, those Jennifer and Gay, and Robert
Miss Magness' paternal grandparents are Mrs. Mary to Murray.
present were Mr. and Mrs. Rowland, Jr.
Magness,formerly of Murray, now living in Mayfield, and the
After coming to the Thomas Lamb, Jr., Bonita,
late Otis Mangess. Her maternal grandparents are Mr. and university, she
worked two Rachel, and David, Mr. and
Mrs. 011ie W. Barnett of Murray:
years at Elizabeth Hall before Mrs. Benny Herndon, Regina"
Mr. Marvin is the grandson-of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel M. Mar- opening Clark
Hall for girls in and Lee Ann, Mr. and Mrs.
vin, Paducah, and Mrs. George Duclaux of St. Louis, Mo.,and the spring of
1966. She became Clyde Rowland, Robert
the late Clarence E. Kennedy of Paducah.
house director of Hester Hall Rowland, Sr., Janet and Jill,
The bride-elect, a 1975 graduate of Mayfield High School, at; when it was opened
in the fall Mr. and Mrs. Steve Rowland
tended the University of Kentucky and Murray State University. She is presently employed at Anderson's Place, Mayfield.
The home of Mrs. Blaine
Mr. Marvin, a 1974 graduate of Mayfield High School, atWhite was the scene of the
tended the University of Kentucky and Murray State Univermeeting of the Paris Road
sity. He is employed by Kennedy Leaf Tobacco Company,
Homemakers Club held on
Mayfield.
Tuesday, April 12, at-one p.m.
The wedding vows will be exchanged at seven p.m. nri.Saturwith Mrs. Barbara White,
Fraaces
Drake
itarltdy-Slrat-thriPtrst-ttnttert-Mrthodist-Churetr,--Ma
,
president, presiding.
with the Rev. Dr. Jerry Lee Jeffords officiating.
FOR THURSDAY,APRIL 211, 1977
Mrs. Mary Alice Gee
What kind of day will your utmoSt, which can be
presented the lesson on "The
tomorrow be? To find out what substantial: Results will also
Dangers
Of
Alcoholic
the stars say, read the forecast depend upon your approach to
Drinks."
given for your birth Sign.
others. Tact!
The devotion with scripture
SAGITTARIUS
from Revelations 19:6 was
ARIES
evs,...0. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
given by Mrs. Lucille Grogan.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
le"--41 Dissidents or others not
Your mate or business part- having your best interests at
The roll call was by Mrs. Ina
ner may have some definite heart may try to dissuade you
Nesbitt with members giving
ideas about basic security from following well-laid plans
their
favorite flowers.
requinnents. Even if you do not or carefully made decisions.
Mrs. Amy -Wilson conducted
-ape., keep an_open mind.
Pay no attention to them.
the recreational period. and
TAURUS
).4467
(A
pr.
------CAPRICORN21to May 21)
Mrs. White served refresh(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You can put over some of your
Fine Saturn influences. Use
ments to the thirteen mempet ideas now if you use the soft- that keen mind of yours and
bers present.
sell approach. Turn on all of make the most of them. Do not
The next meeting will be
your innate charm, and don't be perturbed by others' lack of
held Tuesday, May 10, at the
give the impression of taking know-how or witlessness. Show
home of Mrs. Ina Nesbitt.
yourself too seriously.
YOUR qualifications.
GEMINI
iimpf- AQUARIUS
Productivit; Curbs Prices
(May 22 to June 21)
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 'q"`"
Check all documents, conDiscretion and secrecy may
In 1950, there were more
By Abigail Van Buren
tracts, legal papers. gentrally be your most important tools, if
than twice as'man farmers
1977 ty T'he C"r•Durie N Y News Synd Inc
with even more care than usual. you are aiming at some unusual
and ranchers 'than there are
Some
misleading, even business or financial objective.
today. Rut farm production
outrightly deceptive practices
Es
st experience guide you.
tcpa
in terms of bushels per acre
call for extreme caution.
PISCES
and livestock per man-hour
)(Q
.
DEAR ABBY: I would like to respond to DISGUSTED
CANCER
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
of labor is running at more
IN BOSTON about his concern for beauty on the streets
(June 22 to July 23)
Stellar influences warn
than twice the level of 1950.
A friend whose opinions are against indiscretion, unand in the shopping centers. "Queen-sized 'women in tight
The dramatic increase in
usually down-to-earth may conventionality. Stress your
pants are indeed unsightly, if not klutzy.
productivity by farmers and
.surprisingly advise unorthodox conservative side - especially
However, has it occurred to DISGUSTED that while he
ranchers has helped curb inaction. Be alert to consequences. if dealing with superiors or
is so zealously championing legislation against such visual
creases in fobri prices. A
LEO
strangers.
pollution, he might also include certain male klutzes?
willingness to use new, and
(July
Aug.
24
to
23)I refer to men with offensively protruding beer bellies
better techniques for produc.Personal relationships under
YOU
BORN
TODAY
are
one
thinly covered by overstretched T-shirts. Trousers cannot
tion, investments in large,
excellent influences. Co- of those rare persons who
begin to scale such heights and dutifully ride low, all the
more efficient equipment and
workers should prove highly combine
idealism
and
better to reveal proud displays of ridiculously laden,
continual improvement in the
cooperative and,in your private creativity with realistic knowoverstuffed abdomens.
quality ' of livestock and
life, you may get a chance to how, and your successes seem
You see, DISGUSTED,there are two sides to every coin
crops are the major reasons
further a budding romance.
to know no end. Extremely
and, really, personal decorum rests with the individual. Or
for the surge in agricultural
VIRGO
ii(pkI.
t versatile, many Taureans often
should we also attempt to make illegal body odor, runs in
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
productivity.
engage in two occupations at
Some upsets indicated but, if once - or several in sequence
stockings, nail biting, etc.?
you take them in stride and -and succeed in all. There are
Poor taste is hardly a matter for legislation, and while
.Jnaintain an even disposition, many fields in which you can
there is much to be. said for a More Beautiful America,
day's accomplishments will far reach the top but you would 1 For Information
surely there are more weighty problems on which we
exceed your expectations,
probably excel most at painshould expend our efforts'
Regarding
LIBRA
ting, interior decorating.
SEES BOTH SIDES IN N.C.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
horticulture, as an educator or
Quick decisions may now be in the medical field. On the
DEAR BOTH:.It's only fair to show both sides. And I'm
required due to suddenly minus side, you are inclined to
on yours.
changed situations. Be ready to try to dominate others; also
think and act - but without tend toward arrogance and self.
(Permanent
DEAR ABBY: I invited 22 people to my home for Easter
anxiety.
will. Try to curb these traits for
Sunday dinner at noon. Everyone but my husband's
Removal of Nair)
(octR2
to Nov. 22)
SCO P410
they could alienate persons in a
brother and his wife accepted: She said, "I'm sorry, I
nt't4F position to help you. Birthdate
already promised my mother we'd go to her house for the
Propitious influences. Get of: James Madison, 5th Pres.,
noon meal, but well be hungry again at 7 p.m. so we'll
into the spirit of things and do - U.S.A.
come to your house for le(tovers, Okay, honey?"
Not knowing what else to say, I said, "Okay."
Well, they came at 7 p.m. with three other couples I
didn't even know, and cleaned me out of all my leftovers
and ran.
I stood in my kitchen doing dishes until midnight. I'm
plenty burned up because I had plans for those leftovers.
Ill leave it up to you. Abby. How could_l have gotten out
of letting her come when she invited herself?
TUCKERED OUT IN TORRANCE
•
DEAR TUCKERED: Just because people invite
Now through Friday
themselves is no reason to make them welcome.'
Any Western - Early American
You could have said."I'm sorry, but my dinner party is
at NOON.and I expect to be tuckered out at 7 p.m., so let's
or Contemporary
make it some other time. Okay. honey?"

Two Men Honored
At Birthday Dinner

Paris Road Club
Holds Meeting

At. White Horne

Your Individual
Horoscope

Poor Taste Can't
Be Legislated

DISMISSALS
Mrs. Martha K. Collins and
Baby Girl, R. 1 Box 220-A,
Almo, Mrs. Lana B. Irvan and
Baby Boy, R.9 Box 274 Lot No.
3, Benton, Mrs. Patsey C.
Pittman and Baby Boy, R. 4
Box 615, Murray, Mrs. Dottie
R. Crockett and Baby Boy, R.
2 Box 236,'Buchanan, Tn., Ms.
Margaret C. Woods, R. 8,
Murray, Mrs. Sheryl B.
Wagner, R.5 Old Union Road,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Bonita
Doughty, R. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Virginia N. Coleman, R.
1, Dexter, Angela M. Wyro,
16181,2 West Main, Murray,
Danny Cossey, R. 3, Murray,
Tommy G. Persall, Sherwood
DEAR ABBY: I am steaming mad about all of the
Forrest, R. 7, Murray,
Patricia B. West, Box 122, pollution going on. Not just air and water- pollution, but
littering. Today at lunch. I saw a middle-aged woman sit in
Hazel, Mrs. Betty J. Isbell,
her car in a restaurant parking lot and throw not ONE but
1707 Miller St., Murray, THREE paper
napkins out, the window.
Kenneth A. Smith, 4622 Sunset
Being responsible citizens, my girlfriend and I picked
Dr., Murray, William R. them up and calmly handed
them back to her through her
Gean, R. 1, Buchanan, Tn., open window and said. "I think you dropped these."
At this point she got hot and mouthy. I calmly informed
Mrs. Susan M. Hopkins, R. 6
her that what sire dillas against the law and was called
Box 56-AB, Murray, Benjamin
H. Bradford, Rm. 724 White "littering." Then 1 wa. d away.
What kind of example Cs the older generation setting for
Hall, MSU, Murray, Mrs.
Bessie M. Parker, R. 2, young people today if this is their normal practice?
SUSIE IN W.COV INA
Murray, Kahdis'I Arbaugh,
901 Sycamore St., Murray,
DEAR SUSIE: A
Leroy G. Algier, R. 1 Box 102, your girlfriend for very had one. And good for you and
ha‘ing the courage and taking the time
Dexter, Mrs. Auda M. Th- to do as you did.
weatt, R. 1, Alino, Chester L.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
Paschall (expired), R. 7,
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Ma4ield.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope please.

4.{iscct

Arl

Electrolysis

Call 753-8856

Buy Direct From

DIRECT FURNITURE
Any 2 Piece
Sets On The Floor

9900

Also Some 3 Piece Sets

4 ft. Swing
5 ft. Swing
3 Piece Settee

.r,
,.

'16.00
41.00
$29.99

Open Friday Nite til 8.00 For Your
Convenience
Mile on 94 East - Next To Darnell Marine753-3546

••
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May Ilelp
Handicapped
Every day . there are
nutnerpus children born in this
country with some type of
disabling handicap and many
of these children live here in
our area, according to a local
.social security* spoketmall;'
families are faced
'heir,
-44'
:AtiUmiskiled financial burdens
• due to the neeetsity for esti a
medical care, special therapy,
and special home care the
children require.
"The Social Security Administration may be able to
assistfamilies of handicapped
r'disabled children by
making payments to them
through the Supplemental
Security Income
SSI)
program," the spokesman
Under the SSI program,
payments of up to $167.80 per
month can be made to any,
child who is under age 111,and
who meets the basiceligibility
requirements. When
mining eligibility for these
payments, the income and
resources of the child and his
family must be considered as
well as the child's medical
condition.
If you have a disabled child
and have questions regarding
SSI payments for 'disabled
children please,coatact .your
Social Security office. The
telephone number in. the
Paducah area is 443-7506, and
the telephone number in the
Mayfield area is 247-8095.
izK‘ I

,
"

ANNUAL MARDI GRAB Festival was held recently by the Murray High School French and Spanish albs with
about three hundred persons present Several booths from the school clubs and commilnity organizations were
featured. Special entertainment was given by Mrs. Lillie Farris, Mrs. Thyra Crawford, and Willie Emerson. Bryan Bartlett, pictured right with Jackie Smith, won the costume award. A bubble blowing contest was included in the many
other events to help proclaim the spirit of Mardi Gras. Heather Kodman is pictured left as one of the clowns selling
balloons with Dana Mansfield. The door prize was donated by Ward and Elkins. The clubs expressed appreciation
-•
for the help and support of all persons and buinesseS.

- PADUCAH PATIENT
Terry Burkeen of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

East Calloway PTC Elesct
Officers; Events Planned

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Clint Skaggs of Hardin has
Robert W. (Frosty) Miller m. the East Elementary'
been dismissed from Lourdes was elected as president of the School will hold its annual
Hospital, Paducah.
East Calloway Elementary sports banquet. Tickets are
School _Parent-Teacher Club three dollars' per person in
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
for 1977-78 at the meeting held advance.
Mrs. Charles Russell of Thursday, April 21, at the
This year all Calloway
Murray Route Six has been a school. •
County Elementary -School
patient at the Western Baptist Other officers elected were Track meets will be held at
Hospital, Paducah.
Kenneth (Scwirel) Geurin, East School as East is the only
vice-president; Mrs. Mary
Bynum, secretary; Mrs. e
4
Debbie Housden, treasurer;
Mrs. Pit Skinner, reporter,
and Jahn Loftis, sergeant-atarms.
_The_.-Lnew,_ __officers_ will
assume their duties at the last
The Calloway -County
hekt
in °11 Retired Teachers'Association
—tirauaX,
"r•-• __will hold their annual goring
a potluck supper, and the
meeting
breakfast and
program will be a gymnastic
.M
..onday, May 2, at nine a. m.
demonstration by the gymHouse
Colonial
nastic students of Mrs. Con- a`
'
Smorgasbord.
neley and Mr . Sims.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
On Friday, May 6, at 7:30 p. president of the society, has
announced that some officials
of the state and district

Plans Breakfast Monday

SALE OF DIAMOND
SOUTAIRES!

David Thorne
Is Serving
•
In Okinawa

a.

CT.

$199 $399 $999
Other Size Solitaires Also On Sale

Charge It 4 Ways To Pay
titastrotion Enlarged To Shaw Details

MICHELSON'S

county elementary school to
have a cOmpleted 440 meter
track. The meets will be on April 28, May 5, May 9, and
May 17, all at three p. m.
Registration for the summer baseball leagues was held
at Eatt School on Tuesday,
April 26.

alloway ReiiredTeachers

APRIL

/
1 4 CT.

c:c)

Marine Corporal David -D.
Thorne, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William D. Thorne of Route 1,
• Dexter,- Ky.,. has,--returned
from an extended deployment
in the Western Pacific.
He is serving as a member
of Company C, 1st-Tracked
Vehicle Battalion, homebased
on Okinawa, Japan.
His unit was a support
element of a battalion landing
team from the 3d Marine
Division. The battalion landing team was the force-inreadiness for the U.S. Seventh
Fleet; on-call to project
combined air-ground forces
ashore, if required.
During the deployment, his
unit participated in coldweather and_armored vehicle
training at Camp Fuji, Japan.
He joined the Marine Corps
in August 1975.

Beautiful
Moments
Preserved
Forever
Let Us Help You
Plan Your Aedding

All Handcrafted
Quality Work
Reasonable Prices
Check Our 8 x lOs
WEDDING As low As
PACKAGE
PLANS

45°

• Creative Photography by

WILSON
ON
304 Main 753-7360

,
Teachers Assocation.Annual-dues will be received
by the • Nearer, Corene
Swann, at the breakfast.
has
President - Sparks
.suggested that reservations
for the breakfast meeting may
be made by phone after six p.
m. at the following numbers:
753-5823 and 753-1472.
Dr. Sparks is meeting with
his special- committee this
program. There are more week to finalize plans for this
than-one hundred members of "and future meetings-of--the Retrred association.
Calloway
the

Angela Wilkins
-Discusses The
Guidance Work
"A counselor is a person Along with her regular duties,
who has special training in Angela presented many
how to help others and a workshops and seminars on
special empathy to tune in ,to delinquency prevention .for
another's needs," said Angela •
o.f professional
sions
Wilkins, consultant= organizations.
supervisor, Department of
In addition to workshop
of presentations, Angela has
Education, Division
Guidance Services.
'written a number of articles
She says that counselors are on delinquency prevention
sometimes "born in a which appeared in state and
classroom" as she was six national publications.
years ago. "As a high school
Since October 1976, Angela
English teacher, I en- has been working. with the
countered matiy_students with
m
ision of Guidance Services'
behavorial problems and team
consultantof
special needs," reflects supervisors. "Each of the
Angela. "I wanted to help. but consultant-supervisors is
I didn't know how of where to assigned to an area of-the
.
begin."
state and works with the
She took the first. step by counselors in that 'region,"
earning a master's degree in explains Dr. Curtis Phipps,
guidance and counseling from director of the division.
Murray State. University.
"We attempt to generate
During the .first year Angela new ideas and share resources
worked as a' guidance coun- and techniques," he said. We
selor, she experienced a strive to help counselors
student walk-out.
become more effective and to
How does -a counselor accomplish the goals they set
handle a student walk-out'. , at the beginning-of -the school
"Like roanyothe,r_prAleins_
in counseling, one learns
April 24-30 is Guidance
technique and method by 'Week in Kentucky. Counselors
responds throughout the state who need
experience"
Angela. "The key lies in assistance in planning- special
recognizing that troubled programs or activities to
students are important people expand the community's
with needs that have not been knowledge of' guidance sermet in the educational vices may contact-Dr. Phipps
process."
or any of the consultantDuring the next three years, supervisors at (502). 564-3678
Angela continued to acquire or by writing to-the Division of
new skills and experiences as Guidance Services, Kentucky
a guidance -counselor. Before Department of Education,
joining the state Department 1911 Capitol Plaza Tower,
of Education in 1974, she, had Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
also
Counselors -may
in three KentuckY
eq
special audio-visual
schools and one in West request
Virginia.
materials from Dr. Phipps or
In 1974 Angela wore the .-Dr. Bill Braden, assistant
Division of Juvenile- .Tiastice director. Dr. Braden is the coand Delinquency Prevention author of the Communications
and assisted In the coor- Survival Kit, a package of
dination of the state's alter- appropriate materials for use
native education program- during Guidance Week.'

of
most
stock
Items
Too
Numerous
—
to list!
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Walter I. Apperson, publisher

I- ditor Lars silld t opIIluil/kii.d.le,..6 this page are pretaatted tOf
tn. purls..., oi pros oling •Ivan ler 411147es el, hang,. al differing
iiparuons I alters tu the editor in reiponsr to crbtoriats and
S
optnIonatall articles are encouraged
!be editors kit this neaspaper strungl beton.. that to laird
e wriounated Arlo les. to anti thuoe which parrellrl the alitorial
ph liowiptier- 41 the. neisspaper isould be a disseri or It, our 'feeders
Therefore we urge reader ho do pot'erre with an editorial armitor- thi ideas presented bi an mills idiot! artier inno i olunin. to respond
a On their feelings on the particular imue Wink dist ipsed
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The Editor's'
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111EARTIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. H you have a question or a
problem not answered In these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stampecL_self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.

income. Can I get any benefits on my
husband's Social Security record? J. C.
ANSWER: You would have to be at
least 50 to be eligible for disabled
widow's benefits under the Social
Security law. However, you may be
eligible for Supplemental Security
Income, so contact the people in the
nearest Social Security office to see
about applying for the monthly SSI
benefits.
HEARTLINE: I am drawing a
Veterans
Administration
serviceHEARTLINE: I am 62 years old and connected disability benefit. I have
have just retired. I feel I need heard that the V. A. will pay recipients
something to do with my time and I of service-connected disability benefits
would love to meet other people. I use to a yearly check for clothing allowances.
do quite a lot of writing, so I was How do I go about getting this? R. C.
wondering if you know of any pen pal
ANSWER: It is true the V. A. does
clubs for people my age. S. K.
pay an annual clothing allowance for
ANSWER: Heartline has started a some veterans receiving a servicepen pal club for Arriericans over age 56: connected disability benefit. However,
-• This club has now ,been running for the only veterans eligible for the
more than two years and has many allowance are those who wear or use
thousands of members.
one or more prosthetic or orthopedic
For more information and an ap- appliances — including wheelchair —
plication form, please write to: which the V. A. determines tends to
"Heartline American 60 Club," 114 E. wear out or tear clothing. If eligible, the
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio annual clothing allowance payment is
45381.
$175. Applications can be made at any
HEARTLINE: I am a 40-year-old V. A. office.
widow with no children to look after me
and I've never worked under Social
Security because I was disabled at age
28. In the five months since my
husband's death. I have had to spend
most of our savings and I have no other

v4,

ictr2
ON*.lbws lioroloo

All Is Not Well In The
Presidential Fraternity

Sensing The -ews

20 Years Ago

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials

Ford and Carter got along just [me
between the election and the
inauguration, but the era of. good
feeling didn't last the first 100 days of
the Democratic administration.
Ford began criticizing Carter,
stinging the President most by saying
that if he were still president the United
States and the Soviet Union would by
now have a new treaty on strategic
arms limitation.
That comment came after the
Russians had spurned Carter's
strategic arms proposals. Ford also
said
the
administration
had
--MLscalculated, and suggested that the
new crowd might be naive. The former
Republican president had complained
earlier that Carter economic plans
risked renewed inflation, venturing
that criticism two days after what had
been described as a cordial meeting
with his successor.
But it was the foreign policy slap that
really rankled. In recent times, past
presidents have avoided criticizing
their successors' policies abroad. They
generally have waited longer than Ford
did before speaking critically of other
aspects of the new administration.
Of course Ford is a past president
with a difference. He didn't retire, he
was defeated. He now holds open the
possibility that he might run again in
1980, although it seems unlikely.
Anyhow, Vice President Walter F.
Mondale suggested to Carter that
something be done about the Ford
attacks. He told the President it was
about time Democratic leaders started
going after Ford in return. Carter
agreed, and Mondale raised the subject
at a White House meeting with
Democratic congressional leaders last
Tuesday.
Mondale said Ford had departed
from tradition with his slaps at the
Carter administration.
Carter then contrasted Ford's
criticism with what he said were offers
of assistance from Nixon. Initial accounts of the Tuesday meeting attributed that to Mondale, but sources
said it was the President who told of the
Nixon offers. He said the resigned
Nixon had offered to brief officials of
the Democratic administration on his
presidential conversations with Soviet
and other foreign leaders.
Carter was said to have no plans for
such briefings by Nixon.

Reale 7, litayfiLW, Ky 42066

State Rep. Lloyd C. Oepp(D)
Stole Capitol 11•041
Frankfort. Ky. 40601
or

P 0 lel SS, Wimps, Ky. 471141
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SUBSCRIPTION RATF-S In areas served by

carriers. $2.50 per month, payable in
advance
By mail In Calloway Comity and to
Renton. Har
din. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington.
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear. Tenn . K!. . and
year By mail to other destinations, $17 50 per
$32 50 per
year
Member of Associated Press,
Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper
Pubilshers
Association

Unionization of the U. S. military
forces is an idea whose time for
rejection has come.
In Washington the battle,lines appear
to be forming over a threat by an AFLCIO union to organize military personnel.
Sen. Strom Thurmond (R-S. C.), who
believes the unionization threat is
serious, has introduced legislation
backed by 37 co-sponsors to outlaw
military unions.
When President Carter spoke to a
group of Pentagon workers, he said
flatly that in his opinion it would "not be
advisable to have military personnel
unionized."
Directors of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States recently
adopted a formal policy position
against
military
unionization,
declaring "existence of unions within
the armed forces would erode discipline
and result in irrevocable damage to our
military effectiveness and national
defense posture."
No doubt, union officials would
disavow-'any intention ever to strike in
time of national crisis.
What citizens must ask themselves is
whether this country can afford to risk
its national security on no-strike
pledges, no matter how well intentioned.
0+0
The Food and Drug Administration is
trying to reconcile public policy with
private choice on the issue of saccharin.

Its proposed regulations for the artificial sweetener will satisfy some and
displease others.
People who want to add saccharin to
their food would be able to buy it at a
pharmacy — in a package warning that
its use carries a risk of cancer. But
saccharin would be banned from the
marketplace otherwise, no longer
permitted as an ingredient of processed
foods and drinks or cosmetics.
This is simply straddling the fence on
the issue of the scientific evidence
linking saccharin with cancer. FDA
Commissioner Donald Kennedy
acknowledges that the debate is not
over, and it is by no means certain that
the proposed regulations will survive
the hearing process now beginning.
Can the government come up with
anything better? The case against
saccharin is not conclusive, but it
cannot be ignored. The dilemma arises
because federal law as it is now written
makes no provision for weighing the
risk of cancer in the use a food-additive
against the benefits that might justify
taking that risk. The FDA is trying to
leave the door open for personal
decisions about the use of saccharin
while heeding the law which requires a
ban on incorporating it into food
products and cosmetics.
That's an imperfect solution, but it
may be the only fair one as long as
imperfections remain in our understanding of the causes of cancer.
The puzzles of that disease are creating
puzzles for public health policy as
various substances in our environment
and the
diet come under
suspicion as cancer-causing agents.
Regardless of the fate of saccharin, the
dialogue is far from over on where the
line should be drawn between our
freedom to risk damaging our health
and the government's obligation to
keep us from doing so.
0+0
Then we heard about the man who
travels the world a lot and thinks he
may once have been a member of the
CIA, but he isn't sure. He never had a
high enough _clearance to ask them
whether be was or mit-.

Letter To The Editor

Another View On Apple
Dear Editor:
May I reply to the letter by two
M.S.U. students printed April 9? No, I
am not a resident of Henry County; I
live just north of the state line in
Calloway County. As a not-too-distant
neighbor of the Big Apple, YES, I
condone the police action in arresting
202 people at this place!
I condone it because those arrested
were guilty of breaking the law, not
because they are "...young, MSU
students and have long hair." Public
drunkenness is breach of law. Resisting
police officers is a serious offense.
Those who are guilty of these offenses
should be arrested and convicted
regardless of number, age, school, or
length of hair. Concerning the number
of arrests, MSU students Boyd and
Boyd state: "Most of these people (the
202 arrested) never came outside the
bar and knew nothing about the trouble
occuring outside."
This is not intended as a personal
attack, but it is difficult to believe that
statement. Can the tiny "Big Apple"
even seat "most" of 202 people inside?
That would be 102 or more people. It
seems even more unlikely that this
many people would have remained
inside during the hectic events referred
to.
Secondly, I condone this arrest
because I, as a tax-paying citizen, have
certain rights which were violated by
thoughtless people. For example, I
have the right to pass safely down high-

ways built with public funds. I have the
right to live in a safe, law-governed
community. Public drunkeness, inciting of riots, and obstruction of public
throughways all deny me these rights.
Above all, we must keep in mind that
drunkenness ( whether public or
private is a sin which bars its participants from heaven (Galatians 5.21.
New Testament). "Wine is a mocker,
strong drink is raging; and whosoever
is deceived thereby is not wise."
(Proverbs 21.1 I.
Equally important is the fact that any
police officer who is acting in the interest of the people and the government
of the people is "the minister of God to
thee for good." ( Romans 13.4). Furthermore, I agree that the trouble
occuring at the Apple was a disgrace.
That disgrace, however, is not to be
blamed on hard working police officers
who perform their duty. Rather it
should be charged to those who by their
irresponsible actions started the whole
Mess anyway!
Sincerely,
Don Riley, Hazel, Ky.

113Thle Thought
As the lord liveth, the man that
bath done this thing shall
surely
die . . . And Nathan said to
David,
Thou art the man. II Samuel
12:5-4
7.
It is easy to be angry about
another man s adultery. It is' difficult
to see the evil of our own sin

Let's Stay Well

Coffee Habits

your Choice
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0+0
Why is it that the same wild flower
which seems so beautiful in a natural
setting looks like a weed in the middle
of your front lawn?
--

Cpl. James Rudy Bailey, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Rudy Bailey, is now stationed
at Da Nang,South Vietnam.
By WALTER R. MEARS
-M-Miirray Woman's ChM received
vocating programs he criticized during
Associated Press Writer
the campaign for the White House.
_ the first place state award of $soo front
WASHINGTON (AP) —All is not well
That's two out of the three members
the Shell Oil Company to be used for
of what Carter called "the fraternity of
scholarships at the state convention of in the fraternity of presidents. Jimmy
the presidents and former presidents."
the Kentucky Federation of Women's Carter thinks Gerald Ford has
forgotten the secret handshake.
The thin is Richard M. Nixon, and
Clubs held at Louisville.
Ford is miffed, too. The former
Carter apparently isn't interested in
Deaths reported include James
any contact with him.
Bowman Blalock, John W. Dodds, Mrs. president has told associates that
Carter is scoring points now by adSome club.
Bertha Maddox,and Euin McDougal.
. Miss Debbie Dibble, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Dibble of Murray, was
crowned ''Miss Kentucky" last night at '
the annual beauty pageant held at the-- -Princess Theatre, Murray. Rita Hurd
and Patsy Lax, Murray, were first and
second rtumersup respectively.
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN •
Births reported include a girl to Rev.
and Mrs. Thomas Adams on April 21.
Executive vice President
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Taylor announce
United States Industrial Council
the engagement and approaching
111E11
11:74111k.fi
marriage of their daughter, Carol Ann,
TODAY'S TOPIC: LTITLE AMERICA?
HARRIG AN
to Oscar Turner, Jr., son of Mr. and
Is the United States about to begin a
funds for oil from the OPEC countries is
Mrs. Oscar Turner,Sr.
retreat from high ambition and
an economic hemorrhage which must
greatness? Is the nation moving toward
be stopped.
the era of Little America?
The United States is fortunate,
These questions arise from the first
however, in that it possesses vast coal
Jimmy Thompson, member of the
signs of the Carter administration's
deposits. The U. S. also leads the world
Murray Training School Chapter of the
energy policy.
in nuclear science and engineering.
Future Farmers of America, was the
Nuclear power can produce a
top winner of the Fifth Annual Murray
Recently, Dr. James Schlesinger, significant part of the nation's energy
State Agricultural Field Day held April
President Carter's energy adviser, needs — under conditions of safety — if
25. Robert Barrett and Walter Lee
said: "Americans have never un- the anti-nuclear zealots aren't
perSteely, also of Murray Training, were
derstood finiteness. They have believed
mitted to shut down this modern
second and third place winners
in growth, expansion, limitless miracle. Already, they are well on
their
respectively.
resources. In energy, all of these
way to halting development of the fastDeaths reported include Mrs. T. G.
presuppositions
must
preforce breeder nuclear reactor,
which
Thurmond, age 89, and Will H. Broach.
change."
promises so much in the way of energy
Lt. James G. Jordan, son of Mr. and
Not everyone will agree with Dr. production in the years ahad.
Mrs. M.0. Jordan, will leave soon from
Schlesinger.
Other extremists regard the
Fort Dix, N. J., for Mannheim, GerAmericans believe in growth and automobile as an enemy.
They want to
many, where he will be stationed for the
rightly so. The American story is
pass laws prohibiting the manufacture
next sixteen months.
one of growth, expansion, and vast of big cars, and impose
high taxes on
County Judge Waylon Rayburn will
resources. It is a story of a continent gasoline in order
to curtail automobile
be the principal speaker at the awards
immigrants
being filled by millions of
travel. In so doing, they are striking at
night meeting tonight of Kirksey Camp
from lands across the sea. This the mobility of the American
people,
No. 170 of the Woodmen of the World.
orientation toward growth provided the mobility that's vital
to their ability to
Births reported include a girl, Susan,
American people with their historic move goods, provide
services, and earn
to the Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Hicks
dynamism.
their livings.
Shelton on April 21.
It would be a tragedy if the American
The anti-automobile extremists insist
people accepted the idea that they have that people use public
transportation,
reached the limits of growth. As the but that's a pipe dream
in most parts of
Wall Street Journal said recently, the the country. It is an
unfortunate fact
country can't go back to Walden Pond that passenger railroading
is dead in all
without experiencing mass poverty.
but a few sections of the country, and
America must continue to think big. this writer is a rail fan
Federal Level
who loves trains.
It must continue to build and in- The American people
u.s. See. Welter "Dee Meddlostoo (D
have plainly
dustrialize. Much of the American indicated,
3327 Masse Raiding
however, that they want to
continent
is still largely empty, though use personal cars, not
Washiwyave, D. C. 20510
depend on mass
the fashionable sociologists speak of transportation.
It. S. See. Weedell N. Ford (D)
overcrowding. They obviously haven't
The United States has no need to turn
4121 Didier...Refuse
seen Wyoming or Montana, New itself into Little
America. It has the coal
Washington, D. C 70510
Mexico or Texas, or many of the lightly and the nuclear know-how
to meet its
populated states in the mid-South and energy needs. Deregulation
tl. S. Rep. Carrel Itsioleard, k.(D)
of oil and
mid-West.
704 Cason Nana Office Ikallal
gas would increase production of those
Wasloington, D. C. 20515
Growth means work for the fuels. In time, solar energy
will make a
All 1.1 S Senators and Representohves
American people. Americans have a contribution.
,roy be reached by telephone by chalrng
high level of economic expectations.
Conservation makes sense, but it isn't
202 224-3121 where a
5 Capitol
They don't want a curtailment of a substitute for an energy
operator will connect you with the of
development
growth that means a cutback in em- policy. It must
hrial of
not be used as
ployment.
justification for junking the nation's
State Level
However, growth and employment tradition of growth
and expansion. We
Sane San Richard Illeistatioerger (CI)
require abundant energy. To be sure, have just begun to
realize the potenStet. Capitol 1/01011
the country is remiss in depending on tialities of North
America. This is not
FraelOort, Ky. 40601,
imported foreign oil. The outflow of time to think small.
or
State Rep. Keneetle C twee DI
State Capitol Ilarklieq
Freakfort, ly 40601
Or
201 S. led St., Wormy, Ky. 42071

au.

How would you like to get a good
suntan while helping others. The
Calloway County Red Cross learn to
swim program can use some volunteer
help.
Anyone who has had lifesaving and-or
water safety instructor training and
would like to work with children during
the morning hours this summer should
call 753-1421.

AP NEWS ANALYSIS

10 Years Ago

14

Q: Mrs. K. G. cannot understand why so many persms continue to drink coffee and to buy
it at such high prices She asks
if there is a medical reason.
A. The ozeit of an individual
cup of coffee, particularly if it
is prepared at home, is modest
and one of the niceit economical
drinks. So, the cost is not yet
high enough to prohibit coffeedrinking.
The medical reasons for the
use of coffee are the enjoyment
of the taste and odor and the
widespread dependence on

•

caffeine This type of habstua,
lion amounts to a mild form of
addiction.
Coffee consumption LS likely
to be increased during times of
stress. It may not be well tolerated when a person is already'
"loaded- with coffee Excessas
often combined with chainsmotorig cigarettes This combination can lead to fatigue
and impairment of appetite Inability to perform and meet the
demands of the day may bring
frustration and turmoil
Some persons tolerate caffeine much better than do

others. Signs of intolerance in
dude a fam or sloppy pulse,
nervousness, fatigue insomnia
mild tremor of hanth and
difficulty in concertration If
an individual aeon a physician
about such complaints, tests
may show no physical illness
Therefore, it is important that
the physician is told about
coffee habits They may be the
cause of the trouble
One way to improve the
habit pattern of heavs'
drinking is to cut down gra
dually, reducing consumption
to one or two cups in the morn

F.J L Blastrigame, MI)
mg -- one at breakfast and a
second in mid-olorning. Withdrawal can bellfainful but it
can be accomplished in a couple of weeks Decaffeinated
coffee may give the pleasure of
the taste without the caffeine.
For some. the increase in
cost may' be a reason to reduce
coffee consumption If one has
trouble doing so. it is mendicant proof that he is hooked
and it is a good time to get control of a habit that can lead to
health problems
oeoirs ian I aim
Fromm

In

Ii
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Standing On
The Firing Line
By Mike Brandon
Spurts Editor

Something Rotten In Virginia

hurdling even100-yard hurdles. She won tisst place in both of the
DOUBLE WINNER -Stacy Overby goes over the hurdle in the
girls scored on
Tiger
the
as
events
hurdling
the
of
both
in
She finished second
ts. In second place is Betsy Gore of the Tigers.

easy win in their triangular meet Toesday.

Stet Plootes by Mike linawilon

All is fair in war.
Basketball recruitang is war and though it's perfectly
legal, it may not be fair what Virginia has done.
Virginia landed both Lee Raker and Jeff Lamp. Both
played for Kentucky state champions Louisville Ballard.
•
That's fine. The "how they did it part" is the problem.
Ballard coach Richard Schmidt is taking some time to
consider an offer to become an assistant coach at Virginia.
Horsefeathers!
The whole deal was cut and dried and it makes a farce out
of recruiting.
It would be interesting to know just how much money was
spent in recruiting Lamp and Raker.
Lamp had offers from well over 200 colleges. And you can
assume that most of the coaches and scouts from those 200
colleges made trips to see Lamp play.
Wouldhl it be interesting to see just how much all of those
coaches spent in plane fares, motel bills etc. just to get a
look at Lamp?
In the future, this may well be the thing to do: reduce the
number of scholarships at your school and take the money

Tiger Boys, Girls Take
ITriangular Meet Wins
2:14.
they scored 89 points while
Skinner got his usual firsts
Reidland had 35 and Fulton
in the two jumping events. He
City 25.
won the triple jump by sailing
Henry Greer, Tim Lane,
and the long jump with an
39-9
Bill McHugh and Michael
of 21-0.
effort
of
pair
a
all
scored
Skinner
Tigers won all of the
The
wins for the Tigers.
relays.
Greer took the 100-yard dash
For the girls, Stacy Overby
in 10.7 and won the 220-yard
and Brenda Adams had a pair
dash in 23.9.
Lanewi
won the 'discus with a of firsts.
yi the TigeTsll
&t
jjurda
....,...,9
compete at Stewart Ste luinThw of 119-117a personal'' Overby won both hurdling
Ia the MSU Invitational, which •_best for the season. Lane also events. She took first in the 60will attract a large and strong took honors in the shot put yard low hurdles with a
field of competitors from with a heave of 45-3k4.
personal best of 9.0 and won
McHugh equaled a personal the 110-yard high hurdles in
several states.
While the Tiger boys were best in the pole vault by 16.5.
having an easy time in win- clearing 11-0 for first place. He
Adams won the 100-yard
ning, the girls did the same as also won the 880-yard run in
The Murray High boys
track team warmed up for the
second annual Murray State
Invitational by taking an easy
win in a triangular meet held
Tuesday orr the- Tiger track.
Murray racked up 98 points
while Fulton City had 54 and
Reidland 15.

Reds Continue To Belt
Braves' Pitching Staff

Red Wings And
Cosmos Take
Soccer Wins

Passes may be purchased
now prior to peoi opening

Family Pass - $4500
Single Pass May Be Obtained At
Park Office10th & Payne St.
•

Kathy ?ea
High Ind Series(HC)
Men
Dale Phillips
Uoyd Todd
Dick Overby
Women
Debbie Lindsey
Nancy Todd
Linda Drake
High Averages
Men
Toby Aller
Virgil Setser
Lloyd Todd .
Tom Mathias
Kenneth Perry
Dale Phillips
Women
Kathy Zea
Linda Drake
Nancy Todd
Jane Houghton
Vickie Holland

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times

Furgerson Says Spring
Practice 'Successful'

dash in 12.3 and the 2201ard
dash in 28.4.
The Tiger girls won all of the
relay races.
Murray State football Coach Bill Furgerson says the Racer
Next Tuesday, both the
face
will
practice, which ended in a rain-drenched intrasquad
spring
girls
Tiger boys and
rugged competition in a home game Saturday was largely successful and that his squad is
triangular as Mayfield and considerably ahead of last year's at this stage.
"The spring-game conditions were terrible," Furgerson
Fort Campbell will provide
said, "but there were still some things being done well. I
the opposition.
Field events in next thought the defense played exceptionally well and a lot of the
unit. We
Tuesdat's meet will begin At good performances were by people not on the first
have
we
and
e
positions
defensiv
-most.
depth-in
-haVer-gnoct
3:30 p.m,
Here are--yesterday's eight linebackers who can play. I don't remember a Murray
team since I've been here with that kind of depth.
results:
"Ith9ught our offense showed a lot of promise, too. Perine
Boys' Results
'Kustin Perine really looked quick, and although
ftailback
Score - Murray 93. Fulton City 54 and,
complete a lot of passes, I thought the passing was
didn't
15
we
Reidland
120 high hurdles - 2. Craig Jciinson,
the conditions."
under
good
17 9 1 Claude Johnson 19 4.
Perine, a transfer from Gulf Coast, Mississippi, Junior
100-yard dash - 1. Henry Greer, 107
1 Randy Orr, 10 7.
College, was the game's leading ground-gainer with 91 yards
mile-run -3. Reed Hornsby,5:27.
in 21 attempts. He also caught 2 passes for 26 yards and had a
880-yard relay - 1. 1Grettis Burnphis.
Kerry Thompson, Randy Orr and Henry_
1-yard touchdown run. Tyrus Brown, another junior college
Greer). 1:37.
n
440-yard dash - 1. Gre6611 agsoishis.
transfer._ had 36 years in 6 rushes and a 3-yard touchdow
555 2 Bo Reed,58.0
the
for
Oakley
Tim
to
pass
2-yard
a
threw
Ruzich
David
run.
1110-yard low hurdles - 1. Craig Johnson. 22.2. 2. Claude Johnson, 22.257
third score of the night.
victory,
880-yard rui -1. Bill McHugh,2:14
Mike Dickens, who guided the Blue team to its 15-7
220-yard dash - 1. Henry Greer, 239
and
Rushing
Roger
yards.
69
for
passes
13
of
2. Randy Orr,24.0.
6
d
complete
two-mile run - 3. Reed Hornsb/...
acks, completed 6-of 14 for 65 yarquarterb
Gold
the
Ruzich,
12.25.
mile-relay - 1. (Grettis Bumphis. Bo
ds. Each team had two interceptions.
for
Reed, Keith Cartwright and Bill
Leading receiver was the Blue's David Thomas with 3
McHugh ). 3:50.4.
from
triple jump - I. Mike Skinner, 39-9. 2,
yards. He alsO'took a two-point-conversion pass
34
Henry Greer, 38-1. 4. Bill McHugh,38-1
Dickens to give the Blues an 8-7 lead in the fourth quarter.
shot put - 1. Tim Lane, 45-3% 2
ions for the
David Stephenson, 40-1. 4. Ronnie Hooks,
Bobby Craig and Roy Hackley had intercept
38-4
Golds.
the
for
Houk
Tom
and
Basiak
Blues, Mike
long Jump - 1. Mike Slunrier, 21-0 4

leading Pittsburgh over the season, came off reliever
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Charlie Williams, the fifth
Philadelphia.
AP Sports Writer
in Giants' pitcher.
lead
the
took
Pirates
The
The • Cincinnati Reds are
The Giants had taken a 3-2
the second inning when Frank
driving Dave Bristol batty.
first two lead in the sixth inning on
his
in
drove
Taveras
"Our pitchers are not
runs of the season with a triple doubles by Rob Andrews and Craig Darnell, 16-9.
putting enough into the ball,"
pole vault - 1. Bill McHugh, 116
losing pitcher Larry Darrell Evans. Houston tied
off
discus- 1. Tim Lane, 119-10. 2. David
says the Atlanta Braves'
a
on
seventh
the
in
score
the
Stephenson, 1074. 3. Steve Dunn,91-7.
Christenson.
manager. 'We've got to start
high jump -2. Richie Richardson,6-2.
single by Roger Metzger, an
1
s
Cardinal
4,
Cubs
3 Frank Gilliam, 5-10 4 Kerry Thomgetting people out. We can't go
Manny Trillo and George infield out and a single by pson. 5-10
on like this."
Mitterwald drove in two runs Enos Ca bell.
Girls' Results
Bristol was all torn up after
and Rick Reuschel
apiece
Score - Murray 89, Reidland 3) and
his pitching continued to be
25.
g
City
Fulton
Bowlin
Chicago
as
six-hitter
pitched a
long jump - I. J11111111 Washer. 0-4 2.
torn apart by the Reds, who
beat St. Louis.
Kathy McHugh,14-0.
Standings
blasted 14 hits en route to a 9-1
discus - 2. Judy Outland,67-9 3 GreThe Cardinals nicked
ta Timmerman. 58-8. 4. Belinda Burnvictory Tuesday night.
Sunday Couples
ning
Reuschel for a fourth-in
-55-5
Bowling League
The Reds' latest assault
shot put - 1 Judy C1utland. 27.5 2 W. L
run on a sacrifice fly by Ted Team
night's
Beluida Bumphis,26-2%
Monday
32
76
followed
Fearless Foursome
held
Cubs,
the
Simmons. But
high jump- 2. Brook Dickson. 4-6.
46
62
Losers
outburst at Atlanta Stadium, hitless for three innings by Born
Stacy Over80-yard low hurdles
52
56
Misfits
53% 54% by,9.0 2. Betsy Gore,9.7.
where the defending World Eric Rasmussen, broke Untouchables
Parham,
Althea
440-yard relay - 1.
52% 55%
Horny Toads
Champions scored 23 runs on
Tammy Campbell, Yvette Foster and
58
50
through for three runs in a Funky McInnes
Brenda Adams). 55.6.
62
46
18 hits.
game-breaking, fourth-inning Seldoms
100-yard dash - 1 Brenda Adams,
72
36
Truckers
That made a total of 48 runs
12.3. 2. Althea Parham,12.4.
ld's
High
Team
(SC)
Game
Mitterwa
by
capped
rally
mile-run - 2. Carol Montgomery.
693
Fearless Foursome
and 48 hits against Braves two-run single.
647 6306
Fearless Foursome
three
last
the
in
pitching
880-yard relay - 1 / Althea Parham,
609
;eldoms
Dodgers 4. Padres 1
Tammy Campbell, Yvette Foster and
games. The Los Angeles
MO Team dame(HC)
Yeager drove in two
Steve
Star
*Imes,. 1:57.
809
Dodgers scored 16 runs runs with a homer and a Fearless Foursome.
440-yard run - 2. Barbara Campbeli.
793
Seldoms
66
4. Karen Bailey, 75.9.
2.
against Atlanta Sunday.
745
double and Charlie Hough Mishts
110-yard hurdles - I. Stacy ()verb,
six
in
16.5. 2. Betsy Gore, 17.8.
Dan Driessen drove
MO Team Series I SC
bailed Don Sutton out of a
8811-yard run - 1. Qaudia
1946
rims with a pair of homers and tough ninth-inning situation, Fearless Foursome
2:44.5.3.
Carol Montgomery,2 57
1714
es
Untouchabl
Norman
Fred
880-medley relay -1. Tammy Camp/
left-hander
1712
leading Los Angeles over San Born Losers
bell, Althea Parham, Brenda Adams and
High Team Series(MC)
gave up only three hits in six Diego.
Barbara Campbell i. 2:02.5.
2286
Fearless Foursome
The
i.
220-yard dash - 1. Brenda Adams,
Cincinnat
for
innings
2174
Sutton overcame early Seldorns
284 2. Althea Parham, 29.5
2172
two homers by Driessen and wildness in improving his Misfits High Ind. Game(SC)
- 1. )Claucha Baling-ton.
Karen Bailey, Tammy Campbell and
Men
one by Johnny Bench gave record to 3-0, allowing three
Barbara Campbell 4:59.6
193
Todd
the Reds seven against hits, striking out eight and Lloyd
190
Dale Phillips
games
giving
two
in
before
Itt
five
pitching
walking
Virgil Setser
Atlanta
Women
and provided more than way to Hough with two on and Nancy Todd
203
163
enough power to hand the none out in the ninth. Hough Kathy Zea
159
Drake
Linda
straight
batters,
retired the next three
Braves their fourth
High Ind. Game(HC)
Mao
preserving the.victory.
loss.
22E
Dick Overby
Pirates 5,Phillles 0
Astros 4, Giants 3
225
Dale Phillips
218
Joe Ferguson's two-out Lloyd Todd
Bill Robinson's three-run
Women
double backed the combined homer in the 13th inning lifted
236
Nancy Todd
three-hit pitching of John Houston over San Francisco. Debbie
The Murray Soccer League
212
Lindsey
200 opened its season last_Sunday
Candelaria and Rich Gossage, Ferguson's homer, his third of Vicki Overby
High Md.Series(SC)
with a pair of games being
Men
played.
530
Dale Phillips
In the first contest played at
Murray Calloway Co. Park
520
lloyd Todd
500 the
Virgil Settler
Cutchin Recreation
Women
State, the
465 Complex at Murray
Nancy Todd
460 Red Wings blanked the Flyers
Linda Drake

SEASON POOL PASS
SALE!

spor

477

635
364
WI
611
570
556
173
169
161
164
151
150
154
151
. 150
136
135

Jeanette Williams scored
three goals for the 'Wines
white Shelley Howell and
Sheri Swift each added one
In the second game, the
Cosmos won 7-2 over the
Flames.
Margie Burchfield was the
big gun for the Cosmos as she
booted five goals. Greer
Houston added two for the
winners.
Lisa Howard and ratricia
Kelly each scored a goal for
the Flames.

and put it in a fund for another assistant coaching position.
Sure. That's it. A few years from now, you may see eight
blue-chip players on one team and on the bench, there'll be
eight assistant coaches, each of whom came with "their
star" in a package deal.
The whole thing should be investigated. Schmidt Isn't going to sign on just yet. That would make it
too obvious.
Instead, he'll wait until the thing blows over and then ink
his John Doe on a nice contract at Virginia and it's all legal
and forgotten.
Something is rotten in Virginia.

M SU Report
So how is the recruiting going at Murray State"
Slow.
▪ Henderson
Murray has signed 5-10 David Lowery of
County and in addition, the Racers have signed a super
forward out of junior college. The latter signing has not yet
,been publicallyeeleased.
. _
'What else?
It basically hinges on a 6-10 high schooler from Missouri.
a If he signs this weekend, then the recruiting picture is
rather clear at Murray State. If he doesn't, Murray may
take a while longer and keep on hunting.
The Racers will probably sign one more guard. Look for
that guard to be from western Kentucky.
Murray was in the running for former Indiana Mr.
Basketball Rick Valavicius but he signed with Auburn.
Another former Mr. Basketball from Indiana is expected to
transfer into Murray thik fall and he will sit out a year. He is
a guard and with Bobo Jackson as a runningmate, look for
Murray to have the best 1-2 guard punch in the league two
years from now.
Murray has three scholarships left open as of now and the
Racers may well be signing a big center who could blossom
in a year or two.
Otherwise, with most of the team returning for next
season, it looks good.

•-I

Mitterwald Sinks Cards
As Cubs Claim 4-1 Win
By JOE MOOSH1L
AP Sports Writer
- Nobody wants to admit it but George
CHICAGO
in as the Chicago Cubs' No. 1 catcher.
zeroing
is
Mitterwald
Herman
"I've got two good catchers," said Manager
Cardinals in
Louis
St.
the
over
victory
4-1
a
after
Franks
threw out two
which Mitterwald singled home two runs and
would-be bAse stealers.
six-tut pitching
Mitterwalds contributions accented a fine,
record to 2-1
his
hiked
who
performance by Rick Reuschel
the season.
of
game
complete
first
his
and notched
to be," said St.
"Reuschel was tough enough when he had
ties but we
Louis Manager Vern Rapp."We had the opportuni
"
counted.
it
when
runs
any
didn't drive in
many opActually, the Cardinals didn't have that
but was
first
the
in
singled
rr
Templeto
Garry
es.
portuniti
in the
walked
Simmons
Ted
ld.
thrown out by Mitterwa
second and was thrown out by Mitterwald.
fly by
Singles by Lou Brock and Templeton and a sacrifice
fourth
Simmons accounted for St. Louis' only run in the
inning when Reuschel picked Bake McBride off first base.
and
A double by Ken Reitz was wasted in the sixth. A walk
seventh
a single by Tony Scott came after two were out in the
when Reuschel got Mike Tyson to line out.
before he
''I thought I had Simmons struck out in the fourth
didn't
umpire
the
"But
.
Reuschel
said
fly,"
sacrifice
hit the
it over,
see it that way. I had a good fast ball. I was getting
hitting the spots and keeping it low."
th
Eric Rasmussen, 1-3, was the victim of walks-bo
intentional and unintentional.
and MArmy
A pair of walks and singles by Bill Buckner
the fourth.
Trillo accounted for the tying run in the bottom of
Rapp ordered
outs,
two
and
third
and
second
on
runners
With
Mitterwald
an intentional pass to Steve Ontiveros and
followed with his two-rtm single.
"I'd do it again tomorrow," said Rapp.
you more
"When they walk a man to get at you, it makes
too
swinging
been
hadn't
"I
ld.
Mitterwa
said
determined,"
in you."
good and something like that helps being out the best
s ran
Mitterwald expressed more surprise that the Cardinal
innings.
early
on him in the
have
"I did well against them last year but you know, they
said
a new manager and that could make a difference,"
season
this
games
two
but
all
Mitterwald, who has started
behind the plate.
Cardenal
The Cubs added a run in the fifth when Jose
outs. Jerry
singled and Bobby Murcer doubled with two
en then
Morales was given an intentional walk and Rasmuss
walked Trillo to force in another run.
try to exThe Cubs now have won three straight and will
the
against
finale
series
the
in
tend the streak Wednesday
4-4) record.
perfect
a
has
who
Denny
John
and
s
Cardinal
despite being
Rookie Mike Krukow, 0-1, goes for the Cubs
knocked out in his first three starts.

TIES PERSONAL BEST - Bill McHugh of Murray High

clears 11 the

effort in
0 in the pole vault to equal his previous best
Tigers.
the
for
run
ard
880-y
the
won
event. McHugh also
For Fair

law Enforcement Elect

Joe Beard
YOUR SHERIFF

EXPERIENCED AND DEPENDABLE
Ad aced for by Joon Cooksey treasurer

ey
Melvin B. Henl
Candidote For
MAYOR
CITY OF MURRAY
24
primary May.

Democratic

.
Progress Woh Fscoi Pespons.te;.,
eh./
oninutte/
hi.
for
pad
ad
Political
Mel% in Ifenles 1ia,141 Howell Tr,',

Great
Summer
Jobs
For College Undergraduates and High School
Seniors.
Away From Horne

$882°0 Month
Call 753-3315
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Bruins Win On Flyers' Ice,
Canadiens Take 3-0 Victory

S

Or
Miirray Ledger & Times

was set in 1965 in the Mon- stopping 19 shots and recortreal-Toronto semifinal series. ding the sixth shutout of his
PHILADELPHIA AP) Ratelle made it 4-4 with a playoff career. "But by
"It was probably the greatest
goal at 15:39 of the second tomorrow they will be less of
played
hockey game I've ever
period. After a scoreless third that and maybe a little bit
in," said Boston captain
period and 30 minutes more of more encouraged.
Wayne Cashman. "Just grind
overtime, O'Reilly finally sent
"They played extremely
it out and come back for more.
stunned sellout crowd of well. They forced us to play
It was a fantastic game to a
The
Murray
State Austin Peay.
17,077 mumbling into the rainy extremely well, It was a 0-0
win."
At number two, PurchellUniversity tennis team got
morning.
game
for
(almost)
50
minutes
And because the Bruins
Leeper
won 7-5, 6-1 over Lockon
winning
back
the
track
and
I
would think they would
The jubilant right wing, in
won, for the second time in
Tuesday afternoon at the MSU Zafar and at number three,
start
to
feel
with
year
the
encouraged
sixth
Bruins,
his
about
overtime on the home ice of
courts by winning a 6-3 league Pruitt-Berthiaume won 6-0, 6-0
the Philadelphia Flyers, they explained that Flyers goalie the rest of the series."
match over Austin Peay.
over Johnson-Campbell.
Third-per
Stephenson
iod
goals
"slid
Wayne
by
to
Jim
the
carry a 2-0 lead back to Boston
Murray State now stands at
The victory by the Racers
Roberts;
the
net.
of
side
Larry
When
other
Robinson
he
and
in their best-of-seven National
avenges an earlier loss at 5-13 for the season.
Hockey League semifinal tried to get back, there was Peter Mahovlich gave the
The Racers will host a
not much he could do. The Canadiens the
victory. Clarksville.
playoff series.
quadrangular
this weekend.
Defending
league
champion
Roberts'
goal
between
went
his legs.
came on a
They won 5-4 on Terry puck
Visiting teams include
Gary Boss of Austin Peay took
shorthanded
it
put
Marcotte
right
breakaway
on
my
at,
O'Reilly's goal from short
7:46 of the third period after. the number one singles by UTM, Southeast Missouri and
range at 10:07 of the second stick."
"I won't think about it," the veteran right wing stole defeating Del Purcell 6-2 and Fort Campbell.
overtime, paying tribute to a
There will be a session of
6-4.
change in strategy by Bruins said Stephenson. "There is the puck from New York's
tennis
Friday afternoon, one
Westfall
Roger
6-2,
won
6-2
Jean
nothing
about
can
do
it.
I
It's
Potvin in the neutral
Coach Don Cherry. He took
number
at
two
over Saturday morning and one
Boston
hope
zone
and
I
over.
counts
broke
us
in
an
goalie
veteran Bobby Schmautz off
Mohammed Zafar of Austin Saturday afternoon.
Billy Smith.
the forward line with center out."
All matches will be played
Flyers' Coach Fred Shero
Robinson's shot deflected in Peay but the Governors then
Jean Ratelle and Don Marwon the next two singles at the MSU Tennis complex
team
should
off
New
his
said
have
won
York
defenseman
cotte, replacing him with the
and the public is welcome to
in regulation. He indicated Gerry Hart's skate at 11:31 matches.
LIFT 'EM UP - Richie Richardson of the Tigers goes over the bar in the high jump. He finished
volatile O'Reilly.
Murray's Jeff Leeper fell 6- attend the matches.
Philadelphia
would
before
have
a
Mahovlich
wrapped
up
second in his event, clearing 6-1. Richardson, the defending Class A state champion, has
-See what a smart move I
3, 6-4 at number three to
made?" Cherry said. iputm_ much tougher time at Boston the victory with a power-play
previosisly cleared 6-4.
Warren Lock and at number
in the third and fourth games goal at 19:24.
O'Reilly
because
still
he
was
Wios Award
Staff Photos S Miii Brewilen
four, Roger Berthiaume of the
Thursday
and
Sunday
nights.
grinding."
•
Racers
6-3,
to
lost
Ken
6-3
will
•'We
have
to be quicker
While
Cherry
was
NEW YORK (AP)- Marcel
Wood.
'congratulating himself for the than here," Shero said,
But that was all Austin Peay Dionne of the Los Angeles
triumph, he was careful not to "because center ice is smaller
could
win. Murray won the Kings has won the 1976-77
give the Fly,ers any inflam- and the corners are shaped
fifth and sixth singles matches Seven Crowns of Sports award
differently.
play
endThe
goes
mable words to post on their
and swept all three matches in as the most consistent and
to-end faster. Can we do it? I
bulletin board.
productive performer in the
the doubles.
say
yes,
to
have
but
it
will
be
"The
big
thing
to
National
Hockey League.
number
At
five
in
the
(
Gerry)
hard.
Cheevers
is
a
remember," he said, "was
Robert (Bud) Foster, a 6-2, singles, Sam
Dionne, who gets a $10,000
Pruitt won 6-1
that Toronto did the same tough goaltender and the 185-pound defensive back
and 6-0 over Darrell Johnson cash award, succeeds last
thing to them ( in the quarter- Bruins are hungry."
from Nokomis, Ill., High of
the Governors while at six, year's winner, Guy Lafleur of
finals ) and they came back to
School, has accepted a football Tom Lie of
hits. Only two of the runs were
the Racers took an the Montreal Canadiens, and
Fred Kemp threw a no- lead in the third.
MONTREAL (AP( - The scholarship
take the series. We're not
from Murray easy 6-1, 6-0 win over Mike edged Montreal goalie Ken
With one out, Ricky Garland earned.
hitter
Tuesday
afMontreal
Canadiens
are not State University.
counting our chickens yet, but
Dryden in taking the comMound ace Tommy Chavis
Campbell.
and Ronnie Gibson drew backternoon...and didn't win.
it's unbelievable. I never about to admit they have the
Foster was named to allfaced
one
Westfall-Lie won in the puterized competition. It was
batter and fanned
On the other hand, he didn't to-back walks then Terry
Islanders
York
New
on
the
throught we"d... go back to
conference and the All-Mid- number one dotibles in the the second straight
Gibson slammed one out of the him.
lose either.
year that
ropes. They know full well that Illinois teams
•
Boston ahead 2,0."
each of the last only match that went split Dryden has lost the title by
Each
had
team
six
hits
and
over
park,
the fence in center
Kemp,
sophomore
a
Neither did the -Flyers', the Islanders have come back two seasons. He has also been
committed five efrors. The
sets. After losing the first set one point.
righthander for Calloway to tie the game.
whose loss was their fourth at from deficits in the past to win selected to play in the Illinois
Dionne had 53 goals and 69
Scott Barrow walked, stole Lakers, who have not been home in the last
County, pitched four innings of
National Hockey League all-star game this summer. 6-4, Westfall and Lie came
five
playoff
back to win the final two 6-1, 6- assists for 122 points with Los
no-hit baseball before leaving second and scored when Kelly coming up with the clutch hits games.
playoff series.
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
dozen menLmex,_
the game because of a stiff 'White-reached on an error-sad. lately„left,
After Montreal had beaten Robert Foster of Nokomis 3 over Boss and Wood of Angeles this season.
led 3-1 in the second
stranded
basepalgs.
on
the
theLakers
went ahead 4-3.
arm.
period, but the-1
ers-34-Liesday_Foster will,iajnr in,physical
ifT1
- Fuinslied
9Farmington, 'which had
Ronnie Gibson came in for
During those four innings,
4 in a wild fieriod during Which night and taken a 2-0 lead * education at Murray. He
he was touched for three runs, Kemp in the fifth inning and previously beaten Fancy three
goals were scored in 38 their best-of-seven Stanley' maintained a B average in
though he did not give up a hit. after giving up a walk then Farm and Cairo Camelot, is seconds,
tying a playoff Cup semifinal series, goalie high school. His high school
He had the lead when he retiring the next two batters, now 3-10 on the season.
record for the fastest three Ken Dryden said he was sure coach was Bill Vangel.
The
Lakers,
now
Gibson
the
3-5
up
on
gave
a single to
went out of the game but the
goals by two teams. The mark New York would not be down
Murray assistant Gary
Laker* were unable to hold the Wayne Wheeler of the 'Cats. year, will play at Farmington
May 24 Primary
for long.
Crum, who signed Foster to
A throwing error by the Friday before hosting South
lead an fell 7-5 to visiting
YOUR
"I would expect that right the Murray grant, said he was
VOTE AND INFLUENCE
Farmington. The game was catcher moved the runners to Hopkins -Ui-14 doubleheader
now the Islanders are "A quality player with the size
IS
APPRECIATED..
THANKS
sloppily played, with a total of second and third then Randy Saturday.
extremely upset and disap- and talent to help us next fall
The first game Saturday
Coleman came through with a
10 errors being committed.
This oilverhsement paid lot la Donald Crawford lreoure•
pointed," he said after as a freshman."
Farmington, which at one two-run single and Far- will begin at 1 p.m.
time lost nine of their first 10 mington took a 5-4 lead.
By The Associated Press
American League
Farmington added two
games, used two walks arid an
• L Pct. GB
error to load the bases in the more runs in the seventh.
ab r 1'1
Milwkee
9 5 643 4 0 0
Calloway's last run came in K.66cCuiston-cf
top half of the second,
Halt
8 8 571 1
Rogers-se
4 0 0
Then Allen Cochrum of the the bottom of the seventh Mavis-3h
1 0 0
N York
8 9 471 21
/
2
3 1 0
Toronto
8 9 472 24
Wildcats hit a routine liner when Kelly White hit a two-out Garland-lb
R.Gibson-as, p
3 2 1
Boston
1
2
7 8 467 2/
toward right. The ball double, scoring Ronnie Gibson McMillen-rt
1 0 0
Cleve
/
2
4 9 308 41
3 1 2
Gibison-rf
somehow was muffled by the who had led off the inning with T.
Barrow-c
Detroit
6 11 353 41
2 1 0
/
2
Laker rightfielder and three a single.
White-it
4 0 1
West
Alexander-dh
1
0
1
runs came marching around
Ronnie Gibson, who was Peeler-2b
Chicago
10 5 667
1 0 1
10 6 625
K.C.
charged with the loss, hurled Totals
the bases.
Z 5 6
Mirm
11 7 .611
Calloway got the runs back two and two-thirds frames, Farmington
030 020 2 7-6-5
Oakland
11 7 .611
plus one more to take a 4-3 giving up four runs and six Calloway
004 000 1 5-6-6
7 8 .467 3
Texas
Calif
8 11 .421 4
Seattle
7 13 .350 54a
WHITEWALI.S
Tuesday's Results
2 Full-Width Steel Belts!
Toronto at Cleveland, ppd.,
rain
OUR
Whitewall
Plus F.E.T.
Chicago 10, Detroit 7, 14 inSize
and old lire
PRICE
nings
Minnesota 5, Seattle 3
$54
EF178-14
$247
Boston 3, Milwaukee 1
$58
FR78-1 4
$2.65
Baltimore 6, New York 2
$59
FR78-15
S2.58
Kansas City 6, Texas 3
$61
GR78-1 5
Oakland 7, California 3
$2.90
$64
Wednesday's Games
By ALEX SACHARE
knows his club is in trouble.
HR78-1 5
$3.11
victory.
Chicago (Barrios 2-01, Detroit
569
AP Sports Writer
JR78-1 5
"We have to. regroup," Lionel Hollins had 18 points
$3 27
(Bare
G-2(
$73
Bob Gross and Mike Newlin, Brown said. "We have to win for Portland, while Mack
LR78-15
$3,44
Seattle !Thome: 1-1( at Min`Custom Tr'••
two hard-nosed ballplayers three in a row and that's a Calvin topped Denver with
nesota (Thormodsgard 1-11
BR78-13 white
who continually give 100 per tough task because Portland is Houston took command of
Boston (Cleveland 1-1 ) at Mil$2.06 F.E T. and old tire
cent, have put their teams in playing well."
its game with Washington waukee !Haas 0-11, in)
Toronto (Jefferson 0-0) at
Newlin, a rugged 6-4 guard with eight straight points
good position in the National
Wild Card
Cleveland Waits 0-0), In)
Four ofa
Basketball Association playoff who is constantly diving to the midway through the fourth
ri 4
New York (Ellis 1-11 at BaltiPlus F I.T
OUR
floor
chasing loose balls, quarter.
quarter-finals.
•
Guard
Calvin more (McGregor 1-0-, In>
per Orsini
Plats F.I.T.
OUR
SterSeali
PRICE
v;
SIC tires
per till all
Texas IBlyleven 1-2) at KanGross, a 6-foot-6, second- scored two baskets in the final Murphy's steal and layup tied
i•• A:LE
Goodyperr s AM rime arrst S•N•r,
all tires
2 ter 055 82 26
VII 14
year forward from Long 20 seconds, helping the the score 92-92, then Rudy sas City (Leonard 1-0-, (n)
876-13 4 WS In 20
YOUR
BEST
Oakland
5Y) $2.42 or $2.52
BUY
iUmbarger
710,
1-2)
178.14
at
or
15
Beach State, scored 12 of his 25 Houston Rockets beat the Tomjanovich hit two baskets California
670-14 4 for $ 117 60
!Hartzell 1-1(, in)
G78 14 or 15 its, 014 $2.58 Or $2.65
G703-l4 4 ler 1410 00
$253
points in the fourth quarter Washington Bullets 107-103. and Moses Malone dunked the
Thursday's Games
H78-14 4 Pat 11111 40
2 ler sea $2.88
$2 73
1178 15
Tuesday night, leading the That road victory tied the ball for a six-point lead.
Seattle at Minnesota
G78-15 4101111112 110
578-13 wnttswait p,us $1.73
52 59
ii,
,185 $312
178-15
Toronto at Cleveland, in
F E T. our tiro and old ttrpli
Portland Trail Blazers to a series 2-2 and regained the
Washington stayed close,
410,$12120
1178-15
$2 79
'Posner Strut Lae Ply Tiros
Only games scheduled
Other Wes IOW Ot.Ofd too
'Custom Proms Cushion
115-106 victory over the home-court advantage for the however. Newlin's jumper
Other saes and
578-13 blackwa!I plus $I ,
3
Blactmalls $500 loss per pa.'
Patygias'~mut* wfittewatls at tow low lances
F E I per lire and old bres
National League
Denver Nuggets and a 3-1 lead Rockets.
with 20 seconds to go made it
East
RAIN CHEEK - If ere Sell out of your sae we '01 tssue youa rem cOtele essur,ne fulete delfrehy at tne adyerbsed
in their best-of-seven series.
In Tuesday night's other 105-101, but Tom Henderson
ottce
W L Pet. GB
"Bobby played the best game, Golden State evened its scored for the Bullets, cutting Pitts
8 6 .571 Say
Just
"Charge
It!"
game I've ever seen him play, series with Los Angeles at 2-2 the gap to two. But with 10 S Louis
9 7 .563 • Goodyear Rexolying Charge • Our Own Cus
7 6 .538 't
and one of the finest games a with a 114-103 victory over the seconds left, Tomjanovich Montreal
tomer Credit Plan • Master Charge • Rank
Americard • American Express Money Card
Chicago
7
6 .538 ‘2
small forward has played in Lakers. Forwards Rick Barry saw Newlin breaking free and
•
Carte Blanche • Diners Club
N
York
6 8 .429 2
the league all season," and Jamaal Wilkes combined fed him the ball for a clinching Phila
Set Your Independent Cleal•r For Ms efrlee prixes 5,. skew, At Etextalussr Styrylc• Stones In All CommunIttes Seryed
By It,, Newspaper
5
8
.385
21
/
2
for
53
points for the Warriors, layup.
praised Portland Coach Jack
West
Ramsay. "His defense was offseting 41 points and 18 Tomjanovich
led
the Los Ang
13 3 .813 8 9 .471 5i!'s
excellent, he moved well and rebounds by Lakers center Rockets with 28 points, while Atlanta'•
7 8 .467 544
Kareem A bdul-Jabba r.
he shot well."
Washington's Phil Chenier S Fran
Houston
7 9 .438 6
The other series resumes tallied 29. 9,
The Blazers can clinch the
S Diego
8 11 .421 641
series Sunday at Denver, and tonight at Philadelphia, with
The Warriors Aired nine Cinc)
6 10 .375 7
Nuggets Coach Larry Brown the Boston Celtics and consecutive points to open a
Tuesday's Results
Chicago 4, St. Louis 1
Philadelphia 76ers tied 2-2.
50-37 halftime lead and never
Pittsburgh 5, Philadelphia 0
With the settlement of the were caught. Barry had 18 of
Cincinnnati 9, Atlanta 1
referees' strike, four of the his 26 points in the first half,
Montreal at New York, ppd.,
officials who walked out April including the final four before ram
10 returned to action Tuesday intermission.
Las Angeles 2, San Diego 1
Lube & Oil Change
Front-End Alignment
Winter Tire Change- Over
Houston 4, San Francisco 3,
night. Paul Mihalak worked
$488 Up to 5 els
9188
u S made cars
13
innings
brand
maps
of
with non-striker Richie
Darts extra
needed
10/ 30 grade oil
Wednesday's Games
Powers at Oakland, Manny
TENNIS
Excludes front wheel drive cars
St. Louis !Denny 4-0- St ChiCompute
•
iubncettorl and
chi/lists
• Complior• analysis and alignment
Sokol teamed with non-striker MUNICH, West Germany - cago rftrukow 0-1)
Pp.-nova, Or Cbsmounl two *Inlet
or champ • Helps only'. keno *ea,.
COrr•Cloon - to
r.a• bro TOiage
butt
Philadelphia (Twitchell 0-21
Earl Strom at Portland and Peter Elter of West Germany
ing parts and smooth. wet parloralell.tiMl Rolata and install or remount ,
and 'morose ste•ring • Precision
mono, • P.ease phoh• fOr appointyour regular 'fired Check all Woo foe
at
ectu.pment. used by experionaed mri•
Pittsburgh
(Kison
Joe Gushue and Ed Rush upset
1-1),
(
Jiri
Hrebec of
Tent • Includes 115111 trucks
damage, wear, correct tnflation pre.ch•n,ce. elves ansur•'• pr•cision
Cincinnati (Norman 0-11 at
Swe
alignment
Ask for our Fr.* estkery Power Check
officiated at Landover, Md.
Czechoslovakia 6-0, 6-0 in a
Atlanta Ruthven 3-1(, ni
The Blazers led all the way, first-round match of the
Montreal (Rogers 0-1) at New
but Denver pulled within 78-76 $75,000 Grand Prix tennis York 04coosman 1-11,
Bill Bailey
Los Angeles (Rau 2-0) at San
going into the final period. tournament.
for
Then Gross took charge, LAS VEGAS - Unseeded Diego (Freisleben 1-31, (n1
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Houston I Andujar
Jailer
hitting four straight shots, Rod Laver of Australia easily ard 1-1) at San 1,1 or RichA.M. until 6:00 P.M. Doily - Open Friday until II:00 p.m.
7:30
Hours:
Store
Francisco
Your Vol* Appriscrof•d
giving the Blazers an 88-82 defeated sixth-seeded Mark (Montefusco 2-1), in
Mgr. R. Cartwright
Temkin
Mgr.
T.
.Mgr. E. Witte
Mgr. B. Davis
May 24 D•mocrotic
Thursday's Games
lead with 5:25 remaining. And Cox of Britain 6-2, 6-3 in the
721 S. 12th St.
315 W. Broadway
Primal,
600
/
Jefferson
100 S. Stateline
Houston
at
San
Francisco
his
four,
free
throws
near
the
First
round
of
the
$250,000
Alan
nisi fee by the candidate
Murray, Ky.
Los Angel's at San Diego,
Mayfield, Ky.
Paducah, Ky.Fulton, Ky.
end of the game clinched the King Tennis Classic.
In
753-0595
247-3711
442-5464
472-1000
Only games scheduled
By The Associated Press

Murray State Tennis
Team Surprises 'Peay

• •

Bud Foster
Signs Grid
Scholarship

Calloway County Drops
7-5 Game To Wildcats

BENNIE JACKSON
for Sheriff

Major League
Standings

4r-r
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'Breds Droii Doubleheader To
Mizzou, Now 28-14 On Season
1-

a

in
In

ceI
!les
3-7.7
ard
and
the

Last
r of
and
Ken
omwas
that
by

d 69

Murray Home
& Auto
quivagieEl

Shop
True Value
Save!

the lines, tripled.
753-2571
played because it could affect league parks. Down
Chestnut St.
Murray closed to within one
feet.
340
is
it
the outcome of the All-Sports
run
at
another
6-5
in
with
the
three
The Tigers added
Trophy race. Rick sixth.
Franklin
Then on Sunday, Murray run in the fifth when walk,
111,81--"2"
Austin knocked a two-out
-roesen
a
with
off
will close the _season at Car- Harris led
Glens
,
triple,
,
Terry
groundout
Brown doubled in
re.
bondale against the Southern took second on a
Kordite
on a Austin, Siemanowski walked
Illinois University Salukis. stole third and scoredKruse. and Darrell
Niswonger
belted
John
Nobody has success at SIU. sacrifice fly by
Murray had no serious a two-run triple.
Last year, the 'Breds went
But the Tigers added two
TRASH & LEAF BAGS
two into Columbia and swept a pair threats in the final
(A) Last law Hates I bushels.
more insurance runs in the
nings.
from the Tigers. But this time
TRASH
Package if It H7)3-18111...1.411
Wezet fanned two batters sixth and then shut out
around, Missouri gots its
(I) Ilaereg bad amok gad raw
GRASS
in
Cornell
Murray
of
top
the
the
and walked one.
revenge.
bags. Chem 211 peke (3 kr )
gave seventh.
BAGS
and
'Breds
six
out
struck
package .4 24; or 33 galas (55..)
Though getting just three
John
went
the
Vangilder
and
padtage at is.
hits in the opening game, up four walks. Luigs
had two distance, giving up 10 hits
H7/(3-14211/1533
Missouri posted a 4-2 win over Siemanowski each
hits to lead the nine-hit while walking five and fanning
second
the
in
then
Murray
8r
three.
SOT'S FIELDERS GLOVE
contest, the Tigers whipped Throughbred attack.
Missouri improves its
the 'Breds 8-5.
In the nightcap, Missouri record to 29-13 while the
high vinyl end aperbide whit
rawhide lac*. Cheese right or left
Mark Wezet was the loser in got off to a 3-0 lead after two 'Breds, who at one
time were
$1/41117/L..11.44
the first contest.
innings against Murray State 20-4, fall to 28-14.
Greg Cypret of Mizzou hit an freshman Clay Vangilder, who
inside-the-park homerun in is from the "Show-Me" state.
Brat Gene
the first inning to stake Jeff
In the top of the fourth,
'Inds
pair
a
with
ab r h
Cornell to a 1-0 lead.
Murray made it 3-2
3 . 1 0
.
... . .
Austin-cf
In the top of the second, of runs. Dan Teel led off with a LASA-22)
P__
narrowed the field down to
3 1 2
King-sized comfort- alumiLOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP)- Indiana, Minnesota and Murray got a pair of -runs to double but when Bill Wagoner Fettn-dii ... ... .
.. f_ /iiay
4 0 1
with
covered
frame
nUm
3 0 1
Walker-lb . .
The University of Virginia has Louisville.
take a 2-1 lead.
grounded one toward short, Courtney-3D
1 0 1
-,/.77...4.
resilient vinyl tubing. Frame
given itself a Kentucky flavor, • "I'm glad it's over," said
1 0 2
With one out, Reidland Teel got caught in a rundown. Stemanowska-rf
s.
36
position
to
adjusts
3 0 1
as wall as. chanee at im- Lamp. 'I-Called ail 'three of freshman Bruce Austin -Thatleft Wagoner on first with Tooley.lf
P _,
-P
"
Ratchet locks-can't col ----3 0 0
Giesler-as
basketball
its
p rkiv ing
.2 0 1
Poe-c
them and talked to the walked and St. Mary junior Al one out.
/
-1
.-,
lapse.
29 2 9
Totals
program, by signing Jeff coaches who I had been Luigs followed with a single.
Mike Calichhio Murray
After
2-6-1
o
oq
oeo
Lamp, Kentucky's Mr. dealing
101' 110 x 4-3-0
with - Bob Both runners came home grounded out, Stan Giesler Missouri
SUPER DELUXE GLOVE
Basketball, to a national Doneawald at Indiana, Bill when freshman walk-on Tom and Mike Cathey walked to
Secewil Gene
*nip wit% extended
"gitighech"
letter-of-intent.
'Brads
.who
load the bases for Austin
Olsen at Louisville and an Fehn ripped a double.
interlocking welt. Right Sr left hand.
sib r
The 6-foot-6 Lamp, a for- assistant at Minnesota.
'Missouri tied it in their half smacked a two-run single.
4 I
Austin-cf
51/41043/6....12.119
ward who averaged 25.3 points
1 1
In the home half of the Brown-2b
In a related development, of the third with a walk, two
3 1
a game in leading Louisville Ballard Coach Richard Sch- consecutive groundouts and fourth, Missouri scored three Stemanowski-rf
3 0
Tooley-if
%Ballard to a 33-1 record at the midt said be plans to take an error at second by Luigs. runs off Vangilder, who hails Ilismongtir-If
I o
4 0
state championship last "some time" to consider an
In the'fourth, Mike Lally of from Cape Girardeau,to wrap Teel-dh
4
Wagoner-lb
season, signed the letter offer to take an assistant the Tigers ripped a Wezet up the win.
3
Calichrtio-3b
e1
Glesler.s
Tuesday during a visit by coaching position at Virginia. fastball over the fence in
The big hits were back-to- Cathey-c
1
Virginia Coach Terry Holland.
1
Schmidt, who will coach the leftcenter and Missouri led 3- back extra basehits by Curt Courtney4b
21
Totals
Lamp will jpin another Kentucky all-star team that 2. The park .at Missouri is Brown and Greg. 'Cypret.
000 203 0 54-0
Murray
teammate, 6-5 forward Lee will meet Indiana's prep stars bigger than most major .Pecoses# doubled while Cypret Missouri
210 302 x 6-10-3
Raker, at Virginia. Raker J.une 18 and June 25, would
signed with the Cavaliers -last have had to give up that post if
week, and Lamp said Raker's he had taken the Virginia pot.
decision made the difference College coaches are not
in the frenzied recruiting allowed to coach in the all-star
battle for Kentucky's top series.
player.
close to the
- But sources
4i •
aItuelthththtSehnsidI
Lamp said, "and his deciding take the Virginia post as soon
to go there made me look at it as his obligation to the all-star
harder."
series is completed.
Virginia got into the
VA-Gal.
recruiting battle late in the
Trying For Pole
game, and after-it appeared
Servess Pump Sprayer
that Indiana University had
Handles most spraying jobs. AdAP)
(
Ala.
TALLADEGA,
Lamp in the bag.
justable nozzle:
brass extension. 11/615-TT
12.44
Then all of the time invested Pole position qualifying runs
3-Gallen. 11/6130-71
11.1111
in Lamp by Indiana Coach began today for Sunday's
H.P.
3
20"
National
Bobby Knight went by the Winston 500 Grand
B/ack& Decker
LAWN CHIEF ROTARY
boards when Lamp visited stock car race, with Richard
Petty and-Cale- Verborough
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Janet Guthrie was clocked
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for
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In 1973, Murray State won 30
baseball games.
Since then, baseball has
been the consistent winner
and in 1975, the Thoroughbreds posted a 40-9 record and
went to the NCAA Southern
Regional in Starkville.
Tuesday afternoon at

Missouri, the 'Breds lost a
twinbill. The chances for
winning even 30 games this
season now look bleak.
Murray will play at Western
Kentucky in a single game
Saturday. The game,though it
has no bearing on the OVC
western division race, will be
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.Says Geneva
Meet Would be Disaster
WASHINGTON . 1API —
Jordcan's King Hussein,
winding up his Middle East
talks with President Carter on
a cautious note, says an illprepared Geneva peace
conference "would be a
disaster."
Hussein ended two days of
talks here on Tuesday and
planned to leave for home
today.
We in the Arab world
haven't had a chance as yet to
sit and evolve a common
approach" on representation
for the Palestinians, Hussein
told e news conference
Tuesday.
•'I believe we will formulate
these ideas as a result of our
contacts, both together and
with our friends. But to jump
immediately now to specific
problems of relatively minor
importance in comparison
with the main issue is
probably the wrong way to set
about it."
•
The principal issue, Hussein
made clear, is Israeli
Withdrawal from the territory
occupied during the 1967 war
and what he. described • as
Israel's reluctance so far "to
take the gamble of peace."
An Israeli'pullback, he said,
"is much more important to
my way of thinking than who

represents which party at the
conference in Geneva and in
what form."
Carter, meanwhile, said it
would be better not to have a
Geneva conference "unless
strong
some
we
see
possibilities for substantial
progress."
Escorting the king from the
White House after their third
and last session, Carter said
there was a consensus among
Middle East leaders that "the
more agreement that we can
reach before going to Geneva
die less argument there's
going to be about the form of
Palestinian representation."
But, he said, that issue
remains unsolved and "it
would be a mistake to expect
too much" in the way of an
Arab-Israeli settleme
because the differences "are
very wide and longstanding."
Carter's spokesman, Jody
Powell,said the President had
not given ap hope of a Geneva
conference before the end of
the year. But another U.S.
official said privately that
Carter was not "starry-eyed"
about Geneva and had "a
sense of realism" about the
complexities of the Middle
East.
The Geneva talks recessed
in 1974. Efforts to start them
again have been stalemated.
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Ridiculous Chores
Done By Workers
The headquarters.
NEW YORK (AP)
The group, which represents
next time your boss has you
feeling blue, think about the clerical workers, secretaries,
secretary who-has to dash to bookkeepers, keypunch
the corner newsstand every operators, typists, recepday to get_a_refluld jar the tionists, clerks and cashiers,
newspaper her boss Just also were to -boa a Iiinclitune
rally today in Manhattan to
finished reading.
Women Office
commemorate
to
had
who
secretary
Or the
chase all over Manhattan for Workers Day as part of
chocolate covered mar- National Secretaries Week.
Carol Feeney, a staff
shmallow cookie for her boss
meniber of WOW,said that the
and his clients.
Another secretary had to secretary who had to get the
pick up the boss' wife at the refund on The Wall Street
hospital along with the Journal after her boss read it
couple's newborn baby; the encountered some problems.
"At first the newsstand man
'boss was too busy for the
objected,-but then he took pity
occasion.
Those are three of about 100 on the secretary," she
entries in the Women Office explained.
Some other chores listed by
Workers contest of most
the entrants:
ridiculous personal chores
—Spend two days with
performed by women here for
temporary help to write out
their bosses.
The 10 most ridiculous chore Christmas cards and stamp
entries, including the top them;
—Clean the boss' false
winner who will get a free
lunch on WOW, will be an- teeth;
—Spread mayonnaise on the
nounced tonight, at -an open
house at the group's leaves of the boss' plants;
—Put drops in his ears or
eyes;
—Get scolded for not
knowing the voices of the
women who call so as not to
confuse the boss' wife and
girlfriend; or
—Receive a call in New
York from the boss in
Maryland who says,"My car
WILLIAMSON, W.Va.(AP) broke down. Get me a tow
— Leaders of a group truck."
protesting what they claim is
inadequate federal flood relief
say the group will send a
delegation to Washington,
D.C., even though they don't
have an "invitation."
protesters voted
The
Tuesday night to send
representatives to visit official§ of the Department of
Urban
and
Housing
Development, the Federal
Assistance
Disaster
.Administration and others,
Driving a siuggish car Mat coughs,
Jerry
to
according
misses or drags on the highway can be
Hildebrand,a group leader.
sheer torture. Erotic engine perfor
Pickets from the group kept
mance is often caned by crankcase
comamimmts and slicking mechanical
at least 2,800 coal miners out
parts. in such cases you can help restore
of work Monday.
lost performance ttenks to a special
Group leaders said they
formulation called WYNN'S* ENGINE
TUNE UP This fame oil treatment
received a call from a White
wets in - 10 chutes as you drive to
House aide Monday
help quiet valves and fitters. lvhile it
believed she offered a formal
dissofes away' harmful geposits. So to
meeting with White House
help end highway torture, GET WYNN'S
ENGINE TUNE UP today.
officials. But the aide's
supervisor later said the call
had been unauthorized and
was
that no meeting
scheduled.
Hildebrand said the size of
the delegation and the date of
the trip had not been
established, but he thinks the
Bel-Air Center
group will go sometime next
week.
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Nixon s_Silence.to
End After_1,000 Days
to fight "for my personal
vindication" would absorb'all
his time. The pardon for any
and all crimes during his Viyear presidency foreclosed
any subsequent prosecution.
Zelnick, supervising a
three-man team of researchers for the Frost interviews,
said. Watergate was saved for
last in the 11 non-consecutive
days of interviews at a private
home near Nixon's own San
Clemente, Calif., residence.
•
"A very rigorous inInterviewer David Frost
terrogation on alleged abuse
who reportedly paid tin
areas could conceivably have
former president $600,000
affected our relationship in
says, "I believe viewers will other areas," he said.
feel that this confrontation
He said „the _Watergate
tests the Nixon accounting of portion "will be as dramatic
Watergate the way and with an hour and a half of television
the intensity that it should be as anything 1 have ever seen
tested."
on the screen."
f Nixon, last referred- to
'Failing to sell the interviews
Watergate in public on Aug.8, to the three nationalhetworka,
1974, When he announced his Frost assembled what he calls
resignation. By accident or "ani overnight network" of 138
design, the interval adds to individual stations. National
1;006days. 4 '
sponsors will pay $125,00Q a
Frost, a- Persona/IV on minute for commercials,- six
American • each. show. Thte indii/idual
and
British
television, shuffled the four stations will have another six
programs around to begin(2-ininutes of each progtam to
. with Watergate.
•
sell locally.
"We decided to put. the ' 'Nixon -was (old the subject
Watergate show first because- matter. in _advance of -each
it's extremely dramatic and taping, but got no preview of
it-'s necessary to have the air the actual questions. His had
, cleared on Watergate - to no control over the programs,
consider equally important Zelnick said,adding:
and less controversial aspects ,-Nixon will see the finished
of his presidency," says-C. product when he turns on the
Robert Zelnick, a member of TV set on May 4."
Frost's staff.
The second program on May
"From the - beginning, we 12 will deal with big power
regarded as one of our relations, the SALT talks,
missions ... to ask questions detente, the 1973 Middle East
that might have been asked war, Chile and Henry
hiUiioT President "Pik& Kissinger. The third, May 19, '
pardoned him a month after will be on Vietnam,the dissent
he left office!'
against-the-warAbe paldies ofNixon resigned saying that polarization. In part 4, on May
- -Watergate-had cost him the 25, Nixon will discuss his last support of congress and that days inthe White House
WASHINGTON (AP) Richard Nixon's public silence
on Watergate will end next
Wednesday, after exactly
,
1,000 days.
In the first of four taped
-interviews, Nixon the' citizen
will accept questions that
Nixon the president turned
away. What revelations.result
from the 90-minute program is
known only to its participants
— and they will say only that
"it's exceedingly dramatic."
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WASH'
.Nit i-ON (AP) — The
government is going to raise
the speed limits on the
nation's roads and highways
2uty_thespcilm_4wx
env
_ _

Martha White

L, Flour

92'

5 lb

7

to ease familiarization.
The official said the action is
in line with the nationa1switch •
to the metric system outlined
in the Metric Conversion Act
of 1975.
_
The changeover will apply
to every highway, road and
city street in the country.
Under the Metric Conversion
Act, the highway administration can- order the
conversion, even on roadways that receive no federal aitii•
During the 96 days ending
Sept.. 30. 1978, vertical
clearance signs for overpasses also will be changed to
metric figures. Truck drivers
accustomed to looking out for
10-foot warnings will have to
learn to ,hit the • brakes when
they see hree-meter n.
ADVERTISING
Some
cars
DEADLINES
• already . cOntain- markings for
kilometers as well as miles._
All display ads,
- and auto makers already are
classified displays
and regular display,
planning to install metric
must be submitted .
speedometers and odometers
bx 12 noon, the day
inallcars.
befoie publication.
Motorists with old cars will
All
reader
not.be required to buy new
classifieds must be
- speedometers. They will be
submitted by 12 noon
able to go Metric. simply by
the day
before .
pasting a label over their
publication
speedometer

Kraft
2 lb

79'

4 Roll

79'

5 lb

99'

Velveeta

change, only the way we
measure them. The governmerit is moving full speed
'-- ahead on a change-over to
metric highway signs • -that
may cost $100 million and take
five years to complete:
The most dramatic change,
converting speed limit signs
feom miles to kilometers, is
slated to take place during
. just 90 days in the summer of
1978.
- - Forty miles- per- hour, for
instance, will become 64
kilometers per hour. The
national 55 m.p.h. sped limit
works Out to 88.5 k.p.h.,' and
Federal ...Highway Adminicon_
stration officials 'are
.

Soft 8 Pretty

Tissue
Godchaux

Sugar
Kraft Orange

Juice
Family Pack Quarters

gal

I

Kelloggs

Corn Flakes

FRYER

sill
r 1

18 oz

76'

13 oz

33'

2 lb

66'

10 lb

59'

1

Van Camp

3 Breast Quarters
3 Leg Quarters
2 Giblets

Beene Weene
Popsrite

Popcorn
Bagged

Ice
Smoked Picnic

lb

If you hate termites
and other pests,
you'll love Terminix.

69'

Asl,atx
:.151)
-.
QUO

Emge

Bologna

sidering rounding that off to 90
k. p. m.,or about 56 m. p.h.
administration
__Ahighway adm
saidthere is no plan to
Mmi
i
_print both metric-and mileage

one pound pkgs

uaranloe 2
3

89'

Frosty Morn

Wieners

POir-r"MITFOR

Pr

Family

in'

Food
Jar

1°°
5-3-77

AtBstsfs

Limit 1 Per Family'
09584200 -

Betty Crocker

Hamburger
Helper
box 534
Expires 5-3-77
WI*AtIWO

12 oz.

69'

COUPON
Limo 1 Per Family
09584200

General Mills

Wheaties
784

IS oz:box
Expires 5-3-77
6040s t AISIseijs

Last We t K. P. Smith
Winner: Buchanan
Nebedy hates pests like Termini* -hates pests.
Member Murray tharnter of Commerce
Member National PestXontrol Assoc
Member Kentucky Per; Control ASSOC

•

•

•

•

Aorn.

•••

40
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—Effects IN Noise TO Be Discussed

Speak--fTanit
At Rotary On Thursday
Frank
Ellis,
native
Calloway ('ountian . and
currently president of Frank
Ellis
Associates, Inc.,
Arlington, Virginia, will be the
principal speaker for the
Murray Rotary Club Thursday noon, April 28, at the
Woman's Club House.
His subject
will
be
"American Agriculture as it
Relates to World Food Supplies." Mr. Ellis received his
bachelor's degree from
Murray State University,
where he distinguished
himself as a student and
editor-in-chief of the College
News. While he was editor in
1933, the College News
received the cup for the Best

FRANK ELLIS

College
All
Around
Newspaper in the Kentucky
Press
Intercollegiate
Association.
From 1962 until he retired
June 30, 1972, Ellis served as
deputy Coordinator, Office of
Food for Peace, Agency for
Development
International
( AID). For his services with
AID, he received the
Distinguished Honor Award.
Frank Ellis -also served as
Administrative Assistant to
Congressman FrAnk A.
Stubblefield of Murray from
1959 to 1962. Congressman
Stubblefield, in paying tribute
to his fellow Calloway
Countian, described Ellis as
"the finest administrative
freshman
a
assistant
Congressman ever had."
Prior to 1959, except for a
four year tour 6f military duty
during World War II, Mr. Ellis
served 24 years in the
Department of Agriculture.
He received the Department's
Superior Service Award in
1956.
His firm, Frank Ellis
Associates, is a food and
agriculture consulting firm. In
addition to his studies at
Murray State he did graduate
work at the University of
Kentucky and the U. S.
Department.of Agriculture
School. His wife is the former
Hazel Boyer of Bradley
County, Tenn., and they have
two sons.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE — Jackie Smith, left, plays Evie and David Davis plays Litt
Chap in the upcoming University Theatre Production of "Stop the World - I Want to
Get Off." The prpduction will be presented Thursdaythrough Saturday.at 8 p. m.in the
University-Theatre, Price Doyle Fine Arts Building.

Final Production At MSU
Theatre Slated This Week
The upcoming University
Theatre production of "Stop
the World - I Want to Get Off"
is a work of art blending
mime, song, sculpture, darice
and acting, said James I.
Schempp,. director and
assistant professor of speech
and theatre at MSU.
The hit Broadway musical
featuring the songs "What

fine," said a spokesman."It is caused a buildup of sufclear and there is a slight focating gales and-chased the
southern breeze which has workers from the Phillips
reduced the concentration of Petroleum Company's Bravo
gas in the platform area and . rig on Tuesday. .
reduced th danger of ex"You- could say we're enlin(cinn "

—4eritig-41--44eeisive--44-41etwe31:

Capping efforts were thwarted once by a gale and
twice by too little wind, which

Family Of Four Needs
$10,000 For Austerity
WASHINGTON (AP) Austerity is getting more expensive all the time,the government says.
The Labor Department said Tuesday it costs an urban
family of four more than $10,000 a year to support an
"austere" living standard. The same family needs $16,236
to live moderately and $23,759 for an existence with some
luxuries, the new figures show.
The cost of living, based on calculations from last fall,
rose 4.7 per cent for the austere budget,6 per cent for the
moderate budget and 6.6 per cent for the higher budget
over the previous year.
The department makes its calculations for a
hypothetical family with a 38-year-old breadwinner, a
wife who doesn't work outside the home and their two
children, a 13-year-old son and an 8-year-old daughter.
The estimates include personal income taxefrand Social
Security payments.
As was the case in 1975, living costs were lower in
Southern cities than in other metropolitan areas.
A poor family of four would have found the lowest costs
in Austin, Texas,and the highest in Anchorage, Alaska.
The high-budget family would have found' a low of
$20,628 to maintain its standard of living in Austin and a
high of $29,667 in metropolitan New York and some areas
of New England,the Labor Department said.

MAq I
ASK 'f'01.)
SOMETNINU'

Kind of Fool Am I?" and
"Gonna Build a Mountain,"
will be presented Thursday
through Saturday at 8 p. m. in
the University Theatre, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Over fifty people are involved in the university's final
production of the season,
including cast members,
stage workers, and members

Gordan Goering, head of the
Phillitrs company in Norway,
told a news conference
Tuesday night.
A Norwegian government
official told reporters: "The
capping operation has a real
ehance of success and we
generally take a conservative
position on these things."
-pfiirig experts "Boots"
Hansen and Richard Hatteberg of Houston, Texas, and
four Phillips men worked for
six hours on the rig Tuesday.
Wearing fire-resistant
overalls and using brass tools
that do not create sparks, the
crew installed and tightened
blowout
the
bolts on
preventer. They also put in
place two hydraulic jams
which are to snap together and
pinch the pipe closed during
- the capping operation.
"At this time, the blowout
preventer is not completely
assembled.'It is not possible to
project the progress of future
work, mainly because of
unpredictable weather," a
statement from the company
said.
About I Tr.rrr., Hansen
radioed the wind had died and
was no longer carrying off the
gases escaping with the oil.
"You can drown in that

gas,- a Phillips spokesman
explained. "It's licit toxic, but
there's no oxygen left to
breathe.- It's also incredibly
volatile and paces an obvious
fire threat."

of the orchestra, said Patty
Gary, a senior from Carmel,
Ind.
Schempp said that
pleased with the balance
between singing and acting. "I
have found that the actors can
sing and the singers can act,
which is delightful."
The orchestration done by
Jenny L. Holtgren, instructor
of music, is very good,
Schempp said. 'Betsy Dunman, LouAville, designed the
lighting, and Scott Beecham,
Murray, served as stage
manager'Nancy Schempp did
the choreography.
David Davis, Owensboro,
designed the set to follow the
circus theme. Lee Ann -Hall,
flopkinsville,- designed • and
constructed costumes ranging
-from a-belly-dancer-to-arlintr —

he is

A sparit colITZT trireer an
•
explosion ,and...fire that wouiii tamer..
probably collapse the rig and - The original Broadway
set afire the flow from 14 other production didn't emphasize
wells that discharge through the circus theme as strongly,
Hall said. However, in
Bravo.
theatre, you don't want a
of
Nearly 5 million _gallons
reprGduction of someone
oil are estimated to have else's work, she said. "You
gushed from the 10,000-foot- take the same basic theme
deep well since it blew out and rearrange it to where it
Friday night during main- becomes your own."
tenance operations. So far,
Admission is $2.50 or by
there was no threat to any of season ticket. Tickets may be
the countries around the North obtained from 8:30 a. m.to 4 p.
Sea.
m. in the University Box
Waves divided the spill into Office, Price Doyle Fine Arts
one
larger
two slicks. The
was—venter, or by calling 762-4421.
a ragged, irregularly shaped
mass 10 to 12 miles wide and 15
to 20 miles long. The smaller
one measured 2 to 3 miles
square, Phillips said.
Norwegian officials said the
spill covered an area of 150
square miles and its nearest
point to_lanci. was about 170
miles from the west coast of
Norway. Movement of the oil
shifted with the witids.
Cleanup efforts appeared to
be lagging. Three sweeper
ships using booms to trap the
oil and skimmers to pick it up
were only able to collect about
6,000 gallons. Officials said
that because of nearby fish
spawning grounds, they had
decided not to use chemicals
to break up theslick.

Murray State since 1966, has
been active for several years
in state and regional financial
aid organizations. He is a 1965
business administration
graduate of Murray State.
He said the ICASFAA
benefits students by affording
aid administrators an opimprove
to
portunity
professionally through the
exchange of ideas and experiences with others in
similar- -jobs throughout the
.
state.
McDougal added that the
association will begin a
Professional Development
Program for its members
during the coming year while
working to stay abreast of
federal and state legislation
affecting student financial aid
programs.

Fifteen members of the Murray Middle School Seventh and Eighth Grade Band have
been selected for the AN-District Junior Band which will be in concert at Murray State
University on Saturday, May 14. Rehearsals will be held on May 13 and 14. They were
selected after twenty-four students from Murray Middle tried out for the district junior
band at Marshall County High School on April 21. Six Murray students were named as.
alternates. They are, left to right, standing Charles Beaman, Susan Kurz, Molly Valentine, Robert Johnson, Becky Shuffett, Lynne Outland, alternate, Laurie Mdntosh,
Claudia Billington, Karen Parker, Jacque Dean, Deanna Duncan, Shane Crafton, Lisa
Russell, Ahernate, front row, Randy Wilson, alternate, Christine Grogan, Lisa Clees,
alternate, Eddie Rogers, alternate, 'Layne Beasley, Wiliam Smith, Tracey Beyer, alternate,and Karla RusselL

PONT ANYBODY
TELL I-IIM!!

Wi+1 15 IT THAT
qOU DON'T LOVE iViE 7

27

During
NOW I CAN'T
SLEEP — I'LL
TRY COUNTING
SHEEP

.---THIS AIR
POLLUTION
WILL KILL
US ALL

Mo., will discuss the "Cost of
Noise Control."
Dr. Ken-Williams, a staff
member with the Environmental Protection
Agency, Atlanta, Ga., will be
the final speaker, discussing
the "Current Position of the-U.
S. Environmental Protection
Agency."
A question and answer
period and a tour of the
university's audio-metric
testing facilities will conclude
the daY'SVPOgrarn.:z.

McDougal Named To Post

Attempts To Cap Oil Gusher Continue
STAVANGER, Norway
A seven-man .Cfew
(AP)
went 'aboard Bravo rig in the
North Sea's Ekofisk field
today - and- resumed
preparations for an attempt
to cap the runaway gusher
spewing out 36,000 gallons an
•
hour.
"Weather conditions are

The levels, effects and cost Szymanski, 'in analytical
be sales engineer with B & K
of noise pollution
among-- the topics to be Instruments, Inc., Fairfield,
discussed Thursday, April ;1;""'Ohio. He will discuss "Basics
at a day-long seminar on noise of Noise: What It Is; How It Is
pollution at Murray State Measured; Units."
University.
Following lunch, DOn Noles,
The seminar is being
sponsored jointly by the clinical awiliiorlogist with the
ill discuss the
Department of Engineering university
and Industry Technology and "Effects of Noise on
the Department of Special Humans," and Gerald R.
Education at Murray State Coonan, environmental poise
along with the Kentucky manager with the Peabody
Division of Air Pollution'Coal Company, St. Louis,
Control.
To be held in the auditoriurn
of the Special Education
Building, the seminar will be
Johnny McDougal, director
presented by experts from of student financial aid at
industry, government and the Murray State University, is
university in the field of noise the new president-elect of the
pollution and control. A Kentucky Association of
registration fee of $10 includes Student Financial Aid Adall the sessions of the seminar ministrators (KASFAAl.
as well as lunch. A late
He was- elected during a
registration period from 8:30 recent meeting of the
until 9 a. m. Thursday is being KASFAA at General Butler
provided for late participants. State Park near Carrollton.
Continuing Education credit McDougal will become
also may be received for at- president in the spring of 1978.
tending. the seminar with • During the meeting, which
participants _being awarded a _ .was attended by about 100
"Certificate of Completion." student financial aid perAmong those participating sonnel from 50 Kentucky
in the sessions will be:
colleges and universities,
Tommy Jackson, chief of McDougal
also
was
the Noise Control Section of recognized for his committee
the state-wide division, who work in two areas during the
will discuss the "Legislative past year.
Background and Rationale for
McDougal, who has directed
the Workshop," and John the financial aid program at

April

Banking Hours

28th,
26th, 27th,

Main

1977

Office

Court Square

Branch
Manor
south
12th Street
South

°THEN...AS THE OTHERS RUSH HIM,
THIS MIGHTY MAN(THE 9"‘

"A5 THE FIRST RAIDER REACHES

PHANTOM)
PICKS UP rkiE HO6E
WINE VAT..."

THE MASKED 97RAN6ER IN
THE EASTERN DARK..,
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inners ofJohnson's
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Prices Good
Through
May 3, 1977

MAGIC
MARK!

30111SONv

AndAmountEach Person
_Received Free

4IC CIO 41-1130400Ell

*FOR WEEK ENDING 4-23*

as

al
65
Dn

tar
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.

tA
ng

$3.09
$18.17
825.82
$8.55
.$21.28
$1.47
$15.12
89.15
$20.00

*rile CoMer
Dere* &Mae
Norman Edwards
Virginia Dime
Jane Oelbran
Gary Sasith
Nell Glimpses
Nary Lee Johann
Fonda Drew

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

ye
he

in
he
he

1
,
le,

Save 25°
0

On

Maxwell House

Coffee

lb. Bag

I
0
1

Expires 5-10-77
Limit 1 Per Customer

It!)

Sek

Owned & Operated by Charles Johnson

be
a
nt
!rs
Lae
of
ion
aid

%PORKLOIN

99°

Sliced Into Chops

Flavorite

Center Cut

lb$149

PORK CHOPS
Fields Regular or All Beef

BACON

,b794

Fields Sliced

ib89' BOLOGNA

WIENERS

1S9

PUREGROUNDBEEF
(0I4
Irayl ri*

Kraft Grape

1
FlifiNAL TOUCH
89'
KRAUT
1.3/79‘
HALVES
53'
794
DILLS
17 01.3/$

Bush Chopped

Hunt 29
-

iiH

Vlasic Kosher

32 oz.

Stokley Whole

BEE TS

69°

Life is tough... your beefshouldn't be.

Green Giant English

PEAS

lb

Chicken of the Sea

JELLY

2 lb.7T

Stokley Fruit
17 oz.43

Texsun Unsweetened Grapefruit

Showboat - 14/
1
2oz.

PORK & BEANS

4/89'
140194

Doz. in Bag

Doz.

10Ib
6 oz. Bag

2/25
lb 394:

SUGAR
PEPSI or7-UPS

Plus
Bottles
Or Deposit

Jackson Vanilla

150Z.4/85

WAFERS

1 Lb.

FROZEN
FOODS

PRODUCE 4izaiihr%„
19
59
53

Godchaux

16 oz. - 8 Bottle Carton

Stokley Tomato

lit Bag

100 ct.79
4

BREAD

46 oz.

Bush Great Northern

CARROTS
LEMONS
COUNTRY EGGS
RED POTATOES
RADISHES
TURNIP GREENS

PLATES
Golden Bake Sandwich

JUICE

169.2/4T BEANS

1
2 oz.
6/

Our Value White

COCKTAIL

CATSUP

594

TUNA

Frosty Acres

ORANGE JUICE

12 oz.49

Barna Party

SHELLS

8 Pack49

Taste-O-Sea
Catfish or Perch

FILLETS

16 oz

$119
I

794

PAC
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The choice is yours.
4""If

•

NEW!LT
Unscented

do
AArss

V.4

VAI

asT0010%

0
- a

I

Instant Shave
11 oz. $1.09 VALUE
Reg. - Medicated

mi
•
•••
••••—
nwl rl
,-.91

\?

BONO(I,
IsIsates

Say-Rite' Low Price
Soy-Rite's
Low Price

A

100's
$1.54 VALUE
SAVE 58'

A
YER

i.SPIRIN

Say-Rite's
=Low Price -

Aka

Say-Rite's
Low Price

96' reacOl
Tampax
40's z

44\4

SAVE $1.05

imeares

Soy-Rite's
Low Price
SAVE 80'

99'

1/2

Dandruff Shampoo

c▪ leans

Say-Rite's
Low Price
SAVE $1.06

----1"
,*

SAVE 96'

59

Anacin

Bye-Bye Bug

684

2"1174,t
$33.50 VALUE

Heated
Shave Cream
voloW Dispenser

'"o4tm

SCD-1

All
Lamps
Half
Price

Say-Rite's
Low Price

G.E. Bug-Lite

$15.98 VALUE

• Uses by leading standard aerosol shave cream.
or 'orb or. can
• Hot, moist shave cream lot smoother more
cowry,table shaves.
• Preregalatod shaving cream temperature plus
heahng system that shuts oil autornahcally.
•Comple
. tely metwpreet Pesti
• Bracket lot nag mounting plus are
,
cord storage.
•04504,

No. G536A
Say-Rite's $373
Low Price

99

04

*i

,rt".„4; , , „,
,

No.1 in steam)
life
s-ELF
CLEA/V_LT
Steam & Dry Iron
Model F218HRT/ 9222-106

No. G530
'Say-Rite's
Low Price

-44. !;,:1

$

G EN ER AtELECTRIC

SEMINAL
ELECTRIC

60

40`4
1.

WATT

100
WAIT

.
4 044

Delta
Flea Collars

STORE HOURS:
9 to 9 Daily
1-6 Sunday

*Dog Sav-Rite's
*Cat Low Price
•Puppy664

Eel-Air Shopping Delft
Phone 753-8304

;

.

s

a:
:

1.41
r. .4cip ,1

DISCOINT DRUG CEITERS,

t

'IL
,
t#
Vierc...10".••

Sav-Rite's
Low Price

BUG LITE

:

t"

;I

BUG-L1TE

DUREVER dordset Can't tray.

96
4
$

p-

$188

.longer
• Now steams 150°
than ever. based on hard
Water laboratory tests of all
leading self cleaning brands

• GE Double Non-Stick Coated
Soleplate helps prevent
starch buildup

*Easy Action
*Keen Cutting

(1;

-E-'f-tEAtv.rz
No. 1 in Steam Life

'• Helps prevent brown spotting
and Clogging Uses most tap
water

Stanley
Grass Shears

Say-Rite's
Low Price

"Set It
And

97
4

$1 24 77/4

Hartz

60 Watt 2 Pak
100 Watt 2 Pak

$41.95 VALUE

100's

00100,ft,e,LC"°. - $1.97 VALUE
Say-Rite's
SAVE 73'
Low Price

Automatic Room Fogger

SAVE $1.67

)

,4

•

SAVE $1.99

8 oz.
$4.19 VALUE

Soy-Rite's
Low Price

199

ff°

Moisturizing
Face Cream

8 oz.
Lemon Herbal
Honey Suckle
$1.10 VALUE

Say-Rite's
Low Price

$252

tr7

4VRose
"I Milk

White Rain
Shampoo
rain

•s

felealll51tiON1

•

- from
Rose Mi

2 oz.
$2.65 VALUE

4 oz. $2.39
VALUE

Price

1

.4 ox.
$4..98
VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

Facial Ca

Contact Lens
Solution

ooridct karts kit

Reg.-Mentholated
3 oz.
$1.79 VALUE

Seisun Blue

•

New.

Price

Cough Medication

Mello Mist Hair Spray
13 oz.
$1.36 VALUE

1/2

1/2

SAVE $1.01

SAVE /S'

AI* ...a..

l

$144

Sin

7 oz.
$1.65 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

I'

Price

breal
aagemeito
t
"
l

Reg. - Super
$2.49 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

SAVE 61'

Johnson's
Secret No More Tangles
Creme Rinse
Cream
r--

Cream
Antiperspirant
1 oz.
$1.01 VALUE

12 oz. Reg..r
Unscented
$2.39 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

8 oz. Reg,
Unscented
$1.89 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

Price

,Bayer
Aspirin

rose

fragrance

You can really fed the difference!

88'

z)Igate
;Najp.A,,Nj

with
delicate

SKINCARrCsIE..
2 FL 00

5's
$1.49 VALUE

Wilkinson

Or

fr
(Rose

Wilkinson
Bonded Blades

Colgate

.64
4 11.
0
,
i.

PAIN tiff t

ANA

CM

Regular Size
Round Top

Lainwiry
Detergent
Giant She
49 ex.

Maxwell
House MAXWELL

ro must

Wexford Crystal

REFRESHING

FAST FIXIN'

This Weeks
Feature
OnThe-

PRODUCE
Florida Yellow

Sweet Corn 6 ears 794

12 oz.
Prices
Good
Thursday
April 28
through
Wednesday
May 4

1.

Fresh Crisp

Carrots 1 Lb. Bag 2 for394

LIT

On-the-Rocks

Ruby Red

With $3.00 Purchase

_'
_
Grapefruit 6 For 69

Check Each Week For The Featured Items

U. S. No. 1 Red

Potatoes

10 Lb. Bag

Add handsome Completer Pieces to your sets at
riaLtea-waiik otter!
substantial savings-during-this

99'
-

j1

Tweenie Weenie Early June

LH

Heinz

Cash Give Away

Kosher
Spears

Register each time you
are I,the store for the
$100given away each week

Opal Jones
205 S. 2nd

This Week's
Winner:

16 oz.
Reg. 56'
Save 27'

*Nothing 'to Bay 4No Cords To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.

Del-Monte

Tomato
Juice

•Ernplo)ees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to am •Adults
only may register .You do not have to be present to inn

YOUR BEST BUY

46 oz. Save 14(
Kelly's

Ground Beef
Sliced

59

Mussleman

Apple*
Sauce

Pure Fresh Lean

Field
Worthmore

49'

Family Pack
3 Lbs. or More
303 Con
Se•e

Field
Pro-Leaguer

Field
Sliced

Armour's

Peach
Preserves

• Boma

Wieners
12 oz. pkg.

Luncheon
Meat

91p

It et. Save 16'

Dinner
Franks

2 b. $169
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Cream Style
Save.48'

Maxwell Hesse

Hamburger
Helper

Coffee
wid. Nos

iletis
commie
$1
fee

Heinz

Barbecue
Sauce
160,
with OHS
COMPON

09

off r Expires 5-4-77

59'

Off Jib. Cea
Offer Exptres5-472

Offer Expires 5-4-77

ur ua ity... ou ant :eat ur 'rice
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Porker
Owners

RKE

Downtown Shopping Center

a

Betty Crocker

Corn

4

III

"If You Matc
We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

Pride
of

Catfish
Steaks
$129
lb

COUPON

COUPON

Fresh Water

HOURS: 7 a. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.

rat+.1Pwatati-

••••••••••

-
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'Jordan Wand like Molelinie For Decisions
AP ) —
wASJI1NGTON
ttamitton Jordan says there
.ircn't many things. he wishes
it done differently during
the first 100 days of President
arters administration. But
tie °old 4ike a little more
tune between the big
decisions. During those first hundred

days, Jordan:
—Disagreed with the way
Carter handled the water
projects.
"I'd have left them alone....
I just wouldn't have raised
that issue," he said.
—Put a stop to one or two
toward
headed
things
impropriety.

"I can't 110Y,e you the names
or details" but like "a guy
his
parlaying
who's
relationships with people, the
staff. You know, representing
himself around Washington as
being close to the President
and semi-involved over here"
and trying to turn that to

personal advantage.
—Thought "the thing that's
probably best substantively is
the fact that Carter's taken
charge.
:He's comfortable. He's at
ease.... He has a good
relationship with his staff, a
good relationship with his

Cabinet.' He is in a:poature
very early in his - ad')
ministration of being able to
govern and make decisions."
—Criticized the results of
the administration's drive to
women - and
appoint
minorities.
-I'm not satisfied. I'm sure

those groups are not satisfied. things that came up spread ecstatic about presidential
it Is a vast improunIZAZIk..,at a-little more., They've KW ,Qcieeisions oh how much to
over other administragonar"_ co-me .up in the same, you support for a minimum wage,
2" know, couple of weeks. how best to stimulate the
Jordan, the President's 3:
year-old assistant whose job is • hdiattaa, inergy, decision on economy, how much to
togiveJkinzip4erpolitical dams, the vote on the• provide in price supports.
Nor would Carter 110
arlisirso,
about the MilliMUM wage— all this in a
administration's first three week to 10 days. Not all of anything differently about
months in an interview at his that's our doing. Some of it is, water projects. "I would, but
White House office a half and I'd like these things to be I'm not president. And be
wouldn't," Jordan 'said:
dozen doors and a telephone spread out a little more."
call from the Oval Office.
Jordan said Carter would do Carter's decision to review 32
"There haven't been any big nothing differently to improve dams and other water projects
surprises," he said. But ...
relations with labor, business brought bitter congressional
"I'd have some of the big of farmers — all less than criticism.

Jobee...

Ortho
*Liquid Plant Food
*Weed be gone
•Fish Emulsion
*Root Stimulator

Tree &
Shrub
Spikes

Perfect For
Plastic Or
Metal Pots

Brackets
$127 & up

•Ortho Tomato & Rose food
All At

Discount Prices
Decorative

ome items not exacti

as

icturect

It's A Shakespeare Weekend!

Bird
Bath
$757

Tulip
Shaped

NEW FOR '77

Trellis

crzIeo€vtg®

27',

"The Strongest Rod Ever Built"
A combinatioin of graphite & fiberglass produces a rod
which •is 50% more sensitive than fiberglass. 300%
stronger than any rod ever biult 5 Year replacement
warranty if this rod breaks while fishing from any cause
The best worm or spinner bait met you can purchase at
any pnce

up

Reg. $1.59

Americana
Scented
and colored

Large
Assortment

Large
Size
Decorative

Flower
Pot
$337

Shakespeare
No. 1792
Filled with 12 lb. monoline, no backlash, 4
to 1 par ratio, Star dreg, non reverse
crook, robber line disc.
U. J. Reg. $12.99

Rod 'N Reel
Combo

A/Plastic
$/ Metal
#/Stoneware

Buy'em Early

Miracle
Grow

Special
Limit One

Covey Swinger

For All
Garden
& House
Plants

C

ooler Special

With Fluoride
Family Size 7 oz. Tube

Off Reg. Low. Price
Prices in the Uncle Jeff's Health de
Beauty Aids Department are good through Sun.

Efferdent

4 Quart Wood Bucket
Electric
6 Quart fiberglass Bucket
Electric

$2697
Plastic

$25"

Prayer Sr
Men's Denim
Pre-Washed
Flare log

494

Sale

The now fashion
look, blend of
polyester & cotton
Reg. 14.99

Jeans
100% Cotton
By Wrangler, LOAM
Big Tank
Sizes 28-38

$200

Summer's Eve
Reedy-to-use

Pringles
Potato Chips

Disposable Douche

Twin Pack

Mouth Wash
And Gargle
fer thew bristle Ned May
end owe. 24 is. WAIL

Sale69'
Desenex

Gillette Supermax 2
Styler/Dryer

Spray-On
Foot Powder
Instant foot comfort,
helps prevent athletes
foot,too.6 oz.

Soil

$997

lpana
Toothpaste

12 Pack

Dentwe dowser
Tablets
96 Tablets

4 Quart Dolly Madison
Hand Crank

3 Sizes Available

Entire Stock

Hose
Lawn

Ice Cream Freezer

Plant
Food

SPORTUNE

Plant
Holder

Plastic
Quart
Bottle

Sterns
Reg. $9.95

Lamp
Oil

Cemetery

800 Watts for fast,efficient drying.3styling attachments. Brush and 2 Combs. Model 918.

Brykreem Hairdressing

off
any pear

5 Piece

Boys

Bath
Ensemble

Wrangler
Jeans

11111% Perini Pelyester pile, soo-skigl nabherbed Troll% beck - 18 aMb.sbset, 11 a 22
wittier see. Lli Tgoit Top - Talk Cover.
Asst. Wen

Grooms and conditions hair
naturally. Choice of Regular or
Anti-Dandruff. 2.5 oz. Tube

No Fault Denims
With Senior Set.
es 6-14 Sion or Reg.$999
Student Sizes 26-30$1099

Ladies Knit
Gillette
Right Gourd
Anti-P.rspirant
lb* Gourd
Powder Dry
Anti-Perspiront
5 oz. Can
Sale Your Choice

RIGHT
GUARO

Gillette
JP1 c•T:AINLI-Y,
Ima
5 bldif,s

Slacks

Style
Hair Spray
Gillette
Super Stainless Steel
Double Edge Blades
Pack of 5

100% Polyester
Asst. Styles a
Colors
Large Selection
Sizes 8-18
Reg. 8.99

Choice of Regular —
Super Hold — UltraHold — Unkented —
Color Treated. Giant 16
oz. Can

Ladies

New Remington
Pond's Dreamflower
Dusting Powder
5 oz. Box

69

Smooth it Silky
Woman's

Electric Razor
Ilia Illavolwtiegeory Shoving System far clew, faster, ;we
cagggfartoble shoves, Ogre dila heed shaves lags end en
derairwes. NW& WM 4000

Sale

Sale$13
95

A arlAI •
1 g
M

0
•

d

The AN Purpose
Lighted Mirror
By aairel

II

$
95
Sale11

Work Sleepwear
100% Polyester
Shoes Sizes 1T to 4T

Leisure
Foot Weer
Durable, Black - Brown-White
leg. 12.99

Now$999
Sizes S-10

"
$2
Pink-Green or Blue

PAGI
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CHICKEN
TINtS *Et KS

fib
bout
but
the
aid:"
tor 32
lects
orta I

WHOLE
FRYERS

TV
SPECIAL

CATSUP

•

LIMIT
THREE

$1
"

IVORY 32 Oz

1M

SLICED
INTO CHOPS

011

rr

REG. PRICE: 734

GREAT FOR GRILLING
OR FRYING

1/4

CHICKEN
,THIGHS OR

PORK LOIN

LUCK'S•BEANS•OCTOBER

17 oz

PINTO, NORTHERN

CAN

2/79`
$1"

HEM•10 COUNT

DRUMSTICKS

LAWN & LEAF BAGS

$
109
Lb.
EXTRA•LEAN

GROUND CHUCK

Lb.

FIELD'S•FULLY COOKED

CHICKEN
BREAST

I,

Lb

89-

SAUSAGE
LINKS

Lb $

VAN CAMP'S

GREEN GIANT

STARKIST

39

BONELESS
PICNICS

CHILI WEENIE
303 CAN

Lb.

MUSSELMAN'S

OR

APPLESAUCE

BEANEE WEENIE

303 Can

2 69t

3 89c

For

For

PILLSBURY08 OZ. CAN

4/59c
49c
99'

BISCUITS
WHIPPED•PARKAY

MARGARINE..

SIX
STICKS
I Lb. PKG.

nEISCHMAN'S•NO CHOLESTROL

,:EGG BEATERS 16 oz.
ARMOUR

TOMATO JUICE
Pa°.

59c

TREET
120Z.
CAN

99

'REYNOLD'S

CLEANSER

COMET

16 OZ. CAN

TOMATOES

2,0,69'
AUTOMATIC
DISHWASHER

CASCADE
49

50 OZ $
BOX

TASTE '0' SEA•FROZEN

69°

FISH PORTIONSio oz.
JOHNSON'S DIAPERS

$1
"

NEWBORN
KEEBLER•14 OZ.

C

12 PACK
?
P

ELFWICH COOKIES

HAMBURGER BUNS

SAVE

30c
YELLOW

GOLDEN RIPE

SWEET CORN

5

PRICES GOOD THRU
TUES.„ MAY 3,1977
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED,

EARS

SOUTHSIDE

NORTHSIDE

DAmmE...$239
79'

GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR ti
5 LB.
BAG

69

YELLOW

SQUASH

LB.
'FOR

:B29.

BANKROLL

FRESH

NORTHSIDE: SOUTHSIDE
6 AM- 10 PM
DAILY

Closed
Sunday

7 PM - 9 PM
DAILY
OPEN SUN.
10 AM - 8 PM

CUMCUMBERS EA.
BELL PEPPER EA.
RED RADISHES 6 oz•

11

THIS $
WEEK'S
CASH
AWARD

4
.

Northside: $700

LAST
WEEK'S
BANKROLL
DRAWINt

' No Winner
Leslie Dalton Card Not
Punched. Consolation Prize
Awarded.

Southside: $400
No Winner
Card Not
Punched

{
ama
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Deaths and Funerals 1
Tfoy Butler Dies • Mrs. Johnson Dies
Today With Rites
At Hospital Today
Mrs. Pearl Johnson of 833
Planned Thursday
Street, Murray, died this
Troy Butler died this
morning at 5:55 at his home on
Alrno Route One. He was 72
years of age and his death
followed an extended illness.
The deceased was oftaptist
faith preference. Born May 13,
1904, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late John
William Butler and Lennie
Crick Butler. He and his wife,
Mrs. Mary Carroll Butler, who
survives, were married . June
12, 1927.
Mr. Butler is survived by his
wife; one daughter, Mrs.
Harold (Robbie) Brittain,
Almo Route One; two sons, J.
W. Butler,- Alton, Ill., and
'Raymond Butler, Sparta, Tn.;
half sister, Mrs. Gracie Lee
Phillips, Alton, Ill.; -three
brothers, Lloyd Butler, Almo
Route One, Carrnon Butler,
Murray Route Two, and Roy
__ButLer. Alton, Ill.; nine
grandchildren; four great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill -Funeral Home with the
Rev. Lonnie Knight officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ricky Dale, Jerry Don, Otis
Lee, James, and Bobby Joe
Butler, and Jerry Gray, all
nephews. Burial will follow in
the Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after five p.m.
today (Wednesday).

Funeral Is Today
For William H.
Parham, Jr.
William Hill Parham, Sr.,
Mayfield attorney and former
Mayfield and Graves County
official, was found dead at his
law office at Mayfield at noon
Monday. He was 55 years of
age.
Graves County Coroner Joe
Sanders said Mr.Parham died
--from- a single self-inflicted
gunshot wound.
Mr. Parham was a graduate
of the University of Kentucky
Law School and had been a
in
practicing, attorney
Mayfield since the early 1950s.
He served eight years as the
city prosecuting attorney,
eight years as Graves County
Attorney, and entered private
practice about eight years
ago. He was a veteran of
World War H, and a member
of the First Christian Church,
Mayfield.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Helen McClellan Parham; two
sons, William H. Parham, Jr.,
Lexington, and Charles A.
Parham, Mayfield; one
daughter, Mrs. Jennifer
Burgess, Mayfield.
Funeral service's were held
this morning at eleven o'clock
at the chapel of the Roberts
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with
the Rev. E. Thomas Wright
officiating. Burial was in the
Maplewood Cemetery there
with members of the West
Kentucky Bar Association
serving as pallbearers.

21-Persons Questioned In
Connection With Assassination
I•14

LOULSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Twenty-one persons,including
a retired Louisville police
Hurt
morning at 9:50 at the chief, were questioned by
Murray,Calloway County congressional investigators
Hospital, She was 74 years of here last week about an
to
conspiracy
alleged
age.
The Murray woman was a assassinate Dr. Martin Luther
member of the Seventh and '
King Jr.
Poplar Church of Christ. Born
Former Police Chief C. J.
March 14, 1903, in Graves Hyde, 60, confirmed Tuesday
County, she was the daughter he was one of those questioned
of the late Charlie Eldridge by investigators from the
and Stella Lassiter Eldridge. House Select Committee on
She was preceded in death by Assassinations.
one son, U. S. Knight, in 1973. - Hyde, who was chief when
Mrs. Johnson is survived'by King was slain in Memphis,
three daughters, Mrs. Novis Tenn., in 1968, said he was
(Izetta) Pate, 110 Hickory, asked "about the time I was
Cat herine ) police chief" and about Clifton
Mrs. David
Wright, 414 South 16th Street, E. Baird, 50, a retired
Louisville policeman who told
and Mrs. Charles (Burline
Brewer, 1622 Kirkwood; one Rep. Gene Snyder, R-Ky.,that
son, Van Johnson, Belmonte he knew of a conspiracy to
Drive; one daughter-in-law,. assassinate King.
Baird told Snyder he was
Mrs. Gracie Knight, Kirkwood
Drive; eight grandchildren; offered $500,000 to kill King.
Snyder said he changed his
four great grandchildren.
extending
about
- The J. H. Churchill Funeral mind
Home will be in charge of the financing for the committee
burial on the basis of what Baird told
and'
funeral
him. Before he was contacted
arrangements.
by Baird in February, Snyder
had been opposed to the
committee.
Snyder said he met his informant, later identified as
Baird, "face to face" and was
convinced he was "not a
The funeral for Dillard
kook." Snyder also said he
Roberts 'of Murray Route
listened to a tape recording
Three will be held Thursday at
Baird claimed was made
two p.m. at the chapel of the J.
when he was offered money to
H. Churchill Funeral Home
kill King. .
with the Rev. Heyward
Although Snyder said the
Roberts officiating. Burial
tape was partly inaudible, he
will follow in the Elm Grove
said he heard enough about
Cemetery.
"King and money" to become
Friends may call at the
the
concerned,
about
funeral home. .
Mr. Roberts died at the age
of 98 on Monday at the
urrgy-tallrwarThiTry
Hospital. He is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Dallas
Holland, one son, Paul
Roberts, both of Murray
Route Three, eight grandThe
WASHINGTON ( AP
children, and thirteen great
Carter administration has
grandchildren.
no
"absolutely
made
progress" toward breaking
the deadlock with the Soviet
Union over a new treaty to
limit nuclear weapons, U.S.
officials say.
Prices of stocks of local interest at
The dour assessment comes
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M.Simon Co. are as follows
after four weeks of intensive
American efforts to reverse
+3.73
&Win. Av.
the Soviets' rejection of a
32% +%
proposal by President Carter
Miro
4% unc
Am. Motors
radically change the ap34% +% to
Ahsland Oil
62% +%
AT&T
proach to a Strategic Arms
54% -AS
Ford Motor
Limitation Treaty (SALT)."
51% +%
Gen. Dynamics
67% +%
The officials discussed the
Gen. Motors
27% +ilk
Gen. 71re
SALT situation after insisting
79•4 +%
Goodrich

Rites Are Thursday

For Mr. Roberts

allegation.
The tape recording, along
with a letter Baird sent to
Snyder in which the names of
several Louisville police ofliters and FBI agents were
listed, have been turned der
to the committee, the
congressman said. Snyder
said Baird claimed the plot
involved about six Louisville
policemen and several FBI
agents.
Hyde said if Baird had come
to him with the allegation he
would have believed "it had
some substance to it.....
Bert Chardak, a spokesman
for the committee, refused to
reveal the names of *those
questioned by the investigators. Holever, he said
"several former members of
Louisville
Police
the
Department" were among
those questioned. Reliable
sources said Baird also was
interviewed. Snyder has
indicated Baird has talked to
committee investigators on at
least two other occasions.
Hyde said he knew nothing
about Baird's allegation but
that the days prior to King's
assassination were "turbulent
times" in Louisville. The late
Dr. King was a frequent
visitor to Louisville.
"I would believe there was
some substance in anything he
said," Hyde said of Baird.
"Everything I know about him
is good. He is not a kook. . . I
would not classify him, in no
way, as a kook. He's a hardworking policeman that you
could count on."
Hyde, who was chief from
1968 until 1971 and assistant

chief for six years before that,
as
Baird
described
"honorable, respectable,
truthful, hardworking. . .
(and)not a publicity hound.
"You couldn't get him to
talk as much as I have," Hyde
said, "and that's not much.
The only thing unusual about
this whole thing (the
allegation) is that he said this.
Knowing him like I do, he's not
a man that talks enough..."
He declined to discuss
further what questions he was
asked by the investigators.
Baird has not been available
for interviews since his wife
confirmed he was the man
who told Snyder of the alleged
plot. His wife also has refused
to talk to newsmen since then.
Chardak "said "an attorney
and one professional investigator" were in Louisville
from April 13 to April 20 and
interviewed 21 persons in
connection with Baird's
allegation.
"In order to find some of the
people .they got some help
from the chief of police in
Louisville," Chardak, said.
"Now they are back here and
they are going over the
material they have gotten. I
don't know whether they will
be going back to Louisville or
not."
According to Snyder, Baird
took his allegation to attorneys'for James Earl Ray,
who- is serving 99 years in
prison for the murder of King.
James H. Lesar, one of
Ray's attorneys, said he
looked into Baird's allegation
and "concluded there wasn't
much to it."

No Progress Made In Breaking
Deadlock With Soviet Union

Stock Market

Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Ftepublic Steel
Singer Mfg
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith Radio

211%
37 unc
21% -%
4
/
31% +1
21 +%
10% +Li
17% -%
21% +%

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger di
limes by First of lifichigan. Corp., of..
Murray,are as follows:

Stevens Is
Winner Of
Scholarship

that they not be quoted by
name.
They said the United States
has offered no major change
in the two proposals turned
down March 30 by Soviet
leader Leonid Brezhnev
during talks with Secretary of
State Cyrus R. Vance in
Moscow.
Carter, Vance and national
security' adviser Zbigniew
Brzezinski then tried to
promote the rejected apsubsequent
in
proach
meetings here with Soviet
Anatoly
Ambassador
Dobrynin.
In spite of optimistic
statements from Carter and
others, the 'officials say
neither Dobrynin nor any
other Soviet leader budged
from his opposition. The sources also downplayed the importance of
Tuesday's announcement of
the resumption of workinglevel talks in Geneva on implementing whatever SALT
agreement is reached.
Any. claim that these talks,
which start May 11, represent
progress is "simply a
charade," the officials said.
The delegations have no
meaningful work to do until
the U.S. and Soviet leaders
-break their impasse, the officials said.
In recent talks with
Dobrynin, including a meeting

Monday with Vance, the
American side has shifted
from promoting its proposals
to seeking a new Soviet approach.
But the Russians have
stayed with their assertion
that a new SALT accord
should be based on broad
principles reached in the
November 1974 Vladivostok
summit.
The Carter proposal called
for major cuts in each nation's
nuclear arsenal and banned
the • development of new
strategic weapons systems.
Brezhnev rejected this
approach as inequitable. He
contended it left the United
States with current advantages and cut the Soviet
lead where it has.a head start.
Vance is scheduled to meet
with Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei Gromyko next month
in Geneva for what the Carter
administration insists will be
a major discussion on SALT.
However, Soviet leaders
still have not conceded that
the Vance-Gromyko meeting
will deal with SALT.

Russell Stevens, 19, a freshman history major from
Clarksville, Tenn., has been
Heublein Inc.
We +%
named winner of the 1976-77
39% +%
McDonaldsCorp
Herbert J. Levine Scholarship
Ponderosa Systems
6% +1
4i
/
Kimberly Clark
43% +%
at Murray State
Contest
Union Carbide
54% +%
W.R. Grace
University.
29% +¼
Texaco
, 26% -%
The son of Mrs. Helena
General Elec
4 +'4
/
511
GAF Corp
Stevens and Charles Stevens,
11% tine
Georgia' Pacific
31 -%
both of Clarksville, and a
Pfizer
25% +it
Jim Walters
graduate of Clarksville High
32% +¼
15 unc
Kirsch
School, Stevens will receive a
Disney
33% +%
Franklin Mint
$200 scholarship as first prize
17% +1
4
/
for his essay on "America:
Does It Have a Special
Mission in the World."
WASHINGTON,D. C. — Dr.
program
was
The
Jerry W. Mayes of Farestablished in 1968 by Dr.
mington will join the
Levine, a Centralia, Ill.,
staff of U. S. Rep.
Washington
physician, and his wife to
Hubbard for one
Carroll
Temple
Hill
United encourage- Murray State
month beginning May 15th.
-undergraduates to express
Final rites for Mrs. Lundy Methodist Church will hold its
Dr. Mayes, 30, is assistant
current
personal views on a
(Nell) Tubbs of Almo are annual homecoming on
of speech and
professor
American
of
aspect
being held today at the Flint Sunday, May 1, with Sunday
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — theatre at Murray State
democracy.
Baptist Church with the Rev. School at ten a.m., preaching
University.
The second-place award, a A Republican spokesman said
Heyward Roberts officiating at eleven a.m., basket dinner
that a weekend A minister for the Churches
Tuesday
by
won
was
scholarship,
$100
and Chester Ray Powell and at noon, and singing at 1:30
Christ for the past ten
Sharon Norton, 20, a junior burglary of GOP state of
Maurita Livers providing the p.m.
Dr. Mayes preaches
years,
.beadquarters
was
"either
and
science
The Rev. A. H. McLeod, political
.music.
rank amateurism or political regularly at the Farmington
nom
f
major
mathematics
Burial will follow in the !Astor, will speak at .the
and Ptyorsburg Churches of
espionage, or both."
Paris, Tenn.
Ford Cemetery in Marshall morning worship service.
Larry Van Hoose, executive Christ in Graves County.
County
Henry
of
graduate
A
Contributions toward the
County with the arrangements
secretary of the party; said Dr. Mayes was recognized
the cemetery will be High School, she is the
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral care of,
someone
entered
GOP in "Who's Who in Men of
collected, or persons may daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Home.
headquarters during the Science" in 1976 and has
Norton,
and
5,
Howard
Route
Mrs. Tubbs, age 83, died mail them to Kenton Woodall,
and lectured conhas been on the dean's list at weekend through an unlocked written
Monday at her home. She is Route One, Dexter, Ky. 42036.
cerning the Supreme Court
rear window.
State
five
the
Murray
of
each
survived by two daughters,
He said nine desk drawers and its decisions on the First
semesters she has completed.
Mrs. A. V. Reeves and Mrs. A.
and
the file cabinets were Amendment.
Miss Norton, who plans a
W. Galloway, one son, I.. G.
rifled, but added it has not A former teacher in the
in
a
is
career
also
law,
Tubbs, two sisters, one
County
School
member of the Student been determined if anything is Ballard
brother, eight grandchildren,
missing.
• ' System, Dr. Mayes is a
Senate
a
is
Government
and
and seven great grandmember of Delta Sigma Rhomember of Phi 'Sigma Alpha, "We don't think copies of
children.
Kappa Alpha Honorary
Tau
any
material
were made,"
an honorary fraternity in
Debate Fraternity, Kentucky
Van
/loose
said.
Federal State Market News Service
political science, and Pi Mu
April 27.1977
In a b:•eak-in three years Association of Communication
an
Epsilon,
honorary
'Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
LAKE DATA
ago, he sal I. the office copying Arts, The American Forensic
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
in
fraternity
mathematics.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a
Association and the Murray
Receipts Act. $42 Est. 400 Barrows &
This was the eighth con- machine was used to copy
Gilts 1.25 higher Sows .50-1.00 higher
359.7, up 0.2.
University Honor
State
papers.
This time, he said, the
.25-36.50
US 1-2200-330 lbs
secutive year that Murray
Below dam 307.4, up 0.4.
Council.
638.00-311.25
US 1-3 200-240lbs
...Society
machine
was
out
order.
of
State students have competed
937.50-36.00
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.6, US 2-4 240-2601ba
Van Hoose said some Dr. Mayes is married to the
$36.75-37.50
US 3-4200-260 lbs.
for the $300 in scholarships,
up 0.1.
Sows
documents
party former Jan Clapp, and they
at
by
provided
and
Dr.
Mrs.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
. $31.50-32.00
Below dam 322.0, uj 4.3.
are • the parents of two
useful
headquarters
be
could
932.00-33.00
1-3 3004501dt
Levine, who also sponsor
Sunset 7:41. Sunrise 6:07. us
children, Kimberley Krin
13300-33.50
US 1-3 4504501ln
in political campaigns.
other
similar
on
contests
130.50-31.50
--Moon sets Wednesday 1:39 US 2-3 300440lbs
"We're in the business of Mayes and Jeremy Clapp
, campuses.
Boars2300-21.00 Heavy Boon 24.0046.00
a.m.
opposition research," he said. Mayes.

Temple Hill Church

Final Rites Held

Plass Homecoming

For Mrs. 'Tubbs

t

State GOP
Headquarter
Is Burglarized

Jerry Mayes
To Join Staff
Of Rep. Hubbard

AIM To
Participate
In Meetings

State Incoriie-Tax
Refunds Are Higher

Roger B. Dixon, traveling
representative of the Watchtower Bible and Tract
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — deadline is April 15.
They can include losses
Society of New York, and his Your state income tax refund
wife Beverly, are in Murray this year averaged $7 more from the recent floods on their
this week, April 26 to May 1, than last year, but the current returns instead of
where he will participate in a Department of Revenue does waiting' until next year to do
series of meetings with the not know the reason for the
Those who .already have
of increase.
congregation
local
also can file amended
filed
Jehovah's Witnesses, aclikely
is
refund
average
The
returns.
cording to Robert Rodriquez, to go higher when final figures
"We got about $27 million in
presiding overseer of the are tabulated because the
income taxes from
individual
Murray congregation.
state's income tax collection
those counties last year,"
Rodriquez stated that process is not complete.
quite
during his visit here Dixon will
'Revenue Commissioner Carpenter said. "It's
sizeable
get
they'll
likely
present a special program for Maurice Carpenter said
the public entitled "Is there a Tuesday that so far his refunds this year and our total
Creator Who Cares About department has authorized from the tax will be cut quite a
You?" This program, ac- 552,626 refunds for a total of bit."
The commission said the
cording to Rodriquez, will $41,190,389, or average
in expected collections
loss
feature 140 colored slides that payment of $74.54.
run into millions of
could
have been prepared to give
comparative
the
Last year
enough to throw off
dollars,
does
God
visual proof that
data was 538,833 refunds for
exist arid that He cares for $36,207,897, or a $67.83 the antittal estimate for income tax receipts.
mankind and how we live.
average.
"It could cause some fiscal
The local congregation
Not until July 1 or so will the
extends a welcome to the state finally know how much it problems," Carpenter said.
The state has projected
community to attend Dixon's has paid in refunds.
million in
presentation to be held at the
That's because residents in collections of $341
Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's 15 eastern Kentucky counties income taxes for the fiscal
Witnesses, 16th St,.. Ext. and have been .permitted an. _ex, year ending June 0.
"We were on the WaY .to
Utterback Road,Sunday, May tension in filing tax returns
1 at 9:30 a. m.
until June 15. The normal making it nicely if it hadn't
been for the big flood,"
Carpenter said.
Taxpayers in the 15 counties
designated for disaster relief
can wait until they file next
year's income tax to take off
casualty losses.
If many choose'this option,
the impact an state revenue
collections would be marginal.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP — space is needed and, if so, how
However, Carpenter -said
Hoping to still recent it can hest be obtained," the there is no way of knowing yet
criticism, the state ad- governor said.
how many will take advantage
has made
ministration
He said he has given Bird of the opportunity to declare
changes in its haphazard specific direction on drawing their losses a year earlier than
procedure for monitoring up regulations to carry out his normal.
property owned and leased by leasing policy.
Bird is expected to imthe Commonwealth.
The centerpiece of the plement recommendation by a
structure is a new Bureau of commission which reviewed
s headed by
a,%_30.
Teerti
p:ri
Publiecs s
rirh
3' the controversial Pepper
wale/louse lease. In-that case, WOMarrls---- •
Lexington real estate man.
a lucrative contract for adThe bureau will keep tab on ministration favorties
leases and state-owned eventually was cancelled after
property in all 120 counties newspaper stories about it.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
instead of relying on separate
"Sound property inveptory
agencies as has been the case. practices initiated by the new Mrs. Leslie Shively Smith of
Gov. Jittrn Carroll has bureau and better coor- Drakesboro today won a
signed an executive order dination of agency needs will drawing for two Kentucky
which establishes the bureau remedy . . .mistakes. . .such Derby tickets as a guest of
and spells out its respon- as these," Carroll said in a Gov. Julian Carroll.
The drawing was an effort
sibilities.
statement.
the governor "to bring the
by
in-the
is
which
"The cost of space has also
The bureau,
Department for Finance and dramatically increased with Derby within the reach of
Administration, has three inflation and the agency average Kentuckians."
Mrs. Smith, who writes a
divisions:
demand for increased funding
—Property management to to pay for space is rapidly column for a weekly. Central
City newspaper, will come to
handle space allocation and increasing," Carroll added.
In the past, most state Frankfort with her daughter
leasing.
—Real property to manage property inatters have been next week to attend the
purchases and sales of state handled by individual agen- traditional Derby breakfast at
cies with finance department the Executive Mansion and go
property.
with the Carrolls to Churchill
—Physical plant to maintain approval.
property.
Bird has been a leader in a Downs for the big race May 7.
It was the first time such a
Carroll said Tuesday that successful move in Fayette
this year almost $5 million is County to adopt a soil erosion drawing was held and the
being spent for leasing 1.8 ordinance controlling the governor said he might do it
movement of silt from land again next year. About 1,200
million square feet of space.
persons sent in their names.
This is more than double the development sites.
An alternate was chosen in
He also participated in a
$2.3 million spent in 1014 for
program to create a uniform the event Mrs. Smith could not
1.2 million square feet.
make it. That will be -James
. "We now have an agency statewide building code.
He lives in Lexington with Ouellette of the 101st Finance
which has specific authority to
Company at Ft. Campbell.
determine first whether new his wife and two sons.

Changes Made In
State Monitoring System

Drakesboro

Ticket Winner

LATEX
WOOD &(WONKY

Num lann
SfiLE QPICt
$16.92
TWO al011S
LIST S24.92

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open til 8:00
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-Murray Banker Invests
Time As Top-Notch Cook
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By ANN UDDBERG
Bill Boyd, president of
Peoples Bank of Murray, and
his lovely wife Jane, who is
also his secretary, enjoy
entertaining in their home.
Their memorable dinners are
planned, executed, and
cleaned up after jointly. They
select and plan the menus with
their guests in mind as well as
with an eye on the local
markets. Prefering to use only
fresh fruits and vegetables,
they take advantage of the
best available each season.
Jane is usually responsible for
the vegetables and breads.
Bill is in charge of the
gourmet items on the menu as
well as the desserts. He
insists that the food served be
properly garnished; a delight
for the eye as well as the
palate. Therefore, this busy
couple finds time to grow and
tend fresh mint and parsley to
be used almost all year round.
Fresh flowers, candles,
JANE AND BILL BOYD,both excellent cooks, look over
color combinations, and table recipes in one of their favorite cook books.
settings are all given close
meaty, not back, ribs per about a tablespoon of apples
scrutiny.
person. The ribs are then cut and a dot of butter in center.
Bill's first culinary experience came, when as a in serving size pieces, or you Fold crust over and around
college student he and three can instruct the butcher to do tening, vanilla, milk, and
water in deep container until
other boys decided to rent an it for you. Sprinkle the ribs on
apartment. Chores involved in both sides with garlic salt, well blended. Mix with dry
running the household were black pepper, paprika, and ingredients. Add unbeaten egg
whites,and mix only until well
printed on cards. Cooking, salt.
mixed. Bake at 356 degrees for
voted the most difficult, was On a double thick piece of
on a card by itself. All the Aluminum foil shingle, or 20 to 25 mintites. Use trr_g8cards were then placed face over-lap pieces of ribs so that inch pans? 'Icing
down on a table and the new only the bone touches the foil.
1
4 C. shortening
roommates each drew a card Wrap ribs "drug store" style, /
closing top and sides tightly,
1 t. vanilla
for their responsibilities. Bill
dre*
king." The first with all folds.on.the top .of,the—..-414xxnut
1 box powdered sugar
thing he did was buy a cook package. Place the package in
Milk
book, title now unremem- the. oven or on the grill at a
Blend the ingredients using,
bered, and a dictionary to very low temperature' for
a handful of the coconut. Ice
interpret what the cook book approximately one hour.
Meanwhile, make a shallow
while the cake is still warm,
said. Thus, a menu plannercook emerged and has evolved pan of more double thickness spreading the remaining
foil. This pan should be made
coconut between layers and on
into an outstanding host.
to
fit the bar-b-que grill. Make
top of cake.
Bill now likes the challenge
Bill Boyd's
of recreating dishes he has the sauce. Slice onions and
Ice Cream Pie
enjoyed in restaurants, clubs lemons as thinly as possible,
Cocoanut Crust
and private homes. His enough to cover ribs. When the
(makes onei
favorite cookbooks are the ribs have cooked one hour dip
1 and one-third cups flaked
"Murray Woman's Club Cook- them in the sauce and place
cocoanut
book (he has every issue), and them on the foil pan; cover
with onions and lemons.
"Gabby The Gourmet" by his
2 Tablespoons butter, melted
Baste continuously with the
friend Gabby Gupton, who
2 Tablespoons sugar
also shares his avocation, sauce. Turn the ribs every ten
/
1
4 cup crushed graham
being the viee-president of the minutes until most of the
crackers or vanilla wafers
sauce.
has
been
absorbed.
Third National flank of NashCombine cocoanut and
Then punch holes in the foil to
ville.
butter and mix well. Add
let
the
fat
escape.
Continue
The Boyd's favorite formal
sugar and crumbs and mix
dinner party is for six guests. turning until the ribs are
thoroughly. Press firmly ( I
They like to have appetizers, browned. Once the sauce has
use the bottom of a glass) on
one hot and one cold, in the been applied, it should take
bottom and sides of pie pan.
den. They then progress to the about 45 minutes before the
Bake
in moderate oven 10 to 12
dining room for French onion ribs are ready to eat.
minutes or until lightly
Barbeque
Sauce
soup, mixed green salad,
browned. Cool.
3
4 C. onions, chopped fine
standing rib roast, twice /
While crust is cooling, set
1
ounce
bacon
fat
baked potatoes, fresh brussell
out about a quart of vanilla ice
3
4 t. mixed spices
sprouts, Jane's rolls and finish /
cream for each pie, to soften.
/
2 t. salt
with a flare, dessert being one 11
Make the crunch topping.
11
/
2
t.
chili
powder
of the house specialties. It
Crunch Topping
1
2 t. Cayenne pepper
might be Bill's ice cream pie, /
/
3
4 cups flaked cocoanut
2
drops
Tabasco
Bananas' Foster, Coconut
102 cup chopped nuts
cake or anything else Bill has 5 ounces tomato puree
1 Tablespoon butter, melted
seen or imagined. During 2 ounces tomato catsup
1 Tablespoon sugar
dinner appropriate music, 2 ounces vinegar
Mix altogether and spread
4
ounces
chicken
stock
selected the evening before
on cookie sheet. Toast in
(bouillon cube)
plays softly in the living room.
moderate oven until crisp and
/
1
2 ounce sugar
When
warm
weather
lightly browned, stirring
Brown
onion
fat.
in
bacon
arrives they like to have about
frequently.
fourteen on their patio for Tie mixed spices (cloves,
Spread softened ice cream
bayleaf,
peppercorns,
etc.)
in
Bill's justly famous bar-bevenly In crust, spoon crunch
bag
a
and
cheescloth
add
to
qued ribs, corn-on-the-cob,
topping over it while still
potato salad, and a carved mixture with remaining
warm. Press down with hand
sugar.
except
ingredients
watermelon filled with fresh
slightly. Put into freezer and
fruits. The melon sits on a Bring mixture to a boil and
freeze until firm. Wrap in foil,
special tray in a lush bed of simmer 10 minutes. Heat store until ready
to serve.
separate
sugar
pan
in
until
a
it
mint. Needless to say guests
Remove from freezer about 5
eat until the food is gone, long turns brown; don't let it burn. minutes before
you are ready
Add to sauce and mix well.
past when they are full.
to serve to mellow. Top with
minutes.
Simmer
Remove
30
Table linens and accessories
sauce.
are selected to complement spice bag. Makes 1 pint.
Sauce
the informal setting, but
Cup butter
Fresh Coconut Cake
candles and flowers are
1 cup brown sugar
21
/
2 C. flour
always present.
2 Tablespoons corn syrup
11
/
2
C.
sugar
Today Bill shares with us
one-third cup heavy cream
1
2 t. Baking Powder
some of his favorite family 3/
Melt butter over low heat.
t.
salt
and company dishes,- which
Stir in brown sugar, syrup and
ui
C.
egg
whites
have made an invitation to
cream. Bring to a boll. Let boil
1711 -Magnolia Drive an event 31 C. shortening
about I minute, stirring
11
/
2
t.
vanilla
to be anticipated, enjoyed and
constantly. Remove from heat
C.
milk
long-remembered by many.
and cool. May be refrigerated
1,2 C. water
BILL'S RACY RIBS
Sift flour, sugar, baking for several days or stored in
Bill generally figures three- powder and salt. Beat shor- freezer for a longer period.
Remove portion needed and
fourths to one pound of very Cut in 5 incii squares. Put
heat. Pour over ice cream pie
while still warm. Be sure it
drizzles down side of pie. (I
When you buy Pillivuyt from The
usually make up a cup of
cream and increase the other
Panhandler, you get a lot more than the
ingredients accordingly as it
world's finest procelain.
stores real good and is also
good as a topping for ice
Pillivuyt has long been known as the workf's finest ovencream. Throw a handful of
to-table procelain In the traditional french white, it combines durability and functionabats with delicacy and beauty
nuts over it when you use it for
So, as dealers ot Pfllivuyt. The Panhandler is able to put one
ice cream sundaes.(
of the world's finest cookware products on your table. The
DRIED APPLE ROLLS
Panhandler has pieces for use by the fast-growing
Cover about three cups
Microwave market
dried apples with water and
Pilivuvt is just one of many imported gourmet cookware
cook until tender. Sweeten to
products The Panhandler has to offer.
taste. Add a dash of cinnamon,
dash of allspice, pinch of salt
and • continue cooking until
thick and water is absorbed.
Cool.
Dixieland Shopping Center
Make pastry and roll thin.

The
Rinhandbr

apples. Place in buttered
Pyrex, dot with butter' and
sprinkle with sugar. Bake
until lightly browned in 350
degree to 375 degree oven.
Pour sauce over them and
return to oven until bubbling
all over. Serve warm with
additional sauce.
- Sauce: Mix 1 cup sugar, 3
scant tablespoons flour, pinch
of salt, dash of nutmeg and
/
cinnamon. Add 11
2 cups water
and juice of L4 lemon. Drop in
rind of lemon and cook mixture until clear and thick.
Remove rind and add two
tablespoons butter. Stir in
about a tablespoon dried
apples, if desired, and pour
over cooked rolls. If you have
any left, heat and pour over
roils when served.
3
4
Pastry: 23
/
4 cups flour, /
cup Crisco, 1 teaspoon salt, 5
tablespoons cold water. This
makes enough for 16 rolls.
Quick Hot Brown
one-third ' Cup butter or
margarine
1 medium onion, finely
chopped
one-third Cup flour
3 Cups hot milk
I teaspoon salt
1-14 teaspoon red ,pepper

—

'4 pound processed cheese,
grated
2 egzs, well beaten
1 tablespoon butter, additional
Sliced chicken, turkey or ham
we use chicken and ham or
turkey and ham(
Parmesan cheese
Paprika
For garnish: Bacon, parsley,
tomato
Melt butter or margarine in
heavy saucepan over medium
heat, add onion and cook until
clear Add flour and blend to
make a smooth paste, add
milk, salt and red pepper. Stir
and cook until thick and
smooth. Stir in cheese, eggs
and remaining tablespoon
butter. Continue to cook,
stirring, until mixture almost
reac1ies-56ffing iit,
--but do
not let it boil. Remove from
heat.
To assemble, toast eight
slices bread, cut four in half
diagonally. On four oven-proof
plates, arrange toast, lay
sliced meat over it. Cover with
sauce, Parmesan cheese and
paprika. Place under broiler
or hot oven until sauce begins
to' bubble. Garnish with crisp
bacon, parsley and tomato.
Serve at once. Four servings.

AMIE
.

ilk
•1 1

.1111%.
I •

WILLIAM M.BOYD,president of Peoples Bank of Murray, is right at home in the
kitchen. Some of his favorite recipes are induded in the accompanying article.
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FISH-FRY-SPECIALS
arket 414 .
414 North Market St.

Paris, Tenn.

Other Specials,

Wrought Iron Lawn Furniture
SPECIAL WHILE THEY LAST
4_

2 Chairs with 24" Round Mesh Top Tables
I Chairs with 30" Glass Top Table
$9900
2 Chairs with cushion, 30" Glass Top Table
'109"
2 Chairs with 36" Mesh Top Table
19"
4 Chairs with cushion & 36" Mesh Top Table ....'129'
4 Chairs with cushion & 42" Mesh Top Table . ... $149'
4 Chairs with Cushion & 42" Umbrella Table .... $149"

Solid WOOk Oak Porch Swing
Portable Hooded Bar-B-Q Grills. .
Live Hanging Baskets, Petunia, Few Leff
Boston Maple High Back Rocker
Black, Turn of the Century Rockers
Queen Anne Cain Side High Back Rocker
Traditional Occassional Chairs-Reg. $99
3 Wurlitzer. Pianos

'19" &'22"
19"

'59'
'149'
'69"
$699" EA.

EXTRA SPECIAL
WAS
'

DIXIE 2 PIECE FLORAL SOFA & CHAIRS

$99'

KROEHLER 2 PC. VELVET FLORAL SOFA & CHAIRS

'649'

FRANKLIN 2 PC. NYLON SOFA AND CHAIR
KROEHLER SOFA SLEEPER, HERCULON COVER

'599'
1449'

SOLID OAK 2 PC. BEDROOM SUITE
BASSETT 3 PC. BEDROOM SUITE

'429'

(POSTER BED DOUBLE DRESSER-4 DRAWER CHEST)

'899'

(QUEEN BED DOOR OfEST, TRIPLE DRESSER, TWIN MIRRORS)

'599"

BASSETT 3 PC. BEDROOM SUITE
(5 DRAWER CHEST, QUEEN BED,9 DRAWER DRESSER WITH BROKEN MIRROR)

LIBERTY 7 PC. DINING ROOM SUITE
(LARGE CHINA TABLE AND 6 CHAIRS—WHITE)

BASSETT 5 PC. PECAN FINISH DINING ROOM SUITE

'699'
1499"

(TABLE„WITH 4 CHAIRS)
BAMBOO

'229'

7 PC. DINME SUITE

4, NMI

9900
$399'
$299'
$249N
$29900
$49900
$29900
$49900
$29900
$18900
$2

Free This Week

8 FT. FOLDING TABLES

5 POUNDS FRESH CATFISH

6 FT. FOLDING TABLES
$29"

WITH EVERY $100 PURCHASE

$3495

a
a
a

a

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL 8 P.M.

arket414 Armiturei3
"The Store With Low Overhead — Anyone(her 5'8"— Duck"
FREE DELIVERY — FINANCING ARRANGED — LAY-AWAY
Geraldine and Teri-, SI keg, Mgrs. — Phone 642-6996

a
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Regronarklin'ai Fair At MSU

- -Winners At T

By 14.C.Garrott
The winners of medals and
those receiving honorable
mention in the six categories
and
Science
the
of
Mathematics Fair at Murray
State University Saturday are
as follows:
Biology
Elementary, individual:
First, Leslie Massey, Carter
Elementary, Murray; second,
Shannon Gardner, East
Calloway; and third, Hylan
Robertson
Ross,
Sean
Elementary, Murray.
Honorable mention: Dana Len
County
Trigg
Baith,
Elementary; Jennifer Leigh
Fletcher, Concord Elementary, Paducah, and Sandra
Louise Turner, Southwest
Calloway.
Elementary, Group: First,
Sandy Elizabeth Roeder, Gene
and Suzanne Roeder, Don

Stratton and Lavira Boyarski,
Jackson
Elementary,
Paducah; second, Cathy Lee
Ingram and Shari Lee Skinner. Concord: and third lima
Grant Dunker, Joe Pat
Chambers, Billy Downs and
David Curtsinger, Concord.
Honorable mention: Jeff
Wayne Fleming and Walt
Penny, Jackson Elementary;
Robby Followell, Pete 1Cappas
and
Matt
Willingham,
Jackson Elementary; and the
fifth grade class of Glenda.
Ross, Carter Elementary,
Paducah.
Junior Iigh, Individual:
First, Natalie Simpson,
Murray Middle; second,
GOLD MEDAL. WINNER—Ivan George, a sixth grade
David Lee Craft, Christian
student at Murray Middle School, won the individual
County Middle; and third,
chemistry competition for elementary students at the
Susan
Lynette
Light,
Science and Mathematics Fair Saturday at Murray State
Christian County Middle.
University with this study of the atom. He is the son of
Honorable mention: Lisa
Dr. and Mrs. K. M.George,222 South 11th Sfteet.
Faye Collins, Christian
County Middle; Lynne Dann
Loberger, Murray Middle;
and Mark Austin, Murray
Middle.
Junior High, Group: First,
Michael Skinner and Richard
Lynn Cash, Fancy Farm;
second, Sheri K. Outland and
Jennifer Lee Tucker, North
Calloway;
and
Sharon
Ellegood and Carrie Gibson,
Heath Middle. Honorable
mention: Sherry Kennedy and
Elizabeth Watlington, Heath
Middle; Ron Ross and Craig
Guthrie, Heath Middle; and
Polly Meek and Kimberly
Notestein; Lone Oak Middle.
Senior High, Individual:
First, Sara A. Wydt, St.
Mary's, Paducah; second,
Laura Lynn Moffitt, Paducah
Tilghman; and third, Kelly
Ann Norman, Paducah Tilghman. Honorable mention:
arcsaw
Donald Frank Hendrix,
SCIENCE FAIR WINNER—Natalie Simpson,a sevettth grade student at Murray Middle Carlisle County High; MarvinSchool, explains her study of the learning and memory abilities of the planaria to Dr.
Lee Quertermous, Lone Oak;
Ray Moore at the Murray State Science and Mathematics Fair Saturday. Not only did
and Mary Lydia Chappell,
the exhibit win first place in the junior high biology c6ftmetition for individuals but
Paducah Tilghman:
also wontitetrophy for the best-biologyprojeci.in-the-fair:-She-is-the-datghterofOr:-----.. =-Senior-thgh,-Grourr--Gary
and Mrs. Miles Simpson,1106 La&spur.
Franklin Thompson and

LEARNING ABILIT
AND MEMORY 0
THE PLANAR I

„I

OTASCO

The Friendly Folks at
Otasco bring you these...

WEEKEND
SPEC
IALS
Amide

r".4i-itENO
tYpoticsio0E

MOWER

Save Over ai777
97.00 U IR.g $u„
3 HP engine • 19" cut • Throttle on handle •
7-inch wheels • side discharge • Life-Gard Protection
•

LAYAWAY
NOM

:

Longlife 20- Cut Mower .5p; Reg. $99.95

84 86

SWIVEL
BOAT
SEAT

Flyi.ng0
MOTO-CROSS
$79.99

GO
"

744

Motorcycle style
fenders, tank.
hondlebar with
crossbar and
waffle or,ps
Chrome spring
front suspen
.
sion

Use Otasco
Credit

Swivel base for fast action.
Weis Seat Slit with Aim
622094)
12.117

20-in D•lutre
Moto-Cross Stile
93.96

71
/
4"CIRCULAR
SAW

17"

Zebco
"33
8 REEL"

R•si $19 99Aurn
Out protected motor
Depth and bevel ad
il..a.mentS4

Rust proof, sta. flies,
steel covers • Selei
Ii ve - 0e/. reverse •
W•de -range, sprino
loaded drag
.

a

7 77

PORTABLE
RADIO

248
FLOOR MATS
I-PC.
or
TWIN
SET

288
Se,
* ,sr 46.1 e.
'

600 5.***, Th.evq66v, Ow Se..
vas 0

One were in rho,ce of (olors
.t ,rn block only '

second, Billy Rowe and Lynn
Kilcoyne, Fancy Farm; and
third, Karen A. Schrock and
Kathy Edda, Reidland.
Earth Scienee
Elementary, Individual:
First, Carl Anderson, Southwest Calloway; second, Cart
W.
Baker,
Concord
Elementary; apd third, Lisa
Ann Chaney, East Calloway.
Honorable Mention; Michael
Law, Calvert City; Dale
Torsak, East Calloway; and
Patrick B. Hollowell, Morgan
Elementary,Paducah.
Elementary, Group: First,
Robin Bernice Abanatha and
Kell' Dawn Huddleston,
Concord: second, Marcia Holt
Ford sad Michelle Hope,
North Calloway; and third,
Mark Willie and Keith Lovett,
North Calloway. Honorable
mention: David Ray Garland
and Jamie Thorn, East
Calloway; and Lynn Shelton
and Vera Carter, Cooper
Elementary.
Junior High, IndivIdua.1:
First, Keith H. Owsley,'Heath

LOTASCO

Bel-Air Center
7534391

=MB

Geography
Middle; second, Charles
Elementary, Individual:
David Beaman, Murray
Middle; and third, James First, Larry Wade,Symsonia;
Wayne Gilliam, Heath Middle. second, Terry McNelly,
Honorable mention, Kevin L. Cooper Elementary; and
Cole, Southwest Elementary; third, William Paul Sheahan,
Kelley Lee Levies, Murray St. Francis DeSales, Paducah.
Middle;
and Timmy ray Honorable mention: Georgia
'Crouch, Cooper Elementitry;
Pritchett.
Junior High, Group: First, Jennifer Renee Fortson,
David Neville and Lee Concord Elementary; andOwsley, Carlisle County Billy Guill, Cooper ElemenMiddle; second, Rita Faye tary.
Elementary, Group:
Duncan and Barbara G.
Mathes, North Calloway; and Johnifer Cooper and Shane
third, Tons Lavonne Lovett Roberts, Cooper Elementary,
and Debbie L Hooks, East both firSt and second-place
Calloway. Honorable men- awards. "
Junior High, Individual:
tion: William E. Dowdy and
William
grown,
East First, Kathy Moira Howard,
Calloway; Leonard Lee St. Francis; second, Darrell
Weglarz and Mark A. Dowell,. Higgins, Fancy Farm; and
Heath Middle; and Karen third, Natalie Simpson,
McNelly and Tina Augustus, Murray Middle. Honorable
mention: Tung Cong Dinh,
Heath Middle.
Senior High, Individual: Murray Middle.
Junior High, Group: First,
First, grim _Douglas Potts,
Paducah Tilghman; second, Carol Anne Beaman and
Tim William Elder, Fancy Angie Hale, Murray Middle;
Farm; and third, Tenpa Fay second, Brent Raymond Clark
Birdsong, firigg County High.
(Continued on Page 17)

DELTA OFFICE & LIQUIDATING CO.

Fish Fry Specials
123 E. Washington Street
at.
Corner at Brewer & Washington

The Store With No Sign Out Front
Ladies A-Line Dresses
59'
Halter Tops
$1.49-$1.98
1/2 Price
Ladies Dresses (Many to choose From)
1 Rack of Blouses
$2.00 each
Jamaica Short Sets — Nylon
$3.99
Ladies Slacks- 100% Polyester
$4.99
Girls & Ladies Body Suits - 100% Nylon ....$1.50 to $2.00
-Permanent-Presstadtes BtaareS
Straw Hats — All Kinds
/
1
2 Price

Many More Liquidation Values
Men's Suits - While They last
Men's Pants(Some Below Wholesale)
Men's Shirts - From '1" to '17"
Boy's 100% Cotton Pants
Little Boys Sun Suits

Debaters
Win Honors
Two
Murray
State
University debate teams took
third place honors in several
categories during a speech
tournament held recently at
the University of Kentucky++
Krit Stubblefield, Murray
freshman and Ed Pape,
Chicago, Ill., junior were
recognized as the third place
team on the basis of their winloss record.
The team of Wes Bartlett.
Owensboro junior and John
Martin, West Plains, Mo.
freshman was ranked third in
the number of points scored
overall. Bartlett received the
highest point award in a single
round of any Murray debater.
Martin won third place in
individual speaking.
According to
Robert
Valentine, _MSU director of
debate, the Kentucky tournaments give inexperienced
debaters the opportunity to
participate in tournament
competition.
"These novice debaters did
remarkably well in their first
attempt at intercollegiate
debating," Valentine said.
The MSU debaters will
spend the remaining two
weeks of the semester in
high
schools
regional
presenting demonstration
debates.

/
1
2 Price
$1.00-$10.00
/
1 2 Price
$1.50 Pair
2 for $3.00

Special Purchases from 3 Liquidations
Simplicity Patterns - All Styles
Zippers - Thread - Buttons - Ribbon
Hand Bags - Girls & Ladies
Tennis Racquets(51O" Value)
Wine Racks - Holds 4 Bottles
Posters - All Colors & Designs
Penetro Cough Drops
Record Albums - Long Play 33
Records 45 R.P.M. - Good Selection
8-Track Tapes (Values to 5600)

10'
/
1 2 Price
/
1 2 Price
$2.98
79' each
50' each
5' a box I
$2.00 each
25' each
$2.50 each

Plenty of All Type Merchandise
to Choose From
Ladies - Men's - Children's Shoes
Over 5,000 Pairs - All Kinds
e

$1

00

to

$500

Pair
•

Office Furniture & Supplies
N.C.R. Cash Register - Class 21
N.C.R. Cash Register - Class 5
Electric Underwood Typewriter
Monroe Adding Machine(Used)
Friden Printing Calculator (Used Model 1217) ..
Victor Calculator
Acumatic Print Out Calculator(New)
Underwood Typewriter - Manual

Teachers To Be
Guests At MSU

Macks Decker

Pack of 3 Blades for Circular Saw

Bobby Hurst, Benton; second,
Mary Sonia Stahr and Debra
Stahr, Fancy Farm; and
third, Deborah Jean Caughlin
and Brenda Harp, Carlisle
County High. •
Chemistry
Elementary, Individual:
First, Ivan Mammen George,
Murray Middle; second,.
Martin M. Mundy, Jackson
Elementary; and. third,
Stephen Malone, Robertson
Elementary. Honorable
mention: Curtis Creason,
Elementary,
Cooper
Puducalv and Carol Renee
Garner, Mirth Calloway. ,
Elementary, Group: First,
Jackie Barker, Cooper
Elementary; and second,
David True, Tony Myrick,
Chrystie Andrew and others,
Morgan School, Paducah.
Junior 'High, Individual:
First, Amy Ann Simmons,
Heath Middle; second, Lisa
Louise Russell, Murray
Middle: and third, Tracy
Beyer, Murray Middle.
Honorable mention: Tammy
Torsak,
Lynn
East
Elementary;, Brenda Leigh
Conley, Murray Middle; and
Kevin EV Cunningham,
Symsonia.
Junior High, Group: First,
Barry Thomas Kelton and
James Dale
McCombs,
Mayfield Kiddie; second,
Kent 'Brandon and David
Castleman, Heath Middle;
and third, Jane Workman and
Kim - Word, Heath Middle.
Honorable mention: Shanda
Kay Crick and Rachel Lamb,
North Calloway; and David
Edwards and Cher Hendricks,
Heath Middle.
Senior High, Individual:
First, Edward R. Shoulta, St.
Mary's; second, Katie
Lagesse, St. Mary's:• and
third,, Claire A. Lafoon, St.
Mary's. Honorable Mention:
Danny W. Clark, Lone Oak;
ThOrop,„
son, Fancy Farm,
.
Senior High, Group: First,
Tamara Gay Edwards,
Ranona Ligon and Tim
Mathis, Carlisle County;

Public school teachers who
have supervised' student
- teachers from Murray State
• University during the spring
semester will be the guests of
the Department of Instruction
and Learning at a special
dinner and conference on
Monday evening, May 2.
Approximately 150 super_
vising teachers in cooperating
stilOOls in Louisville and west
of Louisville are expected to
attend the get-together in
Beshear Gymnasium in the
Student Center on the campus.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
president emeritus of Murray
State, will be the guest
,,speaker. In addition to almost
six years as Murray State
president, Sparks • is also,,
known for his work in public
schools and a four-year term
as Kentucky superintendent of
public instruction. He is a
former president of _the
Education
Kentucky
Association.

I

$340.00
$795.00
$249.00 I
$89.00 S
$250.00
$104)
$159.00$42.50
N

Over 50 Machines to Choose From
New and Used Office Desks 8 Chairs
,

IF WE DON'T HAVE WHAT YOU WANT,
WE WILL GET IT FOR YOU.

—27Desks In Stock —
8 Ft. Folding Tables
6 Ft. Folding Tables

$34.95
$29.95

Letter and Legal

2-Drawer and 4-Drawer File Cabinets
New 8. Used

Executive and Secretarial Chairs. Many to Choose From.
Children's Grammar School Desks
$8.95 8, up

DELTA OFFICE & LIQUIDATING CO.

642-4361

123 E. Washington St.
Paris, Tenn.
"The Store With No Sign Out Front"

/,
Wirre•W:elpstrworetaw
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and Samir Wade' Mahfoud,
Murray Middle; and third,
Laura Sears .and Kathryn
Denise .Roberts, Murray
Middle. Honorable mention:
Robin Lee Allen and Tina
Spitler, South Calloway; Kim
0.Edmonds and-Linda Burris,
Murray Middle; and Don G.
Hargrove and Chris Fazi,
Murray Middle.
Senior High, Individual:
First, Sherri Alexander,
Marshall County High.
Mathematics
Elementary, Individual:
First, Steve Beyer, Murray
Middle; second, Larry Greg
Upshaw, Jackson Elementary; and third, Chuck Alan
Storey, Southwest Calloway.
Honorable mention: Julie
Beth
Grief,
Morgan
Elementary.
Elementary, Group: First,
Kim Griffin, Adrienne Mundy,

Elizabeth Larsen and Julie
Garner,Jackson Elementary;
second, rantarnes, Christine
Warthen, Dawnita Wilson and
Carmen, Gardner, Jackson
metiary; and third, Ryan
Mario Todd, James Michael
Rees, and Steven Vincent
Tindall, Morgan Elementary.
Honorable mention: Molly
Imes and Sherry Meadows,
Carter Elementary; and Chris
Savage, Dante Anderson,
Rodney Caunch, Gregory
Bond and -Mike Brooksher,
Cooper Elementary.
Junior High, Individual
First, Tad Dowdy, Southwest
Calloway; and
second,
Ramona
Lynn
Peeler,
Reidland.
Junior High, Group: First,
Carla Laurene Barnett, East
Calloway.
Senior High, Individual:
First, Velvet Jean Alderdice,

•(Continued from Page 10
Sedalia; second, Rosalie Jean Clark Elementary, Paducah;
Larson, Paducah Tilghman; second, Stephen Garrison.
and third, Danny Martin Jones and- Phillip - Manning,
Williams,
Mary's. oncord Elementary; and
St.
Honorable mention: Gary third, Gene awes WWerd
William Scott, Sedalia. •
:and' Jenne- eliristenberry,
Senior High, Group: First, North Calloway. Honorable
Diana Gaye West and Rita mention: Mary Heather
Kaye Black, Sedalia' second. Doyle, Robertson ElemenMike Perry and Tammy tary.
Heath, Sedalia; and third,
Junior High, Individual:
Nancy Lee Miller and Benita First, Diana Marie Duncan,
Faye Miller, Sedalia:
Murray Middle; second,
Lowell Kenneth Carpenter,
Physics
Elementary, Individual: Heath Middle; and third,
First, Renee Dawn Riepe, Narda Anne Feather, Heath
Concord Elementary; second, Middle. Honorable mention,
Dunn,
Elaine
Jimmy Bowland, Hendon Ramona
Elementary, Mayfield; and Christian County Middle;
third, Jd Beth Chambers, Frederick Harry Mitchell,
Hendon Elementary, Christian County Middle; and
Mayfield. Honorable mention: Joe Patrick Thurman, Heath
Greg Yandell, Symsonia.
Middle.
Elementary, Group: First,
Junior High, Group: First,
Susad H. Wells, Mary H. Perla Shaye Clark, Sammie
Kastes and Denise M. Cimely, Lee Riley and Lillian Kathleen

White, Heath Middle; second.
Linn Beyer and R6bert Bobo,
Heath - Middle; and third,
Danny James Garland and
Terry McDougal, North
Calloway. Honorable mention: Angela McMichael,
Charlotte Wade and -Renee
Lawler, Heath Middle; Kevin
Alan Fielder and Terry
Coleman Bennie), East
Calloway; and David Wayne
Smith and Daniel Gene
waiters, Heath Middle.
Senicr High, Individual:
First, Bill H. Murray,
Paducah Tilghman; secicnd,
Mark L. I.istermann, St.
Mary's; and third, Randy
Thomas Doores, Lone Oak.
Senior High, Group: First,
Albert Jeff Burton and Sean
McDougal, Marshall County;
and second, Frank F. Fuller
and David A. Rogers,
Reidland.

irst.
and
die;
lark

3
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A WINNING EXPLANATION—Leslie Dawn Massey, a fourth grade student at Carter
Elementary School, Murray, won first place in the biology elementary competition tor
individuals with this exhibit on the growth and developments of mushrooms during
the Science and Mathematics Fair at Murray State Saturday. The daughter of Mrs. Pat SN
Massey, 806 North 19th Street, she is shown explaining her project to some of the
judges.
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Big Jilin Has The Perfect

BID JOHN'S FRESH BAKED TREATS ARE
14DtED & BAKED

rodieivii‘i iPtirmit
To te te Vow
7T_ ':kfe

-

\
•

RIGHT BEFORE YOUR EYES!

7.-1-,

Ye

A slugs,
Success

DOOM
glen

69'

j
ii
l ES6'
Fp
White

•

BREAD ftilt

„

Big John
Twin Pak

Peat°
Chips

Am"' COOKIES
79$

0

Big 32 Oz. Bottles

CHICKEN DINNER
17 pion Chickeit

10 rob,

14 potatoes,

24 oz.ea slaw

(3s139

Reg 798

NOW $
6
98
FROM OUR HU

/
1
2 Lb

DPelpuossit

32-oz bottles

=

SWISS CHEESE
SUBMARINE SANDWICH
POMO SALAD

TATO
CHIPS
9:9.
39°

PEPSI

Jambe Family

9r

7

Ea 790

u) 691.

THERE'S ALWAYS
LOTS OF

YOU NEVER HAVE TO BUY A LIMITED PURCHASE
TO TAKE ADVANTAOkrOF 1110 J
BARGAINS!!!

FREE
CASH

wy:

*

Showboat

PORK 'N
BEANS

IN BIG JOHN'S

,TOW,E!!
b
2 89'

14% a

For

CASH POT
'How Worth

Mow Briquets

1700.00

CHARCOAL
klb*'
98

EVERY HEALTH & BEAUTY
AID AT BIG JOHN'S IS

DISCOUNT PRICED
Rog. $1.68 60 et.

EXCEDRIN
Rog. 41.61 Alm 6.4 oz.

89'

TOOTHPASTE
Rog.$239 Earth Boni 12 oz.

Dawn

$149

SHAMPOO

Big John's Hot Dog Or
10 oz Btl. 794

HAMBURGER BUNS...

pac

2'for 894

DISH LIQUID

P

22 oz.

Downy Fabric(with coupon)

Rog. $1.83 Shower io Shower 8 oz.

CATALINA DRESSING:.

129

BATH POWDER

MUSTARD

16 oz. Jar

494 RITZ CRACKERS

DIAPERS

96 oz. RH. $269

$21.18 per case

12 ct.

Qt. Bd.

79
(

MEAT

CHICKEN
120,. Can 984

32 oz. pkg. 1198

Arrow Charcoal

LIGHTER
Jacks Vinalla Wafers or Party

PIES

qt.

13 oz Boz 654

0•••

Dovhq 96 oz.

ow awes per WY,

sr,

. 16 oz. Box 791

Kelly's Luncheon

CATSUP
AUP

88t

FABRIC
SOFTENER $269

7

Wig

691

Nabisco

Hyde

Hilo 10 st.

Toe applies* to nit PAW
1111710Wri Ibre Aprfl7

18 oz. Jar.

Johnson's Toddlers Disposable

CLIP & SAVE

57 SAUCE

59' GRAPE JELLY

Hyde Park

ifedwi"
t

8 oz. MI.

SOFTIEN ER

Tyson Frozen Fried

Rog. $1.48 Stglo 130L

HAIR SPRAY

Kraft

T•B

applicable PO PeiPIll.

11.0

SI 716.1.111111 ay.App413

ikrib41,41.11000110001:113164611,11

OPEN 24
HOURS A DAY.
•

::41.•••~04.AN•ams,migamm.•••....11611Vmet....

• -....01.47•14.....74-zawaia•aae---,0-7a--or.t—

694

.-t
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This Ad Good April 27 So Nay 3

FRESH PRODUCE
Jumbe •Calf.

LETTUCE

3

Woods $10
0
For

Cartf Red Ripe

STRAWBERRIES

4. 98s

BE COMPLETELY SATISFIED VATII HIS ilUALITY MEATS, THAT you GET A

BIG JOHN IS SO SURE

DOUBLE YOUR MONE't BACK

Ii

Jumbo

TOMATOES
6 49
'

V11.16111
4

69t
!WISHES lb.Bag 38s
LETTUCE 69!

Bryan

U. S. Choice Boneless

ROUND Bone-in $149,.
9
STEAlLwA
(ZAimeiN

Jumbo

,CANNED
$499

Hitm

3 lb can

PINEAPPLE

ea

Green or
Red loaf

Eons Mom

WIENERS sipt

Home Grown

SUCED $419

RHUBARB?inch.100

I

12 at Vac-Pak

Fresh Crisp

CARROTSq lb moo
Fresh Pork
3 to 5 lb. Ng.

Calif

SPARE RIBS

BROCCOU or size 8 civ
CAULIFLOWER
ea

99,.

Juicy
Ripe

9.`

U.S. ChoiCe Beef

SPLIT BROILERS

Kuntry Fresh Economy Pak

69

CHICKEN BREAST . . .

..... lb 89'

Kuntry Fresh Economy Pak

CHICKEN THIGHS

89
98

lb. 69'

lb.79'

Gov.!impeded

WHOLE FRYERS

lb. 49'

• -RAC-BOLOGNA

al. 79'

Smoked

Fine For Bar-B-Que

- PORK RIB TIP

lb. 79'

-HAM HOCKS

lb. 494

lb. 39'

BREAKFAST STEAK
Fresh Ground
ROUND
Armour Star Variety Pak

LUNCH MEATS

94

lb. 51"

CHEESE

MPEAT
oss 40 lb

lb. 51"

WU"

BEEF
lb $1"

Chunk Beef

LIVER

bag$149

lb. 39'

12 oz. pkg. 89'

Thin Sliced Wafer

HAM

lb. 92"

Fresh Pork Brains, Feet, Maws or

NECK BONES

S

E9s
#

American Longhorn

U.S. Choice Thin

Columbia Fresh Corned

Kuntry Fresh Economy Pak

CHICKEN DRUMSTICK

mvarie,,, BEDDING
PLANTS

Old Fashion By the Piece

fine For Bar-B-Que

MINUTE STEAKS

PEARS3flbor 100

THIS COUPON WORTH

4
r

lb. 39'

OPEN
7DAYS A WEEK

- on purchase of any
package any variety -of

ARMOUR

LUNCH MEATS
Good Only At Big John's

limit tole coupon per r.ustomer
Offer Expires May 3. 1977
Subject to sales tax on regular
price

104

MONEY
SAVING
COUPON
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1 Legal Notice

1 Legal Notice

NOTICE
OF
UNITED STATES
MARSHAL'S SALE
of
virtue
By
judgment and order of
sale dated March 23,
1977 directed to me
and issued from the
Office of the Clerk of
the United States
District Court for the
Western District of
Kentucky, Paducah
Division, in the action
of United States of
America, Plaintiff vs
Charles E. Stanley, et
al, Defendant, Civil
Action 76-0114-P( A ) on
'May 17, 1977 at the
hour of 11:00 a.m. at
the Calloway County
Door
Courthouse
Calloway
Murray,
County, Kentucky, I
will sell to the highest
and best bidder the
following Real F-date.
Property located at St.
NO. 2, Hazel, Calloway
County, Ky. and more
particularly described
as follows: BEING a
part of Lot A and Lot B
as shown by plat of the
Neely and Wilson Extension of the City of
Hazel, recorded on
January 16, 1946, in
Deed Book 81, page
127, in Calloway County Clerk's office. And
further described by
commencing at Ed-'
ward Graves Russell'

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Wooden ,
'vesSet
- it Depose:
-9-Terwes-- - - stroke
1 2 Organ of
hearing
3 Rants -A -Erie? r 5 Es Ira
'7 Joined to
f 9 Helps
21 Beverage
22 Eastern
salutes
25 Strip of
leather
29 Man s
nickname
30 Spirited
hoese
32 Epiclike
narrative
33 Meadow
35 Dined
37 long
slender fish
38 Food fish
40 Moving part
of motor 42 Note of
'scale
43 Wand
45 Goodness
of
retributive

'DOWN
t Roman
bronze

1 Legal Notice

Southwest corner, running thence West
ninety-five (M) feet
with Gilbert Street Extended to a stuke;
thence North one hundred fifty (150) feet to
the center of an alley;
thence East ninetyfive (95) feet WI Edward Graves Russell's
North west corner;
thence South one hundred fifty (150) feet
with Edward Graves
Russell's line to beginCorner.
ning
E.
CHARLES
STANLEY AND LINDA G. STANLEY obtained to the above
described property by
deed from Jerry M.
Jones„et ux, dated the
4th day of May, 1972
and of record in Book
15I, Cabinet 1, Drawer
3, Card 210, in the office of the Clerk of the
County
Calloway
Court.
The above described
is being sold to satisfy
the following lien
$12,853.98, plus accrued interest in the
amount of $624.37 as of
September 1, 1976,
plus additional interest at the daily rate
of $4.5531 on the unpaid principal from
September 1, 1976.
TERMS OF SALE
The Real Estate will
be sold to the highest

Answer to TUESDAY

Puzzle

COQ OCUO ORM
00U VORU CHM
ORDOOOMOO
Geagn
uu uWW SOU@
U00 MOP MOOR
WW WOO UOU 121@
UUUUU CIWU 000
uumita wuw WU
0000 UHEIRO
OURMUMNOU MOR
0P1011 OUOU RUU
0000 00011 BOO

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

and best bidder at the
pike and time above
mentioned for cash or
upon credit of 30 days,
with 15 per cent of said
purchase price being
in cash on the date of
sale end a bond for the
balance of said purchase price shall be
executed by the purchaser with approved
surety, made payable
to the United States
the
Marshal for
Western District of
Kentucky. The purchaser of said real
estate is given the
right to pay in full the
amount of the purchase bond and the interest. that has accrued thereon from
the date of execution
to the date of confirmation of the sale.
The real estate shall
be sold free and clear
of any and all liens and
encumbrances, except
for restrictions and
easements of record
and-any state, county,
or school ad valorem
taxes which may be
due and payable at the
time of sale, and all
.subsequent years. The
rights of all parties
shall attach to the
proceeds of the sale of
the real property in
the same manner and
with the same effect as
they attach to the
property prior to the
sale,
Gilbert E.Bryant
United States Mantua for the
Western District of Kentucky
201 Federal Building
Louisville,Kentucky 40202

GARAGE, WINTED SOMEONE tow
bn duty 8-6 p.
break garden. Call 753m.,6 days a week. Tires -'7*.
changed, oil changes &-v
lubes, and ac. welding,
WANTED A SALES
on Hwy. 94 East next to
person to sell Jim
Morris Grocery.
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
SCOTSMI=1114
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
Drink Systems
N.L. Rowland
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Refrigeration Sales
Ky.
&Service
753-2225 miimmum2
WANTED- baby bed. Call
91
474-8831.

LAItRY

mechanic

FOR

WATKINS

Products.

Contact

Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
CEMETERY
CLEANING at Woofords
Cemetery, Stewart
County. May 7th funds
are needed. Send to
Dover Peoples Bank,for

deposit. This is a clAy of
respect for relatives and
friends. Lets be there.

WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Call
Dill Electric 753-9109
days, 753-1551 nights.

Sealed
Bids

9

WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

SALES
LIMITED TRAVEL
S.W. Ky. and N. W.
Tenn.
Guaranteed weekly
draw plus training incentives from $200.00
to $350.00 against
liberal commission.
Senior salesmen earning $18,050 to $45,000.
Management opportunities.
include:
Fringes

AT TATE'S House of
Antiques, Highway 54
West, Paris. End of
month sale, 20 per cent
discount on glass, china,
etc. 10 per cent off on
furniture. Come visit
one of Tennessee Finest
Shops. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
•
642-7258.
Call 901,

1

eir)

4*ve•

S........, 40

•

WEEKLY
$200.00
stuffing
POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed

4000

envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota

57437.
7- _
?J.- NOBODY F'
LS ?JO
NO OLD T1JRKEY!r-

NO9C)DY
10 Business Opportunity
FIVE POINTS Amoco
SerVice Station for
lease. Contact Larry

Egstrom. 753-9189.

•
L':

/leto
•• e

1T-

4.49-

f

zr.4„...tahe^

row

A real good business
for someone who wants to work. Certificate
and Mobile home
truck 1976 Ford 2 ton
transport. Seri and Set
Amcars
hurricane
straps, underpinning,
level, tear down
mobile homes and
deliver in 27 counties.
Cover Mobile Home
roofs with aluminum
roof coating. A full
time job for the right
man.

located at tkle Lod( Shop

153-5980.
225.00 PER HUNDRED
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
14 Want To Buy
envelope. TK ENTERPRISE, Box 21679, WOULD LIKE TO BUY a
few pieces of Royal
Denver,CO.80221.
Letter China. Number
FULL TIME SALES help. 1794 - Germany - U.S.
Apply in person. Okl Zone. Phone 492-8380.
applicants need not r
apply. Sammons' FEATHERBEDS Goose.
Bakery, Northside
Pay $8.00 each until
Shopping Center.
April 30th. Call 753-7462
after 5 p. m.
WANTED: BABYSITTER for small baby COINS AMERICAN and
while mother works.
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9708.
Call 753-9132.

--BELTSNE- facVory-Fresh--1-3
111=111.
Insurance, Profit
batteries. Wallis Drug
Sharing, Retirement.
HOUSE
OF THOUStore, Murray, Ky. Call
You receive sales
SANDS, Murrays only
753-1272.
in
the
training
complete needle craft
territory.
shop. Fox Meadows
Our products are
South 16th Street. 753YOU NAVE THE OPPORTUNITY
11 Articles 01
44 Monk
bird
and
non-technical
3855.
15
per
cent
TO GIVE TO THE COMMUNITY
furniture
4:gares
18
28 European
16 Inlets
Capital
readily
learnable.
discount
,
to
Senior
BLOOD
BANK
TODAY.
50 Uncouth
18 Dines
31 Hinder
on
We sell chemical
Citizens.
For Appointment call 15320 Besmirch
34 Collection of
1 Mature
22 Seasons
facts
specialties to the In5131
23 Eskimo
52 Tier
36,In name
24 Surgical
53 Knot
only
Food
d us t ria 1,
thread
55 Corded
39 At a
cloth
26 Tattered
distance
processing, Automoticloth
56 Pigpen
41 Nerve
5 Lost And Found
ve and Institutional
network
59 Pronoun
27 Trumpeter
7
I
......... 9
markets. High quality
10111
FOUND HORSE out near
products
bring
14
...'•'.
..
13
0
'.>.:.1,
753-3288
for
Wiswell.
Call
accepted
profitable
repeat
be
will
itt
'
17
15
16
after 5 p.m.
sales.
the upkeep of Temple
Hill Cemetery until
You mast have a
24 i,.:::...
i.227 ,.76 21 70
72 77
May 1st. Contact John
successful work or self
Male
beagle
FOUND
47 lkSilIce
31
i•••".° lo
76
Grogan, Bob Nanney,
employment history.
49 Ceremony
zi..
puppy. About 10 weeks
ti74'41..
50 Putrefying
- 4.4 31
or Kenton Woodall.
36 .
34
.:•:: 35
37
Sales background opflesh of a
old. Black and white.
carcass
'1„,
,,:',....1 .40
'
.'
tional. A late model
18
Has large feet. Found at
54 Approaches
57 Time gone
car
required.
46
44 '.."•;, 45
43
Owner
Northside IGA.
by
GOD KNOWS YOU. 'Do
;I....
Interviews Tuesday
58 Odor
4.11 \'' •...4 49
47
753-0804.
contact
I
May
.•.'
him?
..'.'.'
know
you
60 Encountered
l
and Wednesday
61 Condensed
5; 56
33 ,..... 34
50 51 57
have the honor of inmoisture
62 Revolutionary
6 Help Wanted
CAN YOU QUALIFY?
troducing you and exX•i7.4 ea
63 Secret
plaining his plan for you
agent
-,63
iifi; ;67
61
here on earth? Call 753Contact:
.2.7
tr b lnt,l Feature nvnd,c.t 1w. 1
ELECTRA LUX
0984. Please do not
GEORGE FOUST
delay.
502442-7341
AGAIN
Paducah, Ky.
in
SPECIAL
offers
TO
PROGRAM
If unable td -each
COLLEGE STUDE$100 Reward
Send Resume to:
NTS For the eleventh
information
year
for
consecutive
leading to guilt and
Electra Lux is ofconviction of person
fering simmer partDELTA FOREMOST
who took the two wheel
time or full time emCNEMICAL
grinder on large,board
ployment to college
CORPORATION
from Mrs. Bill Warren
The
students.
P.O. Box 30310
Sale; Saturday, April
included
program
Memphis,Tenn.
23.
$1000, $750. and $500.
38130
Douglas Shoemaker
special awards for
An equal opportunity em502-753-3375
fixed
a
selling
volurnn of business.
Student part,icipation
ASSISTANT MANAGER
has , continually inCOLOR PORTRAITS,
sumthe
with sales experience
creased
in
bring us yours for extra
programs
mer
for downtown Murray
copies. Made from any
totaling over $2
Retail Store. Give past
size into any size.
million. Interested
and
experience
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
students may apply
references.
character
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
at 111 South 6th
Send resume to P.O. Box
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
Paducah,
Street,
32K, Murray.
753-0035. Free parking
Kentucky or call 443lot, use our rear en6460.
PART TIME sales pertrance.
'-son.-Experience-helpfuT
for downtown' Murray
14A5 AN,‹
.11.CNIc
tENIZN.7,(,44c
AE wEIZE r,4
ILL NLEvER
Retail Store.-frive past
`441)
TNE BALCONY Og
FOR6E'r
and
experience
3
KNOWN&
OF
Vo-IEP,
4:
TNE
I Z51. TiiSAE
A $TC.7R'. ISN'T
references.
TkEATER
cmhuarrraay.
< 55E2
ct.er
GOING. TO Be
&ANY
Send resume to box 32K,
POPCORN ...
X RATEJ
sorm
African
village
4 Antedate
5 Note of
scale
6 The kava
7 Coin
8 Slaves
9 Negligent
10 Native metal

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

ezkantiiikkvizesia;viw*.:04.6646.44;

RETAIL MILK delivery
business for sale and
truck. Call Virgil Ross,
527-8305 or 527-9262.

.

15 Articles For Sale
SALE-ROTO shear grass
trimmer, model 2201.
Sale price,$49.95. Wallin
Hardware,

piths.

18 Sewing Machines
BROTHERS SEWING
machine, like new, with
foot pedal or knee pedal,
other attachments,
$75.00. Call 753-8309 after
1 p. m.
19 Farm Equipment

-FERTILFZER
EQUIPMENT. 1,000 and 1,450
gallon NH3 nurse tanks
with or without wagons.
New and used toolbar
and tank type NH3
applicators.
An
assortment of new and
used NH3, liquid, and
LP gas storage tanks.
James L. Kellett Co.,
Sikeston, MO 63801. Call
314-471-0988 days, 314471-4767 nights.
20'
GOOSENECK
equipment trailer, steel
bed with loading ramps,
$21,000. Call 753-3000
days or 753-9920 nights.
CONTACT WEST KY.
Grain Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman, during
-March.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

22 Musical

Available to people
with good credit only.
Outstanding buy in
Spinet-Console piano.
Fully
Guaranteed.
Write before we send
truck. Joplin Piano,
5th and Virginia,
Joplin, MO.64801.
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
753-1424,
Kentucky,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.
23 Exterminating

Oldest home
owned & operated
in Calloway Co.

11t-

Mine 733-3914

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
No &mob 13th

27 Mobile Home Sales

EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heatlind central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-2475457, Puryear, Tenn.
27 Mobile Home Sales
TWO ACRES of land with
1968 Cresent mobile
home, air conditioned,
underpinned, hurricane
straps and porches. New
well and new 750 gallon
concrete septic tank.
Also 14' x 14' concrete
block barn. One mile
west of Kirksey, $9,500.
Call 489-2760 or 489-2508.
NORRIS 12 x 60 unfurnished, central air,
tie downs and skirted.
Like new. See at Riviera
Cts. or call 753-3280.
1973 12 x 70 Three
bedroom, lz baths,
completely furnished,
carpet throughout,
central gas heat, central
air, underpinned,
hurricane straps, set-up
at Fox Meadows. Take
over payments of $96.71
month. Only serious
inquiries please. Call
7534438 or 753-9725,

24 Miscellaneous
AVAILABLE
NOW.
BRAND NEW Park Villa
JUST
ARRIVED
Urethane foam. All
trailer, 12- x 50. T*o
another
shipment
of
20 Sports Equipment
sizes, all densities. Cut
bedrooms, brand new
mowers
direct
from
to your specs. West Ky.
air conditioner, also
factory.
There's
no
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story FOR
SALE!
14'
television. Leaving city.
middleman to have to
Avenue. 753-6767.
CHEROKEE bottom
$5300. Call 753-0042.
pay.
This
savings
is
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
yours! Tidwell Lawn
SALE - ALUMINUM
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
29. Mobile Home Rentals
and Garden, 303 Main,
ladders,6 ft. step,$14.88.
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Hp7e1,,Ky rail 492,R1 A7
amaelanaoyavaawar6yr-rar
e60 x 12 TRAILER on
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Complete crappie
Waterfront lot. Air
furniture*
OFFICE
USED
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
condition.
Rent by week
desks, chairs, file
A GOOD BUY...give it a
or month. Call 436-2427.
502
B
at
See
cabinets.
Blue
Lustre
H.P. Johnson for sail
try.
Main Street, Thursday
boat, practically new.
America's favorite
12 x 44 New trailer, 2't
Friday only or call
and
Heavy duty trolling
shampoo.
carpet
miles from Murray on
appointment
for
435-4116
motor. 35 h.p. Evinrude.
Western Auto, home of
road. Two
private
at other times.
Call 753-8127.
"Wishing Well Gift
bedroom, gas heat and
Shop."
range. Water furnished.
SUPER SLICK, low
SALE - TILLERS chain
$100 per month. Deposit
profile new 1977 Apollo
HOSPITAL BED. Call
drive with B and S
required. Call 753-8848.
jet boats. Call 527-1436
753-7803.
engines. 3 h.p., $179.95. days or 527-8814 nights.
h.p. $199.95. Wallin
31 Want To Rent
Located at Edwards
Hardware,Paris.
CLEANINGEST
CARMotor Co., 305 E. 4th,
PET cleaner you ever
MSU FACULTY member
Benton, Ky.
used. So easy too. Get
and family want house
SALE -SMOKE ALARMS
Blue - Lustre. Rent 14' CROWN-LINE, 70 h.p.
to rent. Call 753-9554 or
battery operated by
electric shampooer. Big
762-4120.
Water-Pik. $29.95.
Mercury and trailer.
K, Bel Aire Shopping
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
New turf carpet. Two 6
32 Apartments For Rent
Center.
gallon gas tanks. Real
SINGER ZIG ZAG sewing
sharp. Call 753-6328 or
THREE 3) one-bedroom
SPRING SPECIAL
machine, color T.V.,
753-0006.
apartments, furnished.
PAINT SALE. Hanna
black and white TV.,
Located at 207 North
first quality Latex Satin 1968 SPEEMINER boat
Toy Poodle, black oc12th Street, within
Sheen, regular $8.25,
casion chair, rabbits.
with 40 h.p. motor and
walking distance of
sale $6,00 per gallon.
Call 354-8619.
trailer. Excellent
MSU or downtown.Hanna semi-gloss
condition. Call 489-2769
$75.00 per month, each.
enamel regular, $10,
1972
MERCURY
COMET
or 489-2133.
Call STINSON REALTY
sale, $8.00 per gallon.
- low mileage. Stereo
CO. 753-3744, days; 753Murray
Lumber HOUSE BOAT. Call 753Advent sp-eakers,
0614, nights.
Company,753-3161.
Pioneer turntable,
8056.
Mirantz amplifier. Call
FURNISHED
ONE
10,000 BTU air con753-6286.
bedroom
apartment.
ditioner. $100. 21,000
Near campus. Call 753BTU air conditioner,
1976 Sleek Craft
CUSTOM MATTRESS
6153.
$150. Call 753-3277.
made any size for anSportster boat, 18
tique beds or campers.
ft.
455
Olds
TOBACCO ANT) tomato
FURNISHED
APARTBuy direct and save on
motor. Can be
sticks. 1/' cents each.
MENT. One or 2
all mattresses,
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
seen at Carl's Corbedroom. Zimmerman
Healthopedic or foam.
Apartment. South 16th
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
ner or call 753AQUA SPRING water
Street, Murray.
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
9916.
For
sale
or
purifier frtm New
Acme 1443-7373.
trade.
Medical Techniques.
FURNISHED
APARTRetail $120. Sell for $75.
26 TV-Radio
MENT. Near campus.
41=11111111!IIIM..
Slightly used. Call 753$85 per month. Call 7536564.
BEAUTIFUL
16' WANTED SOMEONE to
8333.
take up small monthly
Glastron tri-hull with 115
16 Home Furnishings
payments on color TV. J,
Johnson. Call 753-2932.
& B Music, Murray,
TWO
BEDROOM
KIRKSEY USED FurKentucky. Call 753-7575.
apartment, large living
1973
14
FT.
jon
boat
and
niture Store. Buy and
room, large kitchen and
trailer with 1974 20 horse
sell furniture, reeating area. 1604 Olive
Mercury. $850. 700 BDI, SANSUI AMPLIFIER
upholstery and re-finish.
model 661, dual 1019
Street. $150.00 per
25.06 Remington and
Call 489-2752.
turntable
Pioneer
month. Call 753-4451 or
reloader. Call 437-4331. •
speakers, Panasonic 8
after 5 p. m. 753-8618.,
WE BUY AND SELL us*d Track recorder t500
14. FT. POLARCRAFT
furniture. Nip N Tuck
firm. Call after 6, 489THREE BEDROOM, two
jon boat and trailer.
Uphostery and Used
2701.
bath brick home, with
$150.
Ca11489-2595.
Furniture. 3-2 miles
large back yard and
South US 64I. Call 492iarden7p-lot. One blc
16' FIBERGLASS boat, 7 FOR SALE - Fanon
8469.
Radio - 23 Channel.
from Campus. Available
ft. wide. $150 or will
Signal Kicker antenna
June 1, 1977. Call 753trade. One 14' aluminum
17 Vacuum Cleaners
brand new. $60. Call 7534678.
fishing boat:' 111- h.p.
8769 after 5:00
Evinrude Jnotor. $495.
KIRBY VACUUM, 500
TWO BEDROOM BRICK
One 8 foot plywood skiff.
Maple Street. Rebuilt
house. 1 mile from city
MUST SELL. Elec$25. Call 435-5570.
vacuums, starting at
limits. Call 753-8681.
trophonic tape and
$45.00. We rebuild your
record player with built14 FT. JON boat with
vacuum for $29.95. Call
UNFURNISHED 2in AM-FM radio all one
trailer and 33 horse
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
bedroom frame house,
unit speakers and head
power engine. Also
located at 205 North 12th
phones come with it.
18 Sewing Machines
depth finder. Call 247Street. Available imWill take best offer 7570 if no answer call
mediately. $125.00 per
originally $300. Call 753753-3928.
month. Call STINSON
5091.
End ofthe
REALTY CO. 753-3744,
Month Sale
days; 753-0614, nights.
22 Musical
27 Mobile Home Sales

Used Machines
from $5.95 up.

Murray Sewing Center
11•4-Air Shopping Center
753-5323

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
'Prom P 'St Office, Paris,
Tennessee.

1174 12 x 65. All electric,
fully carpeted, unfurnished. Must sell.
Take over payments.
Call 489-2792 after 6 p.
m.

AGI

LARGE FURNISHED
house near college for 3
or 4 girls or boys. Call
753-2967 after 3 p.m.

ALI
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36 For Rent Or Lace

D3

al
Ied
ep

ll 8
rs
on.
47-

FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247A 2833•
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-588h

with
bile
ed,
ane
ew
lion
ink.
rete
-nile
500.
508.

FOR LEASE - four
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
with
double
home
nicely
garage,
Fardecorated in
Inington. Lease purchase
option
available. Call 342745.

unair,
ted.
era

ALL BREED grooming.
AKC
Miniature
Schnauzer puppies.
Hidden Valley Kennels,
435-4481.

Lree
ths,

tut,
tral
d,
t-up
ake
.71
ous
call

/ilia
*o
new
also
ty.

38 Pets

Supplies

AKC RED Dachshunds,
male
and female.
Registered
miniature
sire. Call 753-3384.
10 GALLON FISH tank.
Complete with 6 tropical
fish. Call 436-5394.
BEAUTIFUL
PEKINGESE - show
dogs, male and female,3
years old. Also 1 male
Pekingese 8 months old.
Beautiful
AKC
registered
Schnauzer
puppy, 9 weeks old. Call
753-4469 after 6 p.m.
39. Poultry

on
Air
reek
427.

on
wo
and
hed.
iosit
1848.

ber
use
or

room
ed.
4 rth
ithin
of

each.
,LTY
753-

Supplies

PEAFOWL FOR sale.
--425,60-waelk--G141-4*M7880.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE. Moving,
everything must go.
April 28, 29, 30. Furniture, baby items,
clothes, toys, plants,
chrome rims, shotgun,
and
tools
dishes,
miscellaneous. Reduced
prices on Saturday. 1635
Farmer Ave.
FOUR PARTY Garage
Sale. April 29 and 308-5.
Go 121 South, turn right
on Locust Grove Road,
second house on right.
Miscellaneous and
household items.

41 Publ,L Scces
GARAGE SALE -.2 party.
Three bicycles, mattresses, dog houses,
sofas, men, women and
childrens clothing, toys,
records, books, and lots
of goodies. Thursday, 812. Friday 12-6, Saturday 7:30
- 3. 1704
Audubon Drive. Second
street south of Murray
High School.
GIGANTIC Garage Sale.
109 N. 17th, Friday and
Saturday, 29 and 30
April. 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Women, children
clothes, maple rocker
and
miscellaneous
items.
YARD SALE, Bazzell
Cemetery Road in
Coldwater. Turn left at
Church of Christ, 2nd
house on right. After 5
p.m.
43. Real Estate
NEW LISTING .4 miles
from Murray. This 2
bedroom home is in good
condition and priced to
sell quick. $13,900.
Kopperud
Contact
Realty 753-1222 for fulltime competent real
estate service.

Car Wash
1
The Murray Nigh Toms Who Care Club is sponsoring a corwash Saterday, April 30, from 10:00
a.m. til 3:00 p.m. Outside of car will cost LSO. hiside and outside will be 2.50. It wM be located et
Amoco Service Station at Five-Points.

*MIMI STEM 51119.1 TIM TAPE PLATER
*FULL SIZE MID CHANGER•TINTED DUST COVER
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to 1-‘1441r1Synaoc.I. In,

202 Sem* 416.9“44
Plume 753-3363

WILL MOW YARDS and
other work. Please call
753-5894 after 4 p. m.

LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
1971 CAMARO, 350 2
job too big or too small.
barrel, automatic floor, loaded lair, AM- . Call Jimmy and L. W.
t Dub) Lyons, 474-2264.
FM, tape,"rear defrost,
,etc.) power steering and
HAVING TROUBLE
brakes.
Excellent
getting those .small
condition. Call 753-3501,
plumbing jobs done?
762-2236.
Then call 753-6614.

DRIVEWAYS
and
parking areas white
rocked and graded. Free
..estimates.
Decorated
rock bark 'masonry
sand. South 3rd Street.
Call Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 alter Cp. m.

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Commercial or
residential. Also drywall
finishing
for
free
estimate. Phone Atkins
Painting, 437-4534.

"JUST ONCE MA'() LISTeN TO
1974 PINTO SQUIRE
WITHOUT
CARTER
YOUR
PRESIPENT
wagon. Call 753-6848
COUNTRY
after 6. Must sell.
INSTANT ANALY516?"
in East Y

QUIET
LIVING
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Ilas electric
baseboard heat, carpet,
nice kitchen and family
room, refrigerator and
built-in range. Paved
driveway and paved
basketball court. A nice
comfortable home at a
reasonable price.
$29,500. Contact Guy
Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.

OUALITY REALTY CO.
337 N.Pio*, Week Ay.
527-1441
Murray C.allowey Courly
437-4811

220 ACRE FARM only 2
miles from Ky. Lake.
Suitable for row crop or
cattle. Good access.
Many fine buiiiling sites.
John C. Neubauer
Realtor, 505 Main,
Murray, 753-0101 or 7537531.
44. Lots For Sale
ONE LARGE lot zoned
for four apartment
building. One block from
University. $5000 per
unit. John Pasco, 7535791.
46 Homes For Sale
NEW BRICK nome
beautiful wooded lot or.
Highway 641 21 miles
North of Hardin. Two
car garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
pump and wood burner.
Call 527-1087.

TWO BEDROOM'HOME
in Lynn Grove area.
Built-in
appliances,
carpeted
throughout.
Price reduced. Call 4354428.

CK
ity

2ouse,
12th
imper
MON
-3744,
ghts.

Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc.

TWO BEDROOM modern'
home, fully carpeted
throughout, electric
heat, within walking
distance of town and
shopping. Ideal for
widow or retired couple.
Call 753-6118 or 753-9036
for details. :

)OM
[lying
and
)live
per
51 or
ii8.• my_

WILL BABYSIT in my
home for infants 1 year
or under. Call 767-2555.

1973 DODGE Adventurer_
Club Cab, with camper
topper, V-8, power
steering, power brakes,
stick shift. 42,000 miles,
spare tire never down.
New tires on ground.
Truck like new. $2450.00.
Call 753-7393.

Wilson

417 SOUTH 9TH STREET
OUTSTANDING . 4.
- Neat 3 bedroom frame
bedroom
home
in
houss
., gas heat, wall
,....Cautszkww*. Estate
unit -ist•
Home has many putlarge lot. Conveniently
standing features, inlocated. Only $21,900.
cluding large den with
Call or come by 105 N.
wood burning fireplace,
12th, Boyd Majors Real
formal dining room,
Estate 753-8080.
large bedrooms,
exquisite design and
NICE DUPLEX at 607
decor throughout. Phone
Elm Street. On large lot,
Kopperud Realty 753close to downtown,
1222.
grocery,
church,
hospital and school. If
JUST LISTED... Business
you want nice home with
building suitable for
income, call today for
clean-up shop or repair
appointment. Good
shop. For additional
building lot in Camelot
income, listing also
Subdivision, for only
includes apartment and
$3,250: Call Galloway
mobile homes. ExRealty, 505 Main Street,
cellent income property.
753-5842.
For further informatiun,
call
Loretta
Jobs
Realtors ... 753-1492.

51 Services Offered

1972 FORD LTD. Four
hardtop. Air
door
condition, all power.
$1200. Call 753-0855.

TELEPHONE 753-7651

NE
nt.
.53-

RT2
'Man
16th

OWNERS WANT OFFER
on
this
recently
redecorated 3 bedroom
home with fireplace,
located 5 minutes from
Murray. Extra large lot
goes with house. Lot is
perfect for horses or
garden area. Owners
are moving and anxious
to sell. Excellent opportunity for fine buy on
a quality home. Phone
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for more information.

REALTORS

South 12th at Sycamore

51 Serve.
q. Offered

49 Used Cars & Trucks

BY OWNER - 3 bedroom
brick near college. Low,
30's. Two baths, carpet,
central .air and heat.
Call 753-7166 after 4 p.
m.
THREE
BEDROOM
BRICK home with 12
acres and permanent
pasture and fence. Has a
real nice barn. A good
well and small block
building. In
good
location, 11,2 miles
Northeast of
Nevi,
Providence, on
a
blacktop road. riir more
ipformation call 4365327.

46. Homes For Sale
THREE
BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-5434.
BRICK HOUSE on Highway 94 West. Outside
city limits. Three large
bedrooms, formal Riling
room, dining room,
foyer, kitchen, den, two
tile baths, utility, double
garage. Plus outside
garage. Call - 753-0777.
HILLSIDE HOUSE in
Pine Bluff Shores
subdivision with
porch
screened
treetops.
overlooking
Masonry construction;
insulated; multi- '
purpose room with bath,
-' Sleeping' loft, Tlfeplatr,'"
air-conditioning,
electric heat, counterunit;
top .cooking
water
community
basement
system;
storage area; access to
boat launching. Call 7534574 or 436-5516.

49 Used Cars iv Trucks
1972 SILVER DATSUN
240 Z. Call 753-7322.
1968 CHEVY, $300 Call
753-7387.
1970 JAVELIN, good
Condition, automatic
transmission. Call 7534740.
1969 CHE'VY. Has 9.ew
motor. Call 753-47
1973 JEEP PICKUP, 4
drive, V-8,
wheel
-straight shift with air,
tool - box, 38,000 miles.
Lall 901-232-8670.

50 Campers
W TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

51 Services Offered

PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior, by the hour
or job. For free estimate,
call 753-8343 or 753-2467.
GET YOUR HOME
treated for termites for
$150.00.
than
less
Bonded and licensed.
Call Wards Termite
C,ompany,
Control
Mayfield, 247-2023' or
Fulton, 472-2928. Free
Inspectian.DOZER, LOADER,
backhoe work, Grading,
bushhauling, and
_
Free
hogginz.
estimates. Call 436-2382.

20 FT. CAMPER, selfcontained, bath, air,
canopy, sleep 6. 1969
Chevrolet
truck,
automatic, •1.50 motor, FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
with camper top, power
Contact K and S Stump
bralceS and steering.
Removal, 435-4343 or
Complete hookup to pull
753-9490.
'Camper: Call 7534070
after 5 p.m.
1976 20' PROWLER
camper with Reese
hitch. Sway control,
jacks and T.V. antenna.
Fully t'elf contained.
Call 492-8790.

TRAVEL TRAILER 24'.
1969 CAMARO,
C
AaRll07
,14
1
4. .
Call 753-8072
condition.
9/11
accept
any WHITES CA,MPER
reasonable offer.
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
1974 CJ5 JEEP for sale.
Highway 94 toward KenCall 753-8674 after 5 p.m.
Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
1976 TOYOTA Celica, lift
Clean used campers.
back, 5 speed, air, AMOpen 7 days per week.
FM stereo, excellent
Call 753-0605.
condition. Call 149851 Services Offered
6900.

RUSCO
COMBINATION
windows and doors with 20
years goarentee. Cii

Roy Harmon
753-4124

NEED TREES cut, or
light 'haurin Call 153WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day,, or
night 442-7026.

FOUR BEDROOM, 2%
baths, white, brick on
Oaks Country Club golf 1962 FORD PICKUP. -PENCE SALES- - AT
Doti, g- LICENSED ELECSEARS now.
course. Mid 60's.. tail- $200. Call 753-4064.
753-2310
for
at
Taylor
753-9931.
TRICAN prompt, effree estimates for your
ficient service. NO job
1976 FORD PICKUP
47 Motorcycles
needs.
too small. Call Ernest
TRUCK. Call Ralph
White, 753-0605.
1974 YAMAHA 250 MX.
Darnell- 753-3917 after 4 GUTTERING
BY
Like new, riden about 20
p.m.
• SEARS, Sears seamless
CARPET CLEANING
hours. Excellent congutters installed per
experienced,
very
dition. Call 437-4606 after
your specifications. Call
reasonable rates,
4 p. m.If no answer, call
1977 FORD RANGER, 4
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
references, free
3544222.
wheel drive, selling due
for free estimates.
estimates. Quick drying.
to death. Call 354-8645.
1975 HONDA CL 360, $800.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
1973 Honda CL 350, $475. 1975 RENEGADE jeep.
home and industrial, air
Two cycle trailer, $75„
SERVICE
Low mileage, 'extra
conditioning, and QUALITY
Call 753-8193.
Company Inc. Air
clean. Call 753-5532.
refrigeration, .heating.
condition sales and
Call 474-8841.
HONDA 360, 450 miles,
service. Modern sheet
brand new. $875. Call 1962 WHITE ROAD
ELECTRIC
metal department.
COLSON
tractor 220 Cummings
753-9920 or 753-3000.
Larry
Wisehart,
AND Plumbing. Clent
diesel. 10 speed road
President. Phone 753Colson, licensed electransmission
ranger
9290.
trician and licensed
1973
750
YAMAHA
$2995. Cali 436-5353.
Almo,
plumber.
master
motorcycle for sale or
AIRBY Carpet Care.
Ky. 753-8549.
trade. Call 436-2305 after
Steam clean one room at
PLYMOUTH
1964
5 p.m.
Scents per sq. ft. and we
Valiant. $250 or best
INSULATION BLOWN in
will clean the hallway
offer. Cal.; 767-4342.
by Sears save on these
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
high
heat
and
cooling
1976 400 YAMAHA, like
10 room would only be
range, good
bills. Call Doug Taylor
new. Helmet included. 1968 VW ,
Call Mike Hut$8.00.
condition
tires, good
at 753-2310 for free
Must sell. $725 or best
chens. 753-0359.
753-4015. Only
Call
estimates.
$750.
offer. Call 753-2231.
interested alters.
white ROY HARMON FOR
DRIVEWAYS
YAMAHA MINI Enduro. 1974 CORVETTE', T-top,
Cabinets, Remodeling,
rocked. Sand and lime
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Mill work, 'Furniture
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
350 4 spced, tach, tiltHonda 550 „four with
repair, combination
753-8381.
telescopo "wheel, AMwindjammer. Call 753windows and doors. Call
FM Siff.- tape, air nd
2226.
753-1124.
power f;ed on R
OBILE HOME- AN49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
C
Chrome ,pie pipes. Call
, underpinning,
437-4606 ;ter 4 p. m. If
awnings, and roofs K AND H REPAIR - 94
1975 CUTLASS _Supreme,
nb anssA , all 354-8222.
East. Phone 753-3323.
sealed. Call . Jack
27,000 actual miles.
Lawn mower and small
753-1873
after
5
Glover,
1968 ( AM %Ft0 heeas
Extra sharp. Call 753engine.
1 day service.
or
weekends.
bet767-2512
work (
0181 or 72-1208.
ween 5 aT 17 p m.
1973 DODGE 4 door, all
1971 Fiat') TORINO.
• power, air, local car; •
SAYE!
Ight green,
'Metal
goad condition.
SAVE!
hardtop. dIlod condition.
Reasonable price. Call
20 Nile
75'i-4)377
Call
753-5924 or 753-1681.
fru Deliver
I973
r
T1, A S S
CHEVROLET
1973
$423.00 isp, floored, reedy to on. Also precut, yew bvlId..i
SUPPE ME. Good
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Low as $300.00. I x S up to 24 z a standard, but will pride,
Power
cornt:
Air and power. Red with
any site needed. Ivy Wm best for less
steerin, iirakes and air.
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE lUILDINGS 753-0910
gray interior. Radials,
iiith White top.
Mar
Big block engine with
I 753-4015.
$3000
headers. Good gas
call
,10
After
4
753-6103.
mileage. Call 437-4606
after 4 p. m. If no answer, call 354-8222.
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra
clean. Call 753-0698.

MS LINCOLN, me rawcery Wagon. Geed con•

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

Paris, Tennessee
Wish to thank their many Kentucky customers
for their. business, and wishes to advise everyone
of the buying schedule. The regular auction sale
is on Fridays beginning at 1:30. Hogs are also
bought Monday and Saturday morning until
12:00. Due to the annual Fish Fry festivities
there will not be a sale Friday, April 29th. Other
buying days as usual.
Bring your livestock to Paris Livestock Commission
Co. Paris, Tenn.
Same Location 40 Tears.

75-14**

WILL STAY with elderly
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
,
people from 7-4. Call 435TANK and backhoe ,
4169.
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-866f or
436-2586.
NEED YOUR YARD
mowed. Reasonable
rates. Call 753-9465 after'
WILL HAUL LIME or
4 p.m.
white-rock or sand. Call
7534763, Roger Hutson
AERIAL APPLICATION
/753-4545.
- Fertilizing, seeding,
and
herbicides
ESTS?
WEEKEND
pesticides. Battles Ag.
Repairing family car?
Service. Call 489-2414 or
Group outing? Trip out
901-642-0712.
Planning
a
of town?
vacation!? Call 753-1372,
Murray Leasing, Inc.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
BACKHOE WORK and
Call 753-8090.
gravel hauling. Call Joe
54 Free Column
Beard, 436-2306.
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
of any kind. Phone 7539753.
LAWN
MOWING,
trimming and cleaning.
Reasonable vices.
Experienced adult. Call
753-5665.

FREE - Mother and two
10 weeks old pups. Part
cocker spaniel. Mother
is very gentle. Call 4365650.
FREE - Part English
Setter,. 7 months old.
Very
gentle
and
friendly. Will make a
lovely pet. Call 753-1338.

SMALL SIZE dozer - ideal
for spreading, leveling,backfilling. Call 753-7370 THREE PUPPIES,' 6
months old. Mix breed.
or 753-7570:*
Small. Call 435-4375.
LICENSE
ELECKIt:IAN and gas iri7
stallation - will- do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

I

Cute and curly puppies,.
black, white trim. Will
be small. Call 437-4660 or
437-4461.

Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
Stone Setting
.. Prompt Service

-

Furches Jewelry
753-2113.5

113 S. 4th

.
807th
COMBAT SUPPORT HOSPITAL
2400 BROADWAY
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY 42001
"Earn While You Learn"
JOB TRAINING IN THE LUCRATIVE
FIELD OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

•Medical Lab Technician
Nene
•MG/Mrscheeical teripinent •X -by Technician
*Medial Secretary
Repak Persia
•EXG/INIE Technician
•Hiennacy Aid Technician
•Dental Assisted
*Medical Records Opt
•Dental Lab Tecbsticen
*Surgical Tiochnicion
*Physical Therapy Specialist *And Many Otters

•lit;iiimi Prentice

If you are between the ages of 17 and 35 i male or
female),and can qualify for enlistment in the Army Reserve, the 807th Surgical Hospital will p4
you to learn one of the many skills in the expanding field of Medical Technology.

For More Information
Call 442-7193

i
_

Auction Sale
t

Every Friday Night
641 Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
This week stereo, TV., office desk, and chair,
kitchen cabinet, metal cabinets, bench grinder,
gypsy kettle, horse collars, odd tables and
chairs, quilts and quilt tops, living room suite,
guns, tools, glass, dishes, odds and ends of all
kinds.
Shorty McBride No.:147 Auctioneer
-•

Today's Feature Home

1=
..
1k.4P_ isr a • "'"' v rf

Paris Livestock
Commission Company

dition. Cell 753-2514 after IP
p.m.

WILL PLOW, cli,st,
bushhog or mow 'gardens, lots or lawns. Call
Jess Young after 7 PM,

.
i1

)

The Price Is Right
Lots of home for your money in this 3 bedroom
brick ranch style home-at 1500 Johnson. Phone us
for more information and an appointment to see
this comfortable home.$27,500.

KOPPERUD
®
REALTY M

Ph. 753-1222

711 Main
I.
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•n mpoo...41.
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COST MTN OMSK PING MIMS:
Verrivrer we get o special rnamolactifer s
allowance, we pZISS the sayings on to yiXi
Those reductiora are usually good for more Owl
me mak.

If et

POSSIEI

COParm.'us mon WICIAL":
Each week deep-cut spacials in oil
departments, pkrs bonus coupons for extro
savings. Cost Cutter '1)is week's Specialsigns will locate these vaitses for you.

ATLY
DISPLAYED
Our tb
ereegkiy-tneined

Rim
Package meets
prefessieneh
wee*, beed-wrep
earthily sod
them
arrears pledgees
be cases in
'roughed fables se
diet
h
is eesy to find
art, she eied
if..
peke
hikes te me Met you're looking far. Care is
peckegis
end eases ere
se that year
dean,
hinds
when shopping. end dethes wN net be soiled
Claw II

ork Sausage
AUNTS

Celeste Pizza
Catfish Steaks

I LIM. ROUND STEAK
SL's. PORK STEAK
5 L's. GROUND SUP
BITER QUARTERS
5 WS. KROGER WIENERS
5,IRS. SAUSAGE
,
Karla Iat_lhinte,
30 tss
Cu to*$2695

[COST-CUTTER

COUPOPalilliti

MUER
COFFEE

39
Mi▪ l▪ l With this coupon and $10.00 purchase mirluen Moms prohibited by 111111 MO With this
coupon and $10.00 puechosa excluding items prohibited by
111111 low and in addition to cost of coupon
With this coupon and $10.00 purchase excluding items prohibited by
londise. Subject to
IMMO law and in addition to cost of coupon
um lays and in addition to cost of coupon
merchandise. subject to
applicabie taxes. Unit one. Expires May 1st.
merchandise. Subject to
appfiCabie taxes Limit OM. Expires May 1st.
ism min 0POcabfe taxes. limit one. Expires May is'.

ruIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIHI $IO PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO ALL THREE COUPONS. 11111111111
:.:11411WW
W
41L1411
JOAN TIF ARC
AMERICAN
LARGE
EARLY PEAS
CHEESE FOOD
EGGS
_

•t'

Kreger lerlivideelly Wrapped

Asserted Frozen

-Ill Kroger U.S.D.A. Credo A or
PAM.? lericet U.S.D.A. Grade AA

do:

;109

99,

65C

ifainprir(
ut • osi
_ Asserted Hovers
71.7 PILLSBURY
aft•FIGURINES

.
7% oz.$1124=
•'lin
O

no with this coupon. Limit we. bakes May lit

COST•C OTTE COUPON

;TICKLE 2 sm.
i ROLL-ON htl•

. with this coupon. Limit one. Ewes May 1st..

L

Anacin
Jergen's Lotion
Baby Lotion
Clairol Shampoo
Listerine
ltifil/LAI OE EZRA NT

$159

Brl. 100

irdimmimmumI.

g

isx.

98(

1011150N S

Fresh

NOM ESSENCE

$129
8 or

$177

Fifa
.*•:-/
‘et, ARTICHOKES

CALIFORNIA
STRAWBERRIES

4.4°

(uTT"'""311111L:
WORTH SO' OFF

o
.810' r /
sow

CALIFORNIA MIDI TOP

Carrots
Juice Oranges
D'Aniou Pears...10
TraFrapefruit 4
Gold
Delicious Apples ss
sunest mews so an
Navel Oranges

POI

-

KROGER INSTANT COFFEE

WNW
=

with this coupon. Limit one. Expires May 1st _am

ri1111111111111111111=
11:1:01

MUST VALENCIA

WANINNITON STATE ES UZI

toward the purchase of a 10 ca. jor of

(OU

.....

tod
war WOITH 204 OFF
2.6
the purchase of a
bog of

011111/

MIMI

CARROTS

CI

P:11Ccost cunt,couron31111111:

pp

s
WORTH 40' OFF
411..•
Mr - . toward the purchos• of o 20 lb

bog of

men
sE•

11E6
RED POTATOES
,
Ems wiTh this coupon. limit one Expires May lit - 'um.
—
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5
1 1111111111111111111

